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FOREI'IARD 
",-
Th1s program ~Ias in1tiated by NASA/Lewis Researoh Center. 
It forms part of the oombustion experiment program that 1s being 
oonduoted through LeRC. Th1s study was oonduoted 1n essentially 
two phases; apparatus analys1s and lab~ratory equipment 
development and prel1m1nary design. The major partioipants in 
the Apparatus Analysis Phase were: 
Mr. Riohard DeWitt, LeRC Program Manager 
Dr. Nahum Gat, TRW Program Manager 
Signifioant oontributions to that program were made by Mr. Thomas 
S. Kolesar and Mr. Shell Noreen. In the laboratory equipment 
deslgn and preliminary design prinoipal oontributors were: 
Mr. Ralph Nussle, LeRe Program Manager 
Dr. John L. Kropp, TRW Program Manager 
Dr. Riohard D. Fleeter, Laboratory Equipment Design and 
Analysis 
Mr. George Dosa, Design. 
Significant contributions were made by Dr. Gat in analysis; tA,r. 
John Hill in electronics and Mr. Dale Waldo in safety • 
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ABSTRACT 
This report describes a program performed as part of the 
development of the Combustion of Porous Sollds Experlment for 
operatlon ln the STS. T~0 specif1c tasks lnclude: 
• Apparatus Analysis 
$ Laboratory Equlpment Design and Fabrlcation 
• Preliminary Deslgn 
The apparatus analysis resulted in a mid-deck location for the 
experiment operation. A sixteen tube carousel concept was 
developed. The appropriate subsystems were analyzed for closed 
tu~e va open tube operation. The analyses resulted ln several 
technical lssues that were best resolved by development testing. 
Laboratory equlpment was deslgned and fabricated to test the most 
significant sUbsystems. The laboratory equlpment was delivered 
to LeRC where lt was tested. 
A preliminary design was generated ?ased upon the results of 
the apparatus analysis and test results. Early design 
consideration featured common support subsystems to the 
combustion tube. However, a Phase "0" Safety Review held at JSC 
resulted in a "closed tube" design. The current preliminary 
design features experiments that are closed. Each combustion 
experiment is self-contained 1.ncluding individual injector 
mechanism, ignition and venting. Mixing and instrument 
subsystems are common. The design approach is compatible with 
mid-deck operation in four vertical lockers and meets STS weight 
requirements. Layouts and configuration arrangements for the 
hardware are presented. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Lowis Rosearch Contor (LoRC) has doveloped a proBram for 
conducting combustion scionce oxperiments in Spaco. A series 
of oxperiments havo boen devoloped for oporation on tho Space 
Shuttle.' Originally, these experiment concepts were can figured 
to oporate within a facility in tho SpacE lab module. Experiment 
requirements and operation were consistent with Spacelab 
operation. It is now known that early flight of several 
experiments oan be most effioiently achieved if they are 
oonfigured to be flown separately in a location other than a 
Space lab facility. The mid-deok locker orea of STS is such a 
looation where individual experiments can be carr~ed out. A 
program has been undertaken to develop experiment hardware for 
such mid-deck experiments. 
One experiment is the Combustion of Porous Solid Experiments 
(COPSE) which was oonceived by Prof. A Berlad. Essentials of Dr. 
Berlad's experiment are given in Figure 1.1. The experiment 
program has gone through three phases in development. 
This report presents the results of a study of : 
a) The apparatus analysis for implementing COPSE. 
b) The design and fabrioation of laboratory hardware for 
LeRe test. 
c) The preliminary design of the experiment for mid-deck 
operation. 
The report assembles the information from these three major 
tasks. The study segments are presented as parts of an 
integrated whole. 
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A. EXPERlflENT aDJECTIVE 
COI1DUGTIDLE PARTICLES ARE DumlED IfI AU OKIDIZIrIG 
ATI-:OOPIIERE 
CLARIFV TIlE 1·IECIIAfIIOf.l3 OF OUASI-OTEADV FLAI·IE 
PROPAGATIOII AriD EXTl/ICTIOII III 1I00·lOGENEOUO 
I·IIXTUREO OF PREI·IIXED. FIfIELV DIVIDED. COIl-
DUSTIOII PARTICULA·:S III All aXIDlZlltG GASEOUO 
ATt-:OOPIiERE. 
--- -
"-'" 
-a. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
• INSERT PREPACKAGED TUDE IItTO FACILITV 
• SHAKE TUDE TO UNIFORf.lLV DISPERSE PARTICLES 
• VERIFY PARTICLE UIIiFORMITV USING LASER AlID D~TECTOR 
• ACTIVATE INSTRUflEllTATIOII 
• I GN I TE '11 X~URE AT ailE END 
• RECORD rUDe TE'·IPERATURE AS FLAMF. PROPAGATES 
• RE,'(JVE PREPACKAGED TUDE 
D REPEAT EXPERl'lENT 111TH A DIFFERENT TUDE 
C. D.~TA OUTPUT 
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1.1 EXPERIMENT CONCEPT 
The exper1mont oonoept wa~ evolved by Dr. A. Berlad. The 
experiment oonsists of burning a known oonoentrat10n of suspended 
particles in air. The experiment is conduoted in a combustion 
tube and the entire operation is maintained 1n a oonfined volume. 
The tube length and diameter and the resultant volume are fixed. 
The number and type of particles are varied with each experiment. 
The experiment as originally oonceived was to operate within 
the oombustion fao1l1ty in Spaoelab. The effort in this study is 
direoted to implementing the experiment in mid-deok. This 
resulted in additional oonstraints in areas inolud1ng weight, 
size and vent1ng oompared to the original conoept. 
1.2 DESIGN APPROACH 
The approaoh used in deriving the design is diagrammed in 
Figure 1.2. The inputs to the effort are listed as inputs to 
this table. They oonsist of Dr. Berlad's report; report of the 
study performed to assess the proposed oombustion faoility in 
whioh the requirements for eaoh experiment were determined; and 
the NASA dooumentation oonoerning STS design guidelines. The 
requir~ments form the basis of Ehe design development tn this 
program. 
In Seotion 2.0 the soientifio requirements are derived and 
the requ1rements in the experiment design to meet these 
requirements in mid-deck assessed. The mid-deck constraints are 
also evaluated. The conceptual design and subsystems are 
discussed in Section 3.0. The method of development and their 
capabilities are evaluated. Section 4.0 summarizes the test 
equipment that was fabricated for use by LeRe in their test 
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1. FABRICATION 
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CHECKOL"T 
3. SHIP TO LaRC 
Figure 1.2 COPSE DESIGN APPROACH 
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program. The preliminary design that was derived is given in 
Seotion 5.0. The layout and equipment lists are given in Seotion 
6.0. Seotion 7.0 reviews mission operation requirements and 
Seotion 8.0 the safety requirements. Seotion 9.0 gives the 
experiment status and the future work required to implement the 
experiment. 
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2.0 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
This section details the scientific requirements for the 
Combustion of Porous Solids Experiment (COPSE) and also the mid-
deck operating constraints. These two areas formed the bosis of 
the subsystems requirements for the experiment. 
2.1 SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS 
The Particle Cloud Combustion Experiment was originally one 
of the package of five experiments considered for operation in a 
combustion facility for operation in Spacelab. The objectives 
for this experiment are given in Figure 1.1. These objectives 
were later modified to be accommodated in the mid-deck. The 
requirements were discussed with Dr. Berlad and revised to be 
accommodated in :;I mid-deck experiment. These requirements are 
divided into: 
• Pre-Flight Requirements 
• In-Test Requirements 
Pre-Test Requirements 
- Operating Requirements 
Post Test Requirements 
• Post Flight Requirements 
These requirements are given in Figure 2.1. The 
concentration range and particle type are expanded and are given 
in Figure 2.2. 
These requirements when coupled with the mid-deck 
constraints form the basis of the concepts detailed in this 
2-1 
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ReQUIREMENTS 
I. EXPERIMENT MATERIAL 
.. MATERIALSCONSISTCP TUDE. PAR\"CLEB 
AND PARTiCLe ENVIRONMENT 
.. TUDe 
LENGTH: 76!. 0.2 em MINIMUM 
DIAMETERI 6 t 0.2 an 
IGNITION SECTIONI INTERNAL, 0.0 em 
WALL tHICKNESS: TOO. em 
WALL CONDITIONINQ: TOO 
b.OXIDIZER 
DRVAln 
TVPE, LYCOPDDIUM 
CELLULOSe 
COAL 
CONCENTRATION: 1O-ZooB Mall. 
(OF TADLE 21 .. 21 
CONCENTRATION sn PDINTI :!. 6'" (SliT 
POINTNer 
CRITICALI 
STOnAOs. CONTAINER) AIR TO REMAIN DRV 
TEMPERATURE 
oOe < T < GoDe 
II. HOUSEKEEPINQ REQUIReMENTS 
.. PRESSURE 
• AMBIENT .. UNCDNTROLLED 
7GO t 40 TORn AT INITIATION 
• STABILlTV; :. 1.0 TOARI&ee 
DURINQTEST 
b. TEMPERATURE 
• AMBIENT 260! soc 
• UNIFORMITY, 1°C TORnl&oc 
• STADILlTy, ZOe/mIn 
c.OLEVEL 
< 10-4Q~3 AXIG) 
1111")" 0 
I fOLIJOUT FRAME 
OIlIGiNAL PAe~ lEI 
OF POOR QUAI.m' 
PRE·TEST 
REQUIREMENTS 
III. TEST CONTAINER ENVIRONMENT 
EXPERIEMENT PERFORMED AT AMBIENT PRESSURE 
ANDTEMPERATURI!: 
II. PRESSURE 
SETflOINT: 7CO!, 40 TORR 
11 ± 0.05 ATM) 
STABILITY: :!:. 1.0 TORR/HI! 
(TURNING TI;ST) 
b. TEMPERATURE 
SET POINT~ AMBIENT ± 0.5 K 
UNIFORMITY: 1 K/TUBE LENGTH 
STABILITYI 2 KlMIN 
c. 0 LEVEL 
SET POINT: <0.,0-40 
STABILITY: ±.1.,0-4a 
d. PARTICLE CONCeNTRATION UNIFORMITY 
± 6% OVER TUBE LENGTH 
II. AIR COMPOSITION 
21%02± 1% 
70Y. N2 
2-3 
IV. TEST READINESS VERIFICATION 
THE CONDITIONS ARE TO Be VERIFIED ,'\ND 
RECORDED PRlon TO EACH nST 
II. TURBULENce DeCAY 
PROVIDE TaD SEC 
b. CONCENTRATION 
< 6% VARIANCE 
c. PRESSURE 
14.7p,' 
d. TEMPERATURe 
AMBIENT 
0.0 LEVEL 
WITHIN SET POINT 
)( 1 
o 
I 
I 
I 
\\1 
I 
I 
d. 
•. 
f. 
•• 
r 
, 
I 
i, 
i 
, 
I 
'. 
/:Sf READINESS VERIFICA liON 
: CONDITIONS ARE TO DE VERIFIED AND 
:CJROEP PRIOR TO EACH TEST 
!runOULENCE DeCAY 
PROVIDE TaD SEC 
,CONCENTAAnON 
<6" VARIANCE 
PRESSURE 
14.1ps.l 
TEMpERATURE 
AMBIENT 
a LEVEL 
WITHIN SET POINT 
·i, . 
COMDU:lTION Of ronous 
COLIOS BXI'ERIMENT 
GCIENCE n£CWIREMENTB 
IN-FLIGHT I 
ReOumEMENTG 
• 
OPERATING 
REQUIREMENTS 
V. TEST INITIATION AND DATA AcaUISTION 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. IGNITION SQURCE 
ENERGY SUPPLIED: TBO 
TYPE: COIL 
REPEAT RATEI TBP 
b.MATERIAL 
(PARTICLES AND QAS· NO ACTIVE 
CONTROLI 
c. SCIENTIFIC MEASUREMENTS 
- FLAME5PEED: 6-160cm/.cc 
- ACCURACY; ! 1 cm/$I!C 
- FLAME SHAPE: ft.1 mm RESOLUTION) 
- DEFLAQRATION WAVE pROFILE 
- TIME. lice 
- IGNITiON VISUALIZATION 
_ EXPERIMENT PRESSURE 
d, DATA COLLECTION 
~ ALL DATA TO DE RECORDED 
~ NO REAL-TIME DATA REQUIRED 
_ RATE -100/&ee 
ct. HOUSEKEEPINQ REQUIREMENTS 
~ AMDIENT PRESSURE 
- AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
~ OLEVEL 
- RATEI 1 JCO 
f. DISPLAY 
- EXPERIMENT ON SIGNAL 
- EXPERIMENT CoMPLETE SlaNAL 
II. PRESSURE 
- INTERNAL CONTAINER PRESSURE 
MAINTAINED AT 1 ATM 
O~7!At M(.l!:: m 
Or: POOR QUALITY 
POSTFLIGHT 
REQUIREMENTS 
VII, POST FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS 
t. ALL TUOE8TOee RETURNED FORANALYSI8 
b. arORAGe TEMPERATune 
OOC<T<GCOC 
0. DATA 
ALL DATA AVAII.ADLE POST FLIGHT 
PDSTTEST 
REDUIREMENTS 
VI, POST TEST VERifiCATION 
TERMINATION Of TEST AND PREPARATION 
Of NEXT RUN 
I. VISUAL VERifiCATION 
fLAMEOUT 
b. MISfIRE PROCEDURE 
TOO 
c. PRODUCTS 
CONTAIN ALL PRODUCTSWITHIN 
EXPERIMENT VOLuME 
""L... FOLDOUT FRAME 
Figure 2.1 SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS 
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Type Lycopodium Cellulose Pocahantas Coal powder 
nominal 30 50 25 7.5 70 50 40 25 7.5 
size,lIm (natural size) (45-53)* (20-30)** (5-10)** (63-75)* (45-53)* {3B-45}* (20-30)** (5-10)** 
2000 X X 
1800 . X 
Concentration 1600 X X X X • 
mg/1 1400 X X X X X 
(two tubes 1200 x x x x x 
!at each 1000 x x x x x condition) 
BOO X X 
" 
X X X X X X X 
600 X X X X X X X X X 
I\) 
I 
400 X X X X X X X X X 
U1 300 X*** X X X X 
"il 
::0 200 X X X X X X X*** X*** X*** 
IT1 
0 
1"1 100 X X X X X X X 
C 
:2 50 X X X X 
G) 
~ 
G) 
25 X*** X*** X X 
10 X X X X 
rrr 
m ,... 
l:> 
5 X X X X 
I . 
:2 ;;;: 
2: 
,.. Standard Tyler Sieve, ** Precision Sieves, *** Expected Flammability Limit 
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Figure 2.2 CONCENTRATION RANGE 
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study. 
The test matrix of potential oonoentrations was developed in 
oonsultation with Prof. Berlad and inoludes the range of desired 
partiole sizes and oonoentrations. 
shall be carried out in duplioate to 
Eaoh partiole oonoentration 
validate results. 
A eeneral plan of experiment operation~ l I 1noluded as 
Figure 2.3. This figure lists the essential . hat are 
neoessary to perform the experiment. The~ derive 
generally from the requirements in Figure 2. 
SOOU 
• 
PUPAMTION 
- P~TlctES IN TUDE 
- AIR IN TUDE 
- HIX P~T1CLES TO 
ACHIEVE HOMOGEnEOUS 
OISTRIDUTION 
• 
F.l(J'E~I/IEHT 
PEREORHA.'CE 
- ICNITE ~~TlctE/AIR 
MIXTU~ 
- ODSERVE ~~I 
.. VeLOCITY 
- S~E 
.. MAINT!\IN INTERNAL t'RESSURE • 
L WE~II!EHT 
SHUT-Doua 
- FLAME EXTltlGUISHED 
- UTAIN TUBE AND P~TICLES 
Figure 2.3 EXPERIMENT OPERATION 
2.2 MID-DECK ACCOMMODATION 
The Combustion of P,)rous Solids Experiment ooncept and 
deSign is to operate in the mid-deok area of the Shuttle. The 
experiment hardware should be transferable to the proposed 
combustion facility with a minimum of modification. The mid-deck 
has locker,areas for experiments. The number of lockers 
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available for experiments in any flight will depend upon the 
aVailable spaoe., 
mission length. 
This in turn depends upon the crew size and 
Portions of this area are available for 
experiment operations. The interfaoes for experiments are given 
in references 3 and 4. The experiments to be performed in the 
mid-deck will be limited in volume and power consumpt10n,as well 
as level of crew involvement, for example. 
2.2.1 Mid-Deok Experiment Arrangements 
The mid-deck area of the STS system is shown in figure 2.4. 
The looation of the lookers is shown in Figure 2.5. There are 33 
locker spaoes. An experiment can use the lookers themselves, or 
can utilize the volume of one or more lookers with an experiment-
specific structure built around it. An additional area available 
for experiment operation is located in the galley area. 
A summary of the interfaces for eaoh experiment in the mid-
deck are given in Table 2.1. The important design parameters are 
highlighted below. 
Structural/Volum~ The payloads that utilize their own 
struoture must mount to the wire trays of the mid-deok looker 
region using a single adaptor plate 18.125 inohes wide by 10.757 
inches high; or through two single adaptor plates to a double 
adpator plate 18.125 inohes wide by 21.882 inohes high. A later 
development in design released by JSC allows the use of two 
single plates that are lighter in weight (2.5 lbs.) with the 
attaohment of the struoture to four points on these plates. 
Hardware must extend no further than 20.32 inohes from the wire 
trays inoluding the adaptor plates. Experiments must conform to 
the defined locker volume. The e.g. of the system is as defined 
in the Table 2.1. 
Thermal/Environment The thermal and the environmental 
-- -
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Table 2.1 SHUTTLE MID-DECK ACCO~~ODATIONS 
(j) 
o 
0,' " 
I. VOLUME 
• Standard Looker Size 
• Standard Looker Volume 
• Optional Stowage Tray 
Sizes 
• Large 
• Small 
• Single Adaptor Plate Size 
• Double Adaptor Plate Size 
• Maximum Total Payload 
Length 
• Maximum Total Payload 
Width and Breadth 
II. MASS 
• Maximum Payload Mass 
• Standard Looker 
• Single Adaptor Plate 
• Double Adaptor Plate 
• Adaptor Plate Mass 
• Single 
• Double 
• Center of Mass Looation 
• Light, oentered loads 
• Off-axis or near 
maximum loads 
III. STRUCTURES 
• Steady-State Load Faotors 
• Along x-axis 
• Along y-axis 
• Along z-axis 
• Load Faotors for Critioal 
or Potentially Hazardous 
Components 
2-9 
9.950" X 17.312" x 20.320" 
internal dimensions 
2.00 oub':'o feet 
9.59" x 16.95" x 20.00" 
4.64" x 16.95" x 20.00" 
10.757" x 18.125" x 0.750" 
18.125" x 21.882" x 0.875" 
21.062" inoluding adaptor 
plates 
May not extend beyond 
adaptor plate perimeters 
60 lbs. inoluding trays, 
eto. 
69 lbs. inoluding plate, 
mounting hardware, eto. 
120 lbs. inoluding 
plates, eto. 
6.2 lbs. 
12.5 lbs. 
C 14" from attaohment faoe 
C 10" from attaohment faoe 
- 3.15 to + 1.22 
0.80 to + 0.80 
- 1.00 to + 2.50 
( 
, 
, 
" " 
i 
o 
-:6:.:: t 
-- --~, -----j~ .. ooit.- . , 
"- .. ~ 
Table 2.1 (cent.) 
• Alona x-axis 
• Alona y-axis 
• Along z-axis 
e Other Stresses 
IV. CABIN ENVIRONMENT 
• Temperature 
• Normal 
• During ascent and 
reentry 
• Air Pressure and Oxyg~n 
Content 
• Normal 
• During EVA 
• Emergenoielj 
• Fixed Rate of Pressure 
Change 
• EVA Adjustment 
• Emergencies 
V. COOLING ~ THERMAL 
• Passive Cooling 
• Preferred Method of 
Passive Cooling 
• Maximum Waste Heat 
Without Fan 
• Aotive Cooling 
• Maximum System Coolant 
Pressure 
G Normal 
• Safety Faotor 
2-10 
- 3.3 to + 20.0 
- 3.3 to + 3.3 
- 4.4 to + 10.0 
Random vibrational, 
aeouotie, and tranoiont 
streoseo, as outlined in 
Interface Control Dooum~nt 
66-60 F 
< 95 F 
14.7 PSIA, 25.9% 0 
2 
10.2 PSIA, 31.0% 0 
• 2 
8.~ PSIA, 32.0% 0 
2.0 PSIAlm1n 
9.0 PSIA/min 
2 
Dissipate heat to mid-deok 
oabin air 
Fan or equivalent 
60 watts 
DiSSipates heat via water 
flow through oonneotors 
in mid-deok floor 
200 psig 
300 psig without leaks 
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Table 2.1 (oont.) 
• Payload Surfaoe 
Temperature 
• Surfaoes Acoessible 
to Crel~ 
• Other External Surfaces 
• Maximum Total Payload 
Waste Heat 
• At 14.7 oabin air 
pressure 
• TWQ man orew 
., Four man crew 
• At 10.2 PSIA oabin 
air pressure 
• TI," man crew 
c F" .,' man orew 
VI. ELECTRICAL 
• DC Power From Orbiter 
• Minimum Voltage 
• Maximum Voltage 
• Nominal Voltage 
• Maximum DC Continuous 
Power at Min. Voltage 
• Bus A 
• Bus B 
o Bus C 
• AC Power From Orbiter 
o Frequency 
• Minimum Voltage 
• Maximum Voltage 
• Nominal Voltag~ 
e Connections 
• Electric,,_ londing 
Requirementr;, 
• Electrostatic 
Discharges 
< 113 F 
< 120 F 
650 ~I 
375 W 
425 W 
150 W 
23 VDC 
32 VDC 
28 VDC, all at up to 10 
amps 
224 W 
215 W 
165 W 
400 Hz, 3 phase 
108 VDC 
~:!O VDC 
115 VAC, all up to 3 amps/ 
phasa 
Done by crew. Two-wire 
cords for DC, four-wire 
cords for AC, with inter-
faces described in Orbiter 
specs 
RF circuits and electrical 
interafaces shall be 
electrically bonded to 
Orbiter structure 
Not permitted 
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Table 2.1 (cont.) 
• Alternatina Maanotic 
Fiolds 
• Eleotrical Interface Noice 
• DC Power frQm Orbiter 
• Nominal Ripple 
• During Ol'biter 
Hydraulic Pump Startup (t < 300 mseo) 
• Transient Spikes 
• AC Power From Orbiter 
• Nominal Ripple 
• Transient Spikes 
2-12 
< 130 dB above 1 piootesla (30 Hz to 2 kHz) falling 
40 dB per deoade to 50 kHz, 
at 1 meter a~/Qy 
< 0.9 volta peal( to peak 
narrowband (30 Hz to 7 I,Hz), 
falling to 0.28 volta at 70 
kHz, remaining oonstant to 
400 MHz 
Sawtooth ripple voltage, 
4.0 volts peak-to-peak, 
500 to 700 Hz, on the 28 
VDC power bus 
-6 
< 300 x 10 volt-
seoonds above or below line 
voltage. Peak spikes not to 
exoeed +1- 5- volts from • 
nominal bus voltage; rise 
and fall times < 56 voltsl 
mioroseoonds 
< 1.5 volts rmS narrowband (30 Hz to 1.5 kHz), remaining 
oonstant to 400 MHz. Ripple 
shall not exoeed 4% rms of the 
AC line voltage at intverter 
harmonio frequenoies 
Peak spikes not to exoeed +1-
600 volts from nominal bus 
voltage; rise and fall times 
< 2.5 volts/mioroseoond 
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interfaces 1n the mid-deck are siven in Table 2.1. Pressure is 
as low as 10.2 PSIA during EVA activity. The oxygen partial 
pressure at 14.7 psi 1s 25.9%. This partial pressure differs 
from air; thus combustion validation experiments must include 
this datum. 
T!'e .1eat rejection by an elCperiment must be aooommodated 
through ooupUng to the galley looation fluid heat exohanger or 
th"ough GlCohange to the oabin air. The fluid heat exchanger is 
available unly at the g~lley looation and thus,use will limit the 
number of flights available for an experiment. The heat loss 
must be positively moved to the oabin air if it will be greater 
than 60 W. 
Eleotrical/Power The total power availablJ to an experiment 
at a looker location other than the galley is 250 watts. If the 
power requ!rements are greater than this, the galley location must 
be used. The variation in DC power level is 23-32 volts which 
may require power supplies for equipment power stabilization. 
2.; EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 
The ml:ljor oonstraining factors in the Combustion of Porous 
Solids Experiment for mid-deok operation are: 
o The number of experiments per flight 
o The length of the tube 
o The number of mid-deck lockers available. 
Our approach for developing any experiment for mid-deck Is 
shown in Figure 2.6. The mid-deck operating parameters are 
identified a~d compared to the soienoe requirements. The results 
of this oomparison are then used to reevaluate the scienoe 
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Identify 
Mid-~eck -4 
Interflces 
Volume 
Structure 
Safety 
Power 
Crew Time 
Etc. 
Mid-Deck 
Concept 
Develop Operation 
Concept 
Component 
Development 
Fit and Form to 
Mid-Deck 
Reblle SuIIs)Jtem Plrlmeters -4 Reqllire .. l.ts to Op.nltion 
Size Expts Material 
Time Sile 
Compartment No. Interfaces 
Constraints Crew Intfirvention 
-4 Preliminlry 
Design 
Component Design 
Mid-Deck layout 
Instrument Identification 
EsuWisll 
~ Mill-Dick 
C_II.tI~ility 
Meets Guidelines 
Within ()peJlting 
Parameters 
Accomplishes Experiment 
Objectives 
Figure 2_6 MID-DECK DEVELOPMENT THROUGH PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
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l'equiroments whioh are then adjusted for mid-deok operation. The 
subsystem requirements are then derived and these evolve into a 
mid-deok oonoept whioh then evolves into a preliminary design. 
The signifioant soientifio oonstraints are listed in Table 
2.2. With these we list two operational oonsiderations. The 
volume of an eKperiment is normally one or two lookers. The 
length of the tubes precludes two lookers and necessitates the use 
of four lo~ker spaoes. The position and mounting methods have 
ohanged during the oourse of this study as tae information from 
JSC arrived. 
Table 2.2 INITIAL MID-DECK CONSTRAINTS/CONDITIONS 
~-------------------------------.------'---~ DESIRED 
Science 
• Tube - 100 em 
I Experi~ent Number -to 100 
• Variable FOV for Flame Shape 
• Unlimited Film Footage 
• Pressure Measurement 
During Experiment 
OPERATIONAL 
• Mid-Deck Lockers 
e All Fluids Contained 
EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODArIONS 
75 cm active length 
16 tubes 
FiKed FOV at tube center 
200 I -400 I 1 i mi t 
Deleted 
4 mid-deck lockers 
Individual closed tubes 
The original ooncept was a two by two horizontal locker 
conoept using two double adaptor plates (Figure 2.7a). This 
2-15 
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a) 2x2 Locker Two Double 
Adaptor Plates 
b) lx4 Lockers Two Single 
Adaptor Plates at 2 
and 3 
Figure 2.7 MID-DECK LOCKER CONFIGURATIONS CONSIDERED 
concept was unable to be implemented in the mid-deck and we 
altered the concept to a one by four vertical concept shown in 
Figure 2.7b. Later in the design development we learned from JSC 
(C. Chassay) of an alternate mounting method using two single 
plates attaching the two outside corners of each plate and 
carrying the load on the experiment specific structure. This 
appro~ch utilizes lockers 1 and 4 for overhang with the weight 
carried from 2 and 3. 
The original approach utilized common equipment in so far as 
possible. The Phase "0" Safet.y Review at JSC indicated a 
preference for a closed experiment container that would contain 
• 
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wfthfnits volume all experiment materials. This led to a concept 
with a number of e~bsystems or components that were individual to 
each tube. The deciSion was made jointly w1th LeRC to design e 
"closed" tube system. This necessitated a redesign midway in the 
contract effort. Table 2.3 shows the impact of design changes. 
COMMON 
Table 2.3 COMPARISON OF COMMON & INDIVIDUAL 
FUNCTIONS IN THE COPSE 
INITIAL 
VENT 
IGNITOR CONNECTION 
INJECTOR GAS 
HEAT SINK 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
DATA ACQUISITION 
MIXER , 
INDIVIDUAL 
COMMON 
DELETED 
FINAL 
{
VENT 
IGINTION CONNECTOR 
INJECTOR GAS 
HEAT SINK 
{DATA ACQUISITION MIXER 
{PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
The experiment weight and packaging was estimated twice 
during the performance period in order to assess mid-deck 
compatability. The philosophy was to continue with the 
experiment concept as defined in the apparatus analysis until 
either of these parameters indicated that ~ne oesign exceeded 
mid-deck accommodations. 
The design is carried to a point that allows validation of 
the closed tube concept; a weight estimate to be made and an ROM 
cost derived. This design does not incorporate all analyses and 
mechanisms; some of these will be developed during detaile~ 
design. 
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3.0 APPARATUS ANAL~SIS 
This seotion reports the derivation of a oonoept for the 
COPSE. The oonoept is based upon the Soienoe Requirements 
obtained from Prof. A. Berlad (Seotion 2.1) and the STS operating 
oonstraints. A oonoept for operating this experiment was derived 
in the assessment of the oombustion faoility ooncept (Ref. 2). 
This operation was consistent with science requirements that 
had been defined by Prof. Berlad. The major thrust in the study 
of Ref. 2 was to define experiments such that they would be 
compatible w1t.h the Space lab combustion facility. Another part 
of that study was to define individually contained experiments 
that were precursors to combustion experiments that might be 
carried out later in the facility. This apparatus analysis 
initially considered operations in the facility. Almost all 
later segments of the study have been directed toward mid-deck 
operation. 
The apparatus analysis defines an experiment that operates 
in the mid-deck and that meets significant science objectives. 
Two major compromises that are necessitated by the mid-deck 
operation are: 
(1) The length of the tube is 75 cm instead of 100 om. A 
tube of 100 om cannot be aocommodated in less than a 5 
looker configuration. 
(2) The number of experiments that can be conducted are 
limited by the available volume. 
Other limiting factors include power and heat dissipation. 
However, these were not deemed to be critical factors in the 
overall experiment operation. 
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The initial experiment waa characterized by subsystems. The 
function flow of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.1. These 
subsystems are summarized in Figure 3.2. 
These concepts are developed in the sections below. This 
development includes comparisons of the various methods 
considered in the subsystem deSigns and the basis of selection of 
a particular design. The final concept is discussed in this 
final subsection. 
3.1 COMBUSTION TUBE 
The combustion tube meets the minimum design criteria given 
in the science requirements (Fig. 2.1). The tube length is 75 cm 
29.5 in). The maximum tube inner diameter that is accommodated 
1n this ooncept is 5.6 cm (2.2 in). Any tube of lesser inner 
diameter may be used without other modification to the apparatus. 
• EXPERIMENT CONTAINER 
• EXPERIMENT CONTAINER SUPPORT 
• VENT 
• PARTICLE DELIVERY 
• IGNITION 
• INSTRUMENTATION 
" 
ELECTRONICS 
GI DATA ACQUISITION 
• THERMAL CONTROL 
Figure 3.2 COMBUSTION OF POROUS SOLIDS 
SUBSYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONS 
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3.1.1 ~ Material 
Polymethyll methacrylcate ,borosilioate glass and 
polyoarbonate were oonsidered as candidate tube materials. Table 
3.1 summarizes the qualities of these materials relevant to this 
application. The possibility of shattering led to elimination 
of glass as a oandidate. A olear material is required for visual 
observation, photography and instrumentation. Of the olear 
polymers, polyoarbonate was ohosen beoause of its fire and 
shatter resistanoe. Gold antistatio wall ooating and 
eleotrostatio teohniques to reduoe partiole/particle and 
partiole/wall adhesion are under investigation by NASA. These 
materials will reduoe the partiole adhesion. 
3.1.2 Tube Wall Thiokness 
--
Three faotors were oonsidered in ohoosing the tube wall 
thiokness. The tube must not rupture during any overpressure 
whioh might oocur in operation. The deflection of the tube under 
handling and operational loads must be small enough that no 
disoernable distortion of the flame nor plastio deformation of 
the material oan ocour. Finally, the tube must readily absorb 
the thermal load imposed by combustion as the primary means of 
oooling combustion produot gases. This must be aooomplished 
without signifioant weakening of the tube. Combination of these 
oonsiderations whioh are analyzed below, lead to selection of a 
1.25 mm (0.049 in) thiokness. 
Rupture To ensure the tube will not rupture under pressure, an 
estimate of the maximum pressure load is made. Should a 
malfunotion of the vent and safety valve ooour the tube must not 
rupture before failure of the vent membrane or of the isolation 
membrane at the acoustio driver. These are estimated to 
withstand approximately 51 kPa (7.4 lb/in2). Thus the tube must 
withstand 101 kPa (14.7 lb/in 2) with a safety faotor of 2.5 
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HATERIAL 
Hethyl Hethacrylate 
(plexiglas) 
Glass 
Polycarbonate 
• 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
difficult to shatter • Lot. melting point 
good transparency Inflammable 
Sound deadening Low Thermal 
conductivity/diffusivity 
bigh strength per difficult ~o custom 
weight manufacture. 
excellent clarity shatter 
non-reactive low hysteresis, not 
bigh mel~ing point sound damping 
high thermal conduct-
ivity, diffusivity 
easy to custom 
manufacture-
non inflammable low melting point 
shatterproof lot. thermal conduct-
good transparency ivity/diffusivity 
sound deadening difficult to custom liJanufacture 
oigh strength per 
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y1elding an overall safety foot or of ~. 
where T 1s the tensile stress, or the wall thiokness, P the 
pressure and D the tube (mean) diameter. For polyoarbonate T = 
55.1 MPa (8000 lb/1n 2 ), and P = 101 kPa (14.7 lb/in 2 ), D = 5.6 om 
(2.2 in.), thus or = 0.10 mm (0.004 in.). with the safety faotor 
we have or = 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) • 
Defleotion Attaohed at both ends to the apparatus struoture, the 
tube wall sags when subjeoted to g-foroes normal to its axis 
(e.g. during launoh and landing). This defleotion, y, is given 
by 
Y t: 5MglS 384EI 
where M is the tube mass, 1 the length, E the elastio modulus and 
I the tube moment of inertia given by 
where D is the outer diameter of the tube and 
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T = D-d. 
For T = 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) at 1 g y = 0.33 mm (0.013 in.). 
Shuttle lanuch and landing are nominally 3 g. Using a safety 
factor of 2.5 the oaloulation is performed for 7.5 g loading. 
The deflection is then 2.5 mm (0.10 in.), less than 2% of the 
tube diameter. Sizing for pressure yields adequate thiokness for 
tube rigidity. A calculation of the oritioal force for column 
buckling has also been oarried out. Under worst case conditions 
(1 end pinned and the other cantilevered) the tube oan support 72 
N (16 Lbf». This failure mode would require collapse of the 
apparatus structure so that loads would have to be at least an 
order of magnitude higher. 
The handling strength was estimated by assuming the tube i~ 
held (as a cantilever) at one end. If the ~ube were then 
subjected to extremely rough handling an acceleration of 3 g 
might be applied •. The deflection would then be 25 mm (1.0 in.) 
at the end with a maximum stress of 6.17 MPa (895 lbf/in2) which 
is 11% of the yield stress. It ia ooncluded that from structural 
considerations a wall thickness of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) is 
sufficient. 
~ DissieaT~ The tube wall serves as the single largest sink 
for the heat released during combustion. It is required that the 
tube be sufficiently massive to dissipate this heat without 
approaching its melting temperature of 135 C (275 F). Some of 
the heat will be carried out of the tube by venting of exhaust 
gas~s. To caloulate an upper bound on the tube heat loading, 
this relief mechanism is ignored so that all the heat is ahsorbed 
. by the tube and the combustion product gas it contains. Further 
conservatism results from ignoring the role of tube end fittings 
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and radiative losses in hoat dissipation. 
The tube volume of 2.05 1 contains 0.019 gmole of oxygen at '1,) 
0.1 MPa (111.7 lb/in 2) and 20 C (68 F). If this oxygen is 
completely consumed in reaction with pure carbon fuel to carbon 
dioxide, 71150 Joules (7.06 BTU) of heat are released. The 
temperature rise, T, of tho product gas and tho tube wall is 
given by 
where Q is the heat released, m1 is the mass of species i, Cp1 is 
the specifio heat of speoies i and L takes the sum of this 
product over all i. For the tube wall, m = 113.11 g (0.096 lb.) 
for a wall thiokness of 0.25 mm (0.01,in.) and Cp = 1.26 Jig C 
(0.30 BTUllb F). The oarbon dioxide product gas mass is 0.811 g 
(0.0018 lb) and its specific heat is 0.8116 Jig C (0.202 BTU/lb 
F). 'l'he tube wall also oontains 2.02 g of nitrogen with a 
speoifio heat of 1.011 Jig C. The temperature rise, llT, is 130 C 
(2311 F). For a starting temperature of 20 C (68 F), the tube 
will reaoh a temperature of 150 C (302 F), 15 C (27 F) above the 
polyoarbonate melting point. By inoreasing the wall thiokness to 
1.25 mm (0.05 in), the temperature rise under the worst oase 
oonditions is limited to 23 C (119 F) with a final wall 
temperature of 113 C (109 F). Sinoe the oombustion heat release 
is just suffioient to raise a 0.25 mm thiok shell to its melting 
pOint, 1.0 mm of wall thiokness will remain with its strength 
unaffeoted after a oombustion test with worst case heat transfer 
oonditions assumed. The 1.25 mm wall thiokness is ohosen to 
ensure oombustion heating does not oompromise wall strength. 
Although a 1 mm (0.011 in) thiokness of the wall will not reaoh 
the melting pOint, the deorease in strength with inoreasing 
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temperaturo of polyoarbonllte is not woll dooumontatod. Beoause 
of this unoertainity, n safoty fa~tor is inoorporat~d into the 
wall thiokness. Thus, the first 25% of the remain ina wall is 
allowed to soften under heating. Tho remaining 75% is able to 
sustain all projeoted meohanioal loads with a safety faotor of 3. 
That is, the unsoftened wall thiokness is 3 times that required 
striotly by struotural oonsiderations. 
3.1.3 Tube Mass 
--
The tube mass is oaloulated from its dimension and the 
density of polyoarbonate, 1.2 g/om3 (74.8 lb/ft3). The basio 
tube wall mass is 219 g (0.482 lb). Allowanoe for thiokening at 
tha end flanges and provision for the parti~le injeotion and 
ignition flanges yields an estimated mass 55% greater, 341 g 
(0.75 lb). 
3.2 COMBUSTION TUBE SUPPORT 
Soienoe requirements speoify flame propagation tests for 
ooal, oellulose'and lyoopodium fuels over a range of partiole 
size and oonoentration (Table 2.2). Multiple oombustion tests 
require use of either a single reohargeable tube or an apparatus 
with multiple preoharged tubes. These t~/O approaohes are 
oompared in Table 3.2. Carrying out a large number of tests in a 
Single tube requires thorough oleaning of the tube between eaoh 
experiment. This will be diffioult under zero gravity 
oonditions. It will require oonsiderable operator attention; and 
most importantly safety oonoerns over oombustion produots (gas 
and solid) whioh oould enter the Shuttle environment make this 
strategy undesireable. Single preoharged tubes that are used for 
eaoh test solve these problems but require an external storage 
bin and operator .aotion to mount and dismount tubes. The 
oarousel oonoept shown in Figure 3.3 addresses these problems. 
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'lubes are situated 61round a carousel with instrumentation for 1 
aotive station. The oarousel rotates so that tubes enter the 
active station sequentially. 
the volume to position all 
The center of the carousel prov1des 
anoillary equipment inoluding the 
camera, tape recorder and eleotrolllcs. After a combustion 
experiment is oompleted it is rotated again, bringing a fresh 
tube into the test pos1tion. A carousel of 16 tubes 1s the 
meximum that can be acoommodated in the mid-deck volume seleoted. 
Acoommodation of more than 16 tests reqU1rp.s changing the 16 
tubes originally set in the uarousel in a single operation after 
comple~1on of the f1rst test sequenoe. About 20 tubes oan be 
stored horizontally in 2 adjacent lookers. The baseline concept 
and future design is based upon the use of 16 tubes. 
Table 3.2 COMPAR~SON OF SINGLE RECHARGEABLE TUBE 
VS MUI.:IPLE PRECHARGED TUBES 
Single Rechargeable Tube 
Advantages 
• Not limited to a design-
fixed number of experiments 
• Simplified experiment design 
• In flight selection of com-
bustion tests possible 
Disadvantages 
• Tube muat be cleaned 
between tests 
• Open tube may cause 
STS contamination 
• Cleaning in STS may be 
cumbersome 
Multiple Precha"bad Tubes 
Advantages 
• No need to clean tubes 
• Tube Handling minimized 
• Experiment safety is enhanced 
• No additional storage space 
required 
Disadvantages 
• Number of experiments limited 
to tubes accommodated in 
experiment space 
• Adds components to experiment 
design 
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Figure 3.3 COPSE CAROUSEL CONCEPT 
3.3 COMBUSTION PRODUCT VENTING 
One scientific requirement is,that combustion mll"t occur 
under isobaric conditions to satisfy the science reqUirements 
With a fixed volume the internal pressure will increase as the 
gases are heated. Thus a venting system is required. 
3.3.1 Venting ReqUirements 
To maintain a constant pressure, any excess gas volume must 
be vented from the tube. This excess volume can result both from 
heating and from an increase in the number of moles of gas 8S the 
combustion reaction proceeds. For example, during combustion of 
hydrocarbon fuel (e.g., cellulose anq lycopodium) and during 
incomplete combustion of carbon to carbon monoxt~e, the number of 
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moles of produot gas is greater than the number of moles of gas 
reaotants. For oomplete oellulose oombustion, 
(3.1) 
1 .175 moles of gas are produoed for every mole of gas oonsumed. 
For inoomplete oombustion of oarbon, 
(3.2) 
a produot/reaotant gas mole ratio of 2 ooours. The heat 
liberated during oombustion whioh is absorbed by the product gas 
serves to further inorease the final gas volume. The ratio of 
final to initial volume may be approximated using the perfect gas 
equation of state, 
(3.3) 
where V is the volume, P is the pressure, n the number of moles 
of gas and T the gas temperature. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 
the reactant and product states respectively. Since T2> T 1 due to 
reaction exothermicity for P2 = P1 (isoboric conditions) V2 > V1' 
Thus a vent system is required which makes additional volume 
available for 'the expansion. 
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3.a.2 Product ~ Volume 
Calculation of the product gas volume depends on the type 
and e~tent of re&ution considered and the (transient) temperature 
of the gas as venting is taki,ng place. In the case of cellulose 
combustion the increase in mole number is totally due to water 
vapor production. If this water vapor condenses on solid 
boundaries its contribution to product volume will be 
negligible. For lycopodium combustion, water condensation may 
even result in a decrease in the number of moles of gas as the 
reaction proceeds. Because the excess gas is vented during the 
combustion process, the gas does n(lt reach the equilibrium 
temperature calculated in Section 3.1.2. The transient heat 
conduction correlation of Kreith (Ref. 5) has been applied to the 
cooling of gas as it flows past the tube wall toward the vent 
port. The temperature of the gas conducting heat to the wall 
will be near the peak combustion temperature 1500 r. (2100 F). 
The wall temperature will be raised slightly at the inner surface-
by conduction. Analysis was carried out for a local gas 
temperature of 1500 C (2700 F) and wall temperature of 40 C (104 
F). For hot gas traveling at the flame speed of 1 mis, -the heat 
transfer coefficient is 39 W/m2C. During the combustion period 
1300 J are transferred to the wall. For a flame speed of 0.1 
mis, 7300 J are transferred to the wall. These heat losses lower 
the gas temperature to the range 75 C (167 F) to 1000 C (1800 F). 
A further uncertainity is introduced by difficulty in estimating 
the extent of ~ombustion. This factor will serve to decrease the 
gas temperatures, lowering the upper limit as much as 500 C (900 
F). 
The range of uncertainity in V2/Vl is the product of the 
temperature and mole number uncertainities. The minimum gas 
temperature is 100 C, with a minimum n2 = 0.93 n1, thus 
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( V2) 400K V1 min = 0.93 300K = 1.24 
The oomplete reaotion yields a mole ratio 
( n2) = 5.41 n1 gas 
Then for T2 = 600 C 
(' V2) 873K V- c 5.41 x 300K = 15.7 1 max 
ORIGINAl. PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITV 
The rapid increase in wall heat transfer with increasing gas 
temperature makes it unlikely that such a hot exhaust will be 
present. For vent sizing caloulations, an intermediate value of 
V2/V 1 = 1.44 is ohosen. The mole ratio, n2/n 1' is unity as water 
condensation and incomplete oombustion will likely offset the 
small theoretical inoreases in mole number by reaotions. These 
figures imply an exhaust gas temperature of 160 C (320 F). 
3.3.3 ~ Systems 
411 vent systems must prevent pressure rise in the 
combustion tube during combustion by exhausting excess vapor 
wi thout allowirJg toxic gases to enter the STS environment, The 
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vent systems oonsidered may all be olassified as either open or 
olosed systems. The speoifio oonoepts oonsidered in these two 
oategories are listed in Table 3.3 with their basio advantages 
and disadvantages. 
promising designs • 
Figure 3.4 illustrates three of the most 
An inflatable bag (Fig. 3.4a) may be attaohed 
to the base of eaoh tube. Initially oollapsed flat against the 
tube base, the bag expands to aooommodate inoreases in gas 
volume. Use of an evaouated ohamber as a sink for eXOess gas is 
shown in Figure 3.4b. A pressure regulator allows gas to flow 
from the tube to the ohamber whenever test oell pressure rises 
above its pre-ignition level. Figure 3.40 shows an open 
oontainer with gas sorubbing agents. The gas 1s first oooled by 
passing through a porous metal plate, then sorubbed of toxio 
gases in a bed of filtering and oatalytio agents. 
Open ~ System (Sorubber) The most promising open vent so heme 
uses a gas purifioation staok. Produot gas from the oombustion 
tube flows through the staok and exhausts to the Shuttle 
atmosphere only after several stages of filtering and sorubbing • 
Seleotion of appropriate types and quantities of filtering 
mater.fals depends on the expeoted exhaust oonstituents. Sinoe 
coal oontains the greatest range of ohemioal oonstituents, 
oombustion of a fuel-rioh Pocahantus coal charge was considered 
for analysis. We assume the oxygen available reacts with 
competing fuel elements in direct proportion to their 
concentration in the coal. The highest anticipated fuel loading 
of coal is 2 gil. For a worst case calculation the scrubber 
cleans the exhaust of 16 tubes, each with a volume of 2050 
cm3. Thus the reactant is 65.6 g,of coal which is com~osed of 
3.54 gash, 0.52 g sulphur, 3.02 g hydrogen, 54.58 g carbon, 0.85 
g nitrogen, and 3.08 g oxygen. The exhaust will consist of 0.47 
g sulphur, 3.54 gash, 12.8 carbon monoxide, 0.94 g S02' 2.0 g 
H20 (vapor), and 31.1 g N2. Additional tar and smoke oontaining 
49.1 g carbon, 2.7 g oxygen and 2.8 g hydrogen will be generated • 
The heat released is 8.18x10 4 J (77.5 BTU) and the product 
temperature will be 616 C (1141 F) assuming no heat loss to the 
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Vent Type Concept Advantages Disadvantages l r" 
I 
Sll1en Sxstem 
Scrubber • Accomodate large • Not compatible with gas volume closed tube concept 
F\-
, 
• Tubes must be linked i 
~. 
It ~ 
:~ i 
to central stack 
• Effectiveness difficult 
to measure 
'r -l .. i " ~ : 
tI" } ~' j if 
~ , IH 
!I" f.: ~ 
1[0':1 ~;q ..., I 
,! J .... 
" , 
a> 
1',\ 
I \ 
Diffusive • Easily conscructed • Same as scrubber 
and tested 
• Must be sealed 2t conclusion 
of experme!lt 
Piston • Mechanical barrier • Same as scru1:ber between STS environmeot 
and exhaust gases 
. 
• Volume l:il!lited 
_Closed Sxstem Inflatable bag • Permits totally • Volume limited 
closed individual tubes 
~ ! 
i ", 
\. ! 
I 
• Easy to construct • Barrier material must be 
and test protected from rupture 
i; 
1\ 
It Ii , ! 
l 
I 
Vacuum • Solid barrier 0 Most complicated to build: provided by gas 
bottle 
.. Very small pressure • Not compatible with closed 
rises may be tube concept 
achieved 
• Poor sealing of solenoid value 
I' 
i will destroy reservoir operation 
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OBJECTIVE: 
APPROACH: 
JIlPUT & 
VARIABLES: 
OUTPUT: 
IfARDlIARE 
R£QUIRED: 
TECHNIQU£: 
advantage: 
disadvantage: 
SCHEMATIC: 
-".~~, 
Adequacy of tube venting technique 
Combustion experiment at I-G to detenoine venting requirements 
(I) fuel details (amount, heating value) 
(Z) venting technique • 
• inflated baq with an upstream heat sink porous disk 
~ back pressure regulator with a downstream heat sink 
• porous heat sink with a scrubber 
(1) tube pressure variation for different venting schemes 
(1) Flammability tube 
(Z) fuel material (need not be solid) 
(3) venting device 
(4) Instrumentation 
Scheme 1: Inflatable Bag 
(1) self contained experiment does not need 
external venting 
(Z) bag can be folded back to save space 
(1) requires effective cooling of gas (Z) press.re drop across coDling element 
(3) cleared expansion volume Is needed 
inflatable bag (expanded position) 
Scheme Z: Sack Pressure Regulator 
(1) good pressere control 
(1) extra vol~e for vent vessel 
(Z) may need STS vent interface 
(3) requires a sensitive and a fast 
relieve r~;=1ator 
back pressure 
regU/lotoT plentn 
/vessel 
y O!t /J" 
..c=:t 
Figure 3.4 VENTING CONCEPTS 
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Scheme 3: Heat Sink; Scrubber 
(1) stople. no venting required 
(2) device is part of the test stand 
not part of the tube 
(:) Pressure drop 00 
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walls. The aotual exhaust temperature expeoted would b& about 
100 C (see Seot:l.on 3.1). 
The maximum possible mass flow rate through the vent is 
oaloulated assuming the gas exits without significant cooling. 
from equation 3.3, 115 1 of gas will be generated of whioh 32.8 1 
remains in the 16 tubes, thus, 82 1 is exhausted. For each 
firing 82/16 = 5.4 1 is exhausted. This volume will inolude 
0.685 g CO whioh will be reaoted to C02 in a oatalyst. 
Typioally, two times the stoiohiometrio O2 flow must be supplied 
to the oatalyst whioh is aooomplished by introduotion of 2.85 1 
of air. The most rapid oombustion expeoted oould take plaoe in a 
period of 1 seoond. Thus, we expeot a total flow rate (air + 
exhaust) of 8.2 literlseoond. A oommeroial oatalyst (Hopkal1te 
supplied by Mine Safety Applianoes Ino.) is available for whioh 
an exposur·e time of 0.25 to 0.50 seoonds is reoommended. A 
oatalyst bed of 13 om diameter and 32 om depth yields an exposure 
of 0.5 s at a pressure drop of 1.8 kPa (0.26 lb/in 2). 
Besides oatalysis of CO to C02 the sorubber must filter out 
smoke partioles (soot) and S02. Since activated oharcoal is 
itself flammable it was not reoommended. Instead, borosilioate 
glass wool is used as a filter of partioles and absorbant for 
802' A moleoular sieve is placed between the glass wool and the 
hopkalite to prevent water vapor poisoning of the catalyst. 
The low back pressure and long exposure times required of 
the catalyst require construction of a single vent stack rather 
than provision for a scrubber for eaoh tube. Figure 3.5 shows 
the proposed vent system in place in the locker volume. 
Other open system conoepts are shown in Figure 3.6. They 
all operate by allowing the exhaust products to fill a volume by 
forcing ambient air out of that colume. In sketch A, a physical 
piston separates the combustion products from the ambient air. 
Sketches B, C and D show designs employing a diffusive barrier. 
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SCRUBBER ,.. 55.6 eMI . OF POOR QUALIn' VENT STACK~ I""!:_ _ ________________ ::. FLAME TUBE IN TEST POSITION 
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11.6CM I - I 
I 
FLAME TUBE IN 
POSITION 
. SCRUBBER 
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Figure 3.5 OPEN SCRUBBER CONCEPT 
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The very low rate of moleoular diffusion aoross a long paok 
isolates the exhaust from the oabin air. The total volume of 
" these reservoirs need not be large as the gas within them will 
0001 to ambient temperatures between tests and the volume of 
ambient air displaoed by the end of the experiment may be 
negligible. A tube similar to that of the sorubber (Figure 3.4) 
would be suffioient. 
PISTON 
AlA AlII 
- EXHAUf1' 
-OR-
AIR (D) 
-!flllltlfi~r&~ COMBUSTlcrl AIR (C) PRODUCTS l AlII (0) 
Figure 3.6 TYPICAL OPEN VENT CONCEPT 
Closed ~ Syste!!!~ Both olosed vent systems of Table 3.3 were 
considered in detail. The vacuum system is composed of a chamber 
connected to the oombustion tube under test through a valve. 
When the tube pressure rises over a predetermined value, the 
valve opens allowing some product gas to leave the oombustion 
tube and enter the plenum. In principle, this ooncept provides 
maintenanoe of a test pressure very olose to ambient through 
precise operation of the regulating valve. Design and 
construction of an eleotrioal or mechanioal feedback system to 
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control teat pressure oan introduoe oonsiderable deai~n 
complications. The regulating volve must be oapable of 
modulation over a bandwidth of 5-50 Hz, with rapid opening and a 
leak-tight seal on olosing. No valve oapable of the projected 
flow rates, modulation rate and seal was found in preliminary 
inquiries to manufaoturers. 
The vaouum chamber itself must be large enough to 
accommodate the projected gas flow. The oalculations presonted 
earlier for fuel-rich coal combustion indicate 82.3 liters of 
excess vapur are evolved from 16 oombustion tests. Cooling of 
the gas will lower this volume to a about 32 1. In order to 
apply a partial vaouum to the vent line to ove~oome heat losses, 
the reservoir must be of roughly 36 1 oapacity. A cylinder of 36 
1 capacity and length 100 cm 39.4 in) (the length available in 
the locker area housing the experiment) has a diameter of 21.4 cm 
(8.4 1n). Allowing 8 cm (3.1 1n) for the vacuum tube's tapered 
ends and f1tt1ngs and for a wall thiokness of 3.2 mm (1/8 1n), 
the overall reserv01r diameter is 23.0 cm (9. f 1n). 
Fitting this large component and its associated valves and 
pi pi ng in the proposed 16 tube des 1 gn 1s d i rf1cul t. Each 
reservoir has a mass (if fabricated of aluminum) of 6.9 kg (15.2 
lb). It 1s impractical to provide an indiv1dual vacuum system 
for eaoh tube due to the system complex1ty. Thus a fully closed 
design in which each tube is permanently sealed from 1ts 
surroundings cannot be achieved with this design. 
3.3.4 !!ni Concept 
The closed vent system chosen in our concept employs a 
flexible membrane. The membrane is of mylar with vacuum 
deposited aluminum. As vapor is generated during test the 
developing pressure rise drives gas into the bladder inflating 
1t. The porous metal heat sink originally proposed for the 
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sorubber will be used in this desisn to lower tho tomporaturo of 
~ho oxhaust sas and keop fuol particles from entering the vent. 
Cooling tho enhauot gao 1n thio woy will lower tho oxhauot gos 
volume ensuring tho gas bog volume will bo fJuffioiont. It will 
0100 prevent exposure of the gas bog to hot ~xhaust gases. 1his 
provision is an additional safoty feature. Previous analyses 
indioate on oxhaust temporature of 160 C (320 F). Common sealing 
teohniquos employed for spaoeoraft applioation of mylar with 
01 um inum are used at temperatures above 190 C (375 F). By 
choosing a pore size as small as tho smallest partioles (10 !lm, 
0.0004 in), smoldering fuel is prevonted from entoring the vent. 
Heat dissipation from the exhaust gas through the plato must 
ooour during the oombustion transient of 0.1 to 1.0 seoonds 
duration. Passage of the exhaust gas through these pores 
inoreases the rate of hoat transfer and is further a benefit of 
the porous plattS oonoept. The width of the plate is oliosen by a 
trade between increased heat oapaoi ty a~d increasing pressure drop 
as it is made thioker. The material for the plate shculd have as 
high a thermal oonduotivity and diffusivity as possible. Niokel 
was chosen o"n this baSis among the materials available 
oommeroially. 
A,r:alysis of the flO~1 and heat transfer oharaoteristios of 
suoh a plate is presented in Appendix 1. The results indioate 
tbat to make a signifioant oontribution to gas oooling the niokel 
provtded would have to have a mass oomparable to the ot,her heat 
sinks already available; the gas itself and the tube. For 
example, the 4 g (0.009 lb)of exhaust produots expeoted within a 
tube have the same heat oapaoity as 9 g (0.020 lb) of niokel. 
Further, to limit pressure rise a maximum of 1 om width of 
sintered plate is reoommended. The plate mass is 30 g (0.066 
lb). It will be oapable of lowering exhaust temperature from 245 
C (473 F) to 176 C (349 F) in the oase of fuel rioh ooal 
oombustion. The filter mass for 16 tubes is 480 g (1.06 lb). If 
more masl;} is available for use in the filters, a larger pore size 
material (100 !lm, 0.004 in) may be sandwiohed to the 1 om plate. 
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This will further 0001 the oKhaust gases. 
3.4 PARTICLE INTRODUCTION 
The eKperiment requires that a predetermined mass of 
partioles are introduoed into the eKperiment oontainer. Tho 
partlole oharge oan not be introduoed to the oombustion tube 
before flight beoause 
• The partioles may form an inflammable oloud \~hioh may be 
ignited aooidently during handling or storage. 
~ During storage or lift-off particles oan beoome lodged 1n 
the vent or its porous fUte.· where they will interfere 
with proper vent operation. 
• Particles lodged in the vent filter and corners will not 
partioipate in oombustion, altering the effeotive tuba 
stoichiometry. 
Aoonoept is required whioh v1gorously injeots fuel 
part101es, d1spersing them throughout the oombustion tube volume. 
The injeotor initially oontains the partiole oharges in a length 
of tube between two diaphragms. The free volume of this 
oartridge is filled with dry nitrogen to prevent spontaneous 
oombustion and to keep the partioles dry. Partioles in the 
oartridge are injeoted by applying pressurized air to the 
diaphragms. By using an elastically fleKible diaphragm material 
such as teflon, the applied pressure will distribute between the 
diaphragm. When one of the diaphragms bursts the other will 
suddenly bear the entire pressure and will in turn rupture. The 
overall volume of pressurized gas will drive the particles into 
the tube, mixing as a turbulent jet with the stagnant air in the 
tube. This mixing provides an initial partiole distribution 
throughout the test volume. 
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An analysis of the volume required to store e partiole 
oharge was oarried out to size this ohamber. Spher10al partioles 
will pack into a oube with a volume ratio V, of 
V '" 4l31Tr8 c 1!. 
(21") 8 G (3.4) 
(r is the partiole radius and the oube edge half-length). The 
maximum partiole loading stated in the soientifio requirements 
"/lsults in a load of 4.10 g. The density of ooal is 1.34 g/om3, 
thus 3.05 cm3 of: ooal are required. At optimal sphere paoking, 
equation 3.4 implies that 5.82 om 3 of storage are required. To 
allow more dilute paoking, we chose a volume of 80m 3 are 
required. A tube of 1/2 in 0.0. and wall thiokness 0.041 in 
(1.04 mm) has a volume of 0.89 om 3/cm. A length of 9.0 om (3.6 
in) between diaphragms is suffioient to house the maximum 
partiole load antioipated. The partiole cartridge is shown 
sohematioally in Figure 3.7. A total volume of air equivalent to 
5-10 oartridge volumes will be required to purge all partioles, 
thus 45-90 om3 of air will be used. Introduotion of this air 
will result in an equal amount of air entering the oombustion 
vent, imposing a small additional burden on the vent system. The 
injeotion system requires storage of a suffioient volume of air 
to flush 16 oannisters at a pressure suffioient to rupture the 
diaphragms. An analysis was performed to compare the 
desirability of storage of this oompressed air in individual 
bottles for eaoh tube versus in one larger bottle for all the 
tubes. This analysis is presented in Appendix 2. The rigure of 
mer!t or importanoe to system safety is the "stored energy" of 
the oompressed air. This 1s defined as the amount of work the 
air is oapable of performing, if expanded lsentropioally against 
the ambient pressure. From this Viewpoint, small individual 
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bottles are preferred. If each unit is self-contained, it 
requires only an electrical line to be carried to each injection 
valve from the central controller. A single air $~pply requires 
multiple compressed air lines which would emanate fr om a multiple 
position valve or from a ,·ot.ating seal. Routing of t hese lines 
would be further complicated by the need to accommodate the 
rotating caro usel. The individual system requires no ~ressure 
regulation, further reducing the numb~r of parts and the 
complexity. On this basis, a design using individual compressed 
air bottles for each injector is used. 
f.o ce 
f .' . , - ' , , .. . -; ~ . 
0.5" 
• 
" 
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Figure 3.7 FUEL INJECTOR SYSTEM 
3 .5 PARTICLE MIXING 
The injector system 
distribution of particles 
will not 
necessary 
provide 
to meet 
the 
the 
AIR 
homogeneous 
scientific 
requirement:!. 
mixing system 
An additional mixing system must be provided. 
operates by creating a large scale motion of 
The 
the 
parttcles. Turbulent and diffusive processes complete the mixi ng 
at the smaller size scales in which they are efficient. ':Ioree 
mixing schemes were analyzed both in terms of their efficiency 
and practicability. Figure 3.8 schematically shows a mechanical 
shaker and an acoustic mixer. 
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considered. 
the acoustic 
, 
This device would resemble the acoustic mixer 
drive replaced by a motor driven propeller. 
3.5.1 Mechanical Mixing 
with 
Mechanical mixing involves mounting the tube on flexible or 
moveable supports which transmit a cyclic motion to the tube . ~d 
shake the particles inside. The moving tube causes particles on 
the wall to be moved and possibly thrown from the wall. 
Particles in the interior volume may be struck by the tube or 
will be set in motion by the air as it moves. The particles 
would only oscillate with the tube wall and air in synchronized 
motion were it not for their slip. The ultimate mixing mechanism 
is collision between particles which permits their density 
equilibration as it does for molecules of a gas. The mechanisms 
of particle collision are: collision ·with the wall caused by the 
particles slipping through air (the wall has zero slip); 
collision. with other particles which oocurs only because 
particles of different diameter have different slip velocities 
(identical particles ~'ill move in unison and will not collide); 
and development of a secondary air flow (superi~posed on the one 
dimensional flow induced by tube wall oscillation) which may 
initiate recirculating regions. The extent of these effects may 
be quantified by calculating the motion of particles in an 
oscillating flow field and counting the fraction of particles 
which collide with the wall and with eaoh other. 
Analyses of the motion of particles in an oscillating flow 
field, of their mean free path and collision frequency have been 
carried out and are presented in Appendix 3. The analyses 
indicate that the shaker would be an inefficient means of mixing 
particles. Two modes of particle motion were identified which 
bound mixer design. At higher shaking frequencies, particles 
will not follow flow fluctuations, their positions remaining 
relatively fixed in the inertial frame as the tube and air 
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oscillate. At very low frequencies particles track the flow 
exactly remaining stationary in the tube (oscillatory) reference 
frame. In the low frequenoy limit, no particle/wall collisions 
wUl occur whUe for high frequencies no kinetic energy is 
transferred to the partioles. Particle/particle col11sions are 
only possible if there is a distribution of particle sizes and if 
the shake frequency is neither the high or low frequency extreme. 
The frequency of particle collision will likely be low even in 
this case owing to the realtively large mean free path and small 
difference in slip distance between particles of similar diamete~ 
and density. The frequency band between the two extremes 
desoribed above is itself a function of particle diameter and 
density. Thus shaker behavior would have to be tuned for eaoh 
tube; it is particle and not tube dependent. 
The meohanical shaker concept also presents an engineering 
design problem. The system of oams and motor(s) required results 
in a complioated mochanioal design and requires vibration secure 
mounting for surrounding hardware. Provision for the tube motion 
would have to be provided in the oarousel whioh will oomplicate 
the oarousel design. 
3.5.2 Acoustio Mixing 
Acoustio mixing operates on the same prinoiple as ultrasonio 
oleaners. In this concept particles move due to an aooustically 
driven pressure field. The acoustic driver is coupled to one end 
of a tube. When it is operated at a resonant frequenoy of the 
tube, a stationary aooustio pressure field is developed causing 
Partioles in the tube to migrate to pressure minima of the 
standing wave pattern. Changing the driving frequenoy to a 
different tube harmonio oauses partioles to travel to a new site. 
If the d~~ving frequency is alternated periodioally,the particles 
are kept oonstantly in motion. The pressure field is varying 
both spatially and temporarily and nearby partioles do not 
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receive the same impulse and will collide. Collisions with the 
walls are likely due to induced pressure gradients. Evidence 
from ultrasonio cleaner performanoe is that the acoustic mixer 
should be very cupable of causing wall collisions and of 
loosening particles adhering to walls or to one another by 
• 
electrostatic forces. Figure 3.9 shows the proposed mixing 
concept schematically. 
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Figure 3.9 ACOUSTIC MIXER DESIGN 
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The acoustic concept is an uncomplicated engineering design. 
Further analyses were conducted to size the system. There is no 
direct method to calculate the minimum power required to mix 
particles acoustically. Culick (Ref. 6) gives approximate 
formulae for particle damping. For mixing, the excitation power 
must equal or exceed damping loss under a particular set of tube 
conditions. The most severe damping occurs for a high density of 
small particles driven at high frequency, a worst case of 0.8% 
particle loading by volume (10 gil) of 10 JJm diameter particles 
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osoillating at 30 kHz was oonsidered. 
The upper bound on driving frequenoy of 30 kHz was estimated 
from the number of modes driven at that frequenoy. The tube 
fundamental is at 225 Hz and for a harmonio of order n, 2 n ~ 1 
modes are oreated. Thus near 30 kHz, 265 modes are present 
spaoed at an interval of 3 mm ( 0.12 in) along the tube. The 
largest partioles would nearly touoh other partioles at adjaoent 
modes, blurring the nodal pattern. Higher frequenoies would then 
not oontribute to mixing with this teohnique. The power 
dissipation for this oase is 0.13 watts. An aooustio driver with 
an effioienoy of 0.5% would require 25 watts of driving power to 
attain the required output level. This drive level is readily 
available using oompaot audio equipment. 
It is neoe$sary to determine the program of drive signals 
that are required. Both the resonanoe frequenoy for tube drive 
and the alternation rate between resonanoes are required. This 
analysis is presented in Appendix 4. At a lower resonanoe near 
1500 Hz, a switohing rate of 1 Hz is possible to another 
resonance near' '1725 Hz. 
attainable with relatively 
This range of operation is easily 
straight forward electronic circuitry 
and commercially available acoustic drivers. 
If an open tube cannot be used, the drive must be separated 
from the tube; suor a separation is also required to prevent 
particles from entering the driver body. A diaphragm is proposed 
for covering the tube end. Acoustic losses associated with the 
diaphragm have been oalculated to guide .diaphragm material 
selection. In Appendix 5 it is shown that whereas a 100 ~m 
aluminum sheet would create a loss of 27 db a 1/2 mil (12.7 ~m) 
mylar diaphragm with vacuum deposited aluminum will cause only a 
1/2 db loss. A double mylar diaphragm has been recommended to 
isolate the tube and transducer. A double diaphragm creates a 
particle free zone at the end of the tube so that hot combustion 
gases will not penetrate the second diaphragm. 
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Appendix 5 presents an analysis of the acoustic loss likely 
if a gap exists between the acoustic driver and the tube. It is 
shown that a gap between the driver and tube of 1 mm (0.04 in) 
will result in a 10 db loss in sound intensity. To eliminate 
this loss, an airtight (rubber to rubber or rubber to metal) seal 
is required between the driver and tube. An acoustic impedanoe 
matoh between the driver horn and the tube should also be 
provided. 
3.5.3 Aerodynamic Mixing 
Particles in the size range of 10-2000 ~m to be used in the 
experiment will tend to track the fluid motion. A mixing 
strategy is to induoe a turbulent flow field in the tube. Air 
and partioles the air oarries are thoroughly mixed to a very fine 
soale in suoh a field. While the tube air is normally 
stationary, imposi .. ion of a free jet would stimulate turbulent 
mixing. To avoid introduoing more air into the tube, a propeller 
is plaoed within the tube to oreate a jet and a wall 
reoirculation zone. 
propeller diameter and 
These oaloulations are 
A number of design parameters including 
angular rate were determined analytically. 
pre~ented in Appendix 6. 
The factors addressed in the analysis include the spreading 
angle of a turbulent jet, provision for a less energetic return 
flow and elimination of any obstruotion which could allow 
particles to collect and stagnate. This latter provision shall 
be incorporated into any final mixer design. As a result of this 
analysis a range of propeller diameter, propeller pitch angle, 
and rotation rate were speoified and a test program was 
recommended to determine the best configuration within the range. 
Preliminary tests were successful only for larger diamater 
propellers mounted outside the tube. Further design work is 
required to develop a propeller optimized for operation inside 
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the tuba. 
3.5.4 ~ Gravitl Considerations 
It is neoassary to ~ompare the mixing effioienoy of 
oompeting oonoepts under laboratory oonditions though their 
performanoe is most important at the reduoed gravity experienoed 
in orbit. An analysis is performed to relate mixing behavior 
under these two environments. 
All mixers must overoome partiole settling to the chamber 
wall and bottom under gravity. The rate of settling is a 
funotion of the gravitational acoeleration, g, and the partiole 
density and diameter. In order to properly simulate the settling 
rates experienoed in spaoe (10-4g or less), the partiole density 
and espeoially partiole diameter may be scaled for testing under 
1 g. The appropriate soaling law has been derived for the range 
of g levels which may be enoountered aboard the Shuttle. This 
analysis whioh encompasses both Stokes and modified Oseen flow 
regions is presented in Appendix ,.' Under 10-2g oonditions a 
partiole of diameter 0 behaves like a scaled particle of 
approximately 0 I 15.7 at 1-g. Thus for example, to simulate low 
g mixing of 800 ~m partioles in the laboratory, 51 \1m particles 
should be used. 
3.5.5 Conolusions 
Three concepts were analyzed: 
• The mechan ica 1 00 nc ept pr esen ted a comp 1 i ca ted 
engineering design and is incompatible with the carousel 
concept. 
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Aooustio drivers with power and frequenoy required to mix 
partioles 1n the oombustion tube do exist. Our analyais 
shows that this approaoh will mix the partioles. 
The aerodynamic mixing ooncept using a propeller is 
simple to implement and analysis indicates that propeller 
shapes are available that will perform. 
The two methods seleoted for implementation in test hardware were 
the aooustic mixer and the aerodynamic method. Test res~lts at 
LeRC and at TRW showed that the propeller oonoept did not give 
adequate mixing. The aooustio mixing oonoept does 
satisfactorily mix particles. Therefore, the aooustic mixer is 
the preferred approaoh. 
3.6 IGNITION 
Combustion is initiated by forming an ignition kernel at one 
end of the tube (see 3.1). The requirements of the ignitor are: 
• Heating a sufficiently large oombustion volume to ensure 
ignition 
• Rapid heating so that the cue for instrumentation start 
is well defined and for creation of an even flame front 
• High reliability. 
3.6.1 Spark Disoharge, 
In this conoept a pair of eleotrodes is built into the tube 
and a high voltage disoharge between them used to form the 
ignition kernel. A 30 kV discharge will deliver a spark of about 
1 om (0.4 in) length. The spark pr9vides virtually instantaneous 
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looal temperature rise but it is fairly thin and the heated 
volume may be small. An advantage to the spark is that no oxygen 
is oonsumed by the isnition system itself so that the ohemioal 
stoiohiometry within a given tube is not upset. Spark ignition 
may have eleotromagnet10 1nterferenoe (EMI) problems assooiated 
with it. Safety analysis must also be made to assure that the 
higher voltages generated present no problem. 
To avoid an external eleotrioal oonneotion all the tubes 
must be oonneoted in advanoe. The ignition oable has a 0.6 em 
(0.25 1n) diameter. W1r1ng two such oables to eaoh of 16 tubes 
with allowanoe for oarousel rotation will de diffioult in the 
available spaoe. 
3.6.2 Preflame Ignitor 
The other ignitor oonoept relies on ignition of a small 
preflame on an intermediate material. The preflame then ignites 
the partioles. Ignitable ooatings on wire and metal film 
oombustion have been investigated. Ignitable ooatings !Ire less 
stable and more likely to be aooidently ignited by shook or 
eleotrioal disoharge than metal film. Considerable manufaoturing 
and operational experienoe has been gained on the applioation of 
striated zirconium foil ignition in photoflash application. 
This teohnology is chosen for the preflame ignitor owing to its 
physioal stability, safety and dependability and the level of 
knowledge and experienoe related to it. Ziroonium foil is 
striated and separated in fine threads whioh ~re tangled into a 
The ziroonium ball is pressed onto two eleotrodes so that 
when a low voltage (3-6 V) is plaoed aoross the terminal a 
current of a few hundred milliamps is momentarily induoed. 
This ourrent resistively heats the zirconium to its 
ignition temperature.. Combustion of the metal is extremely 
exothermio and rapid, with rise times of about 10 mseo, Besides 
its low voltage and power requirement, the metal combustion 
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ianition dovice is attrautivo as it heats a rolatively larao 
'Jolumo, increasina the probability of ianitlng tho particle 
cloud. Sinoo oombustion cf the zirconium oonsumes oXY6en, tho 
amount of foil used must be limited. If 5% of tho oXY60n in tho 
tu/)e may be used to burn zirconium, and the roaction is 
71 mg of foil may be used under the oxygen constraint. This 
corresponds to about 30m3 of shredded ziroonium foil whioh 
should be a suffioient kernel volume. Combustion of this 
quantity of zirconium releases 226 J. This 1s suff1c1ent to heat 
the zircon1um to 3600 C (6500 F) neglecting dissociation heat 
loss via rad1ation and conduction through the electrodes and tho 
surrounding air. It is concluded that the zirconium foil will 
generate heat sufficient to assure creation of an ignition kernel 
of ample volume and temperature. Rise time to achieve peak 
temperature is approximately 10 milliseconds. 
A limitation of zirconium combustion is that it allows only 
a single attempt at ignition. In discussions with the principle 
1nvestigator, Professor A. Berlad, a single attempt system of 
this type was considered viable. 
3.7 INSTRUMENTATION 
Measurement requirements have been related t.o the 
instrumentation requirements. The relationships are shown in 
Table 3.4. 
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TAIlLE 3.4 DATA ACQUISITION SYST!lH 
RIlQUIRmmNT HE'l'HOD EQUIP~mNT 
Honitor particle optical transmission 4 light sources 
mixinc 
4 light detectors I~ 
Flama front photography high speed camara 
observation 
Flame propagation local IR detection IR sensors * 
&ate 
monitor !l lavel Accelerometer 
Data acquisition durinR combustion is planned via high speed 
:linernatography and flamefront detection with discrete infrared 
(IR) sensitive detectors. Determination that partiole mixing has 
yielded a homogeneous spatial distribution of partioles will be 
made by transmission measurement using ~he same detector and 
light souroes paired with eaoh detector. 
3.7.1 Photograehy 
Design of the photographio system was based on the image 
resolution, field-of-view and framing rate requirements. Imaging 
of two disorete regions of the oombustion tube will meet the 
scientifio requirements. The oamera field-of-vie~1 will be 
divided into halves using a system of mirrors and a prism. One 
half frame will reoord events in the vicinty of the ignition 
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point \~hile the oth&r will rocord the flamefront passage midway 
through the test seotion. For a 16 mm film format the available 
field-of-view is determined as follows. The 16 mm format has a 
reotangular reoording area of 9 x 7.5 mm (0.35 x 0.30 in). Eaoh 
half-frame U 4.5 x 7.5 mm (0.18 x 0.30 in). Magn1rioatlon 1s 
ohosen suoh that the tube wall~ are Just v~s1ble at the edges of 
the film, thus 7.5 mm on the film oorresponds to 7 om (2.8 in) on 
the tube itself. Alona the shor·ter dimension (4.5 mm), a 4.2 om 
(1.7 in) length along the tube is vislbla. The photographic 
optios oon!~guration and the image 1s sketohed in Figura 3.10. 
Onoe the field-of-view is ohosen, seleotion of the fram' ~ 
rate determines the number of images in whioh the flame Id,ll 
appear. The flame images ~llll serve both to qualitatively 
describe the flame struoture and to determine the rate of flame 
propagation. The latter requires a minimum of two conseoutive 
flame images on sequential frames. Additional images would serve 
to inorease the aocuracy of the rate measurement. The maximum 
framing rate is limited by the film capacity of the camera. 
Because of space and especially mass considerations tor the 
overall experiment a camera with a 200 .foot oassette oapacity is 
optimum. By using thinner 2 mil mylar film, this caps.ity is 
increased to 225 feet. Each time the camera is started, 1 foot 
of film is lost as the mechanism accelerate~ and an additional 1 
foot is lost at the end of the !'ur. t.o deceleration. Thus for 16 
tubes, 32 of the 225 feet are consumed without data recording, 
and (225 - 32)/16 = 12.1 feet of fUm remain for each tube. The 
film is formatted at 40 frames per foot, thus 483 frames are 
available for eaoh run. A rate of 100 frames/second is thus 
recommended, allowing 4.8 seconds of data acquisition. The film 
, use budget is shown in Figure 3.11 for each tube. At a maltimum 
expected flame propagation rate of 1 mis, the flamefront will be 
with!:1 each vlewfield for 43 msec. The 100 frames/seconds rate 
will yield 4 to 5 consecutive flamefront images, satisfying the 
requirements imposod to calculate propagation rate. 
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DATA ---~;n' '~T~:---- ACQUISITION 
TIME (SECONDSI 
Figure 3.11 FILM USE BUDGET: FILM SPEED = 100 FRAMES/SEC 
An image resolution of 0.1 mm is specified in the science 
requirements. Resolution is determined for this appartUB by film 
resolution and ima,ge magnification. The split screen optical 
system yields an image size ratio of 9.3/1. The resolution at 
the experiment soale is thus the film resolution divided by 9.3. 
The film must have a resolution of 10.8 ~m or 9.3 lines/mm. 
Since optical aberration ~y tube walls, mirrors ~nd the camera 
lens combine to diminish resolution, film of 100 lines/mm 
resolution is required. 
At the extreme of very slowly propagating flames, the 4.3 
second data acquisition time is sufficiently long to ensure 
imaging the flame at both the ignition and mid-tube stations. 
For a 40 cm (15.7 in) separation between the two stations, flames 
propagating as slowly as 13.8 cm/sec (0.45 feet/sec) will be 
photographed at Doth sites. 
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3.7.2 Particle Homogeneitx 
Verification that the mixer has succeeded in homogeneously 
distributing the particles is speo1f1ed by the scientific 
requ1rements of the porous solids combustion experiment. 
Partiole cloud optioal density will be mea'.' 'Id at four equally 
spaoed stations along the tube length. At eaOb looation a sensor 
is placed d1reotly oppos1te a colmated light source. Before 
particles are 1ntroduced 1nto the tube, the 11ght 1ntens1t1es are 
automat1celly adjusted so that four sensor signals are equal. 
The particles are injeoted and mix1ng carr1ed out unt11 four 
s1gnals are aga1n equal. The fraction of light which penetrates 
the particle cloud as a function of partial diameter and 
population density 1s computed from Beer's law, which, along with 
data on the sensor allows oalculation of the locus of particle 
denSity and diameter which the system can accommodate. Th1s 
analysis is carried out 1n Appendix 8. An operat1ng envelope is 
defined there 1n the locus of particle size and density. Sensor 
linearity, measurement re.solut10n and allowance for variation in 
local population density permit reliable measurement at light 
transm1ssion levels of 9% to 91% of the empty tube value. Th1s 
imp11es that for 10 pm diameter particles, particle clouds of 
population density from 16 to 415 mgll may be reliably measured. 
For 100 IJm diameter particles, the population dens1 ty detection 
limits are 163 to 4150 mg/l. Figure 3.12 shows the operating 
range of the detector. A method of interpretat10n of the sensor 
output 1n terms of percent variation of particle density about a 
mean is also preseuted in Appendix 8. This analysis also 
provides a computational algorithm for obta.ining these data • 
3.7.3 Flamefront Sensing 
Discrete sensing of rlg~·.·ront passage will be used in 
addition to cinematograr,·tJy i"; mOlBsuring flame propagation rate. 
Sensors \~ith near infrar~a I;hll~!.ti\f '''y (0.8 - 2.0 pm wvelength) 
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are stationed at four fixed locations along the tube. By 
measuring the time between flame passage at the discrete detector 
location as detected by the radiation signature, a measure of 
flame velocity is obtained. By using light sources for the 
homogeneity detector rich in IR radiation (e.g., incan.:lescent 
bulbs), the flame and homogeneity detector functions can be 
fulfilled by the same detectors. Use of IR detectors will also 
reduce interference from external light sources. 
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Figure 3.12 PARTICLE OPERATING ENVELOPE FOR SCATTERING 
3.7.4 Accelerometers 
The experiment requires a stable acceleration level of 10-4 
or less. A science requirement e~ists to record the g levels to 
assist in data irterpretation. A two axis accelerometer with a 
-esolution better than 10- 4g will be mounted inside the 
experiment housing for these measurements. Determinations made 
with Prof. Berlad indicate that 10-4g is the minimum g r~quirement . 
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3.8 DATA ACQUISITION 
Bandwidth of the data aoquisition system must be suffioient 
for the various measurements it is used to reoord. The most 
rapid phenomena under observation is the flame front passage 
through the observation angle of a deteotor. For a 30 degree 
admittanoe half angle, a tube segment 3.2 om (1.3 in) in length 
is observed by the sensor. A flame propagat1ng at the highest 
antioipated velooity, 1 mIs, (3.3 ft/seo) w1ll be observed for 32 
mseo. To resolve any struoture (spatial resolution) of the 
flamefront signature five readings should be aooomplished during 
flame passage. A minimum rate of 156 Hz 1s required by this 
oondition. Mixing will be oarried out over time spans on the 
order of 1 minute. To ensure aoourate oomparison of pre and post 
mixing homogeneity deteotor readings, very little drift should 
ocour over this period. For this reason, system bandwidth should 
extend to nearly 0 Hz (D.C.). The data aoquisition system will 
record four IR sensors and two axes of the accelerometer during 
test, for a total of six ohannels.. To meet the bandwidth 
requirement, a total data rate of 936 Hz is required while in 
this mode. Photographic observation is planned for a 2.9 sec 
duration to cover 40 om (15.7 in) of the tube. Data acquisition 
is required to respond to sensors along the entire tube and 
should be capable of 5.8 sec operation per tube. A total of 92.8 
seo. One minute of mixing and 20 sec of relaxation time are 
planned for each tube during whioh homogeneity detector readings 
should be performed. An additional 1280 sec of recording time, 
possibly at lower data rates, are required by this function. The 
demands for data acquisition,in summarY,are a bandwidth of D.C. 
to 936 Hz over a duration of 1373 seconds. For Signal recording 
in digital form to 10 bit precision, a bit rate of 9360 Hz is 
required with total storage of 12.9 x 106 bits. 
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3.9 THERMAL CONTROL 
A ohassis fan in the enolosure is neoessary to exhaust heat 
generated both during oombustion and heat dissipation by 
instrumentation. 
3.10 COMBUSTION OF POROUS SOLIDS EXPERIMENT CONCEPT 
The results of the analyses in Seotion 3 are oombined to 
give a oonoept upon whioh we based our preliminary design. The 
experiment is oonstrained to be plaoed in the mid-deok looker 
area and to ocoupy a four looker volume. The four looker volume 
oan be 2 x 2 (Figure 2.7a) or 4 x 1 (Figure 2.7b). This 
represents long dimensions of 88 cm (34.7 in.) and 101 cm (39.8 
in.) respeotively. The maximum depth is 51.8 om (20.4 in.) 
inoluding the adaptor plate. 
The oonoept evolved during the study. The oonoept for the 
tube is shown in Figure 3.13. The essential funotions of the 
tube are internal to the tube, as far as this is possible. The 
overall tube length is the maximum permitted by aooommodation of 
all funotions into the prescribed volume. The vent, ignitor and 
partiole injector all form part of the oombustion tube system. 
One end of the tube oontains the vent system. The other is 
olosed. It must, however, interface with the mixer. The mixer 
oan be internal to the tube (i.e., a propeller) or external. In 
the final oonoept the mixer is shown external to the tube. 
The entire experiment system is shown in Figl' r e 3.14. There 
are 16 oombustion tubes arranged in a carousel. Eaoh tube 
rotates in turn to an experiment station. This station contains 
the mixer, or mixer interfaoe and the transmission measurement 
system that will measure the mixing effioienoy and determine the 
partiole homogeneity. The detectors are also utilized to measure 
the rate of flame propagation. The deteotor outputs are fed into 
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Figure 3.13 COMBUSTION TUBE CONCEPT 
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the data recording system. The high speed camera reoords the 
flame at two positions. 
The concepts d,scrlbed here form the basis of our design 
given in Section 5. 
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4.0 LABORATORY EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
Construotion of laboratory equipment to oarry out 
oontrolled tests of subsystems identified 1n the apparatus 
analysis phase serves several purposes. 
• It provides an aid to the designer in visualization of 
the experimental devioes and in seleotion of appropriate 
" 
• 
• 
I ~I 
meohanioal oomponents. ~ 
• It allows testing oomponent performanoe and aids 
deoisions among oompeting designs. 
• Experien.oe is gained on the amount of operator 
intervention required and the diffioulty of operator 
tasks. 
o Improved oonoepts for oomponents are often generated onoe 
the initial design is put into operation. 
TRW designed and oonstruoted laboratory equipment to test 
espeoially COPSE oonoepts of venting and partiole mixing. The 
laboratory equipment was tested to the extent neoessary to verify 
its satisfaotory operation. The apparatus was then delivered to 
NASA Lewis Reseroh Center for evaluation of several elements of 
the COPSE oonoept. 
Desoriptions of the elements oonstruoted for the laboratory 
equipment and their integration for testing of design conoepts 
follows. Appendix 9 oontains the laboratory equipment operating 
notes supplied to NASA/LeRC with the apparatus. The appendix 
also lncludes a complete parts list. 
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ij.1 SIMULATION OBJECTIVES 
Laboratory equipment cannot properly simulate all the '.-) 
mechanisms relevant to operation of the Shuttle-installed 
apparatus at low gravity. For example, a cloud of particles at 1 
g will not remain suspended in the tube without oontinuous 
mixing. The combustion phenomena are simulated with tests using 
premixed propane/air. The laboratory equipment is not meant to 
utilize prototype or protoflight hardware oonsidered for the 
completed flight system. Rather, it is oriented toward 
examination of some of the fundamental physical processes 
supporting proper development of such hardware. The need for 
tests was indicated in several areas: 
B Combustion Tube 
• Exhaust Vent 
• Particle Injector 
• Particle Mixer 
• Instrumentation 
The combustion tube is oentral to the lab equipment and 
serves to verify the accessibility of data and to observe 
combustion behavior. It is also the structure to which the other 
devices must attaoh and be adapted. 
A particle injeotion apparatus was tested to prove a concept 
for maintaining the partioles in an inert (nitrogen) atmosphere 
prior to beginning an experiment. Further, the injeotor was to 
initiate the mixing prooess by providing a rough dispersion of 
partioles in the oombu~.ton volume. 
A spark ignitor was provided for initiation of combustion 
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tests of the vent and instrumentation devioes. The ignitor's 
performanoe oan also serve as Il guide to ign1tion devioe design 
for the flight experiments. The vent systems are designed to 
allow the oombustion prooess to proceed at isobario oonditions 
while prevanting produot gases and partioles being emitted. Two 
vent system prototypes were oonstruoted for evaluation under the 
NASA/LeRe test program. 
Two instrumentat10n oonoepts were built for testing with the 
laboratory apparatus. Spatial homogeneity of partiole mixing is 
measured by comparing the fraction of power of a beam of light 
passing through the combustion volume after be1ng soattered by 
the part10les in the beam's path at a few locations along the 
tube. The oapability of the light scatter1ng devioe to 
aoourately measure mixing is to be tested. The photodiodes used 
as sensors in the light transmission measurement also detect the 
rad1at1ng flame frunt as it propagates past them. The signals 
generated by a series of photodiodes looated along the combustion 
tube with flame passage permit acourate determination of the rate 
of flame propagation. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental devioes and hardware 
development goals to be assessed through laboratory equipment 
oonstruotion and operation. 
4.2 LABORATORY EQUIPMENT eOMPONENTS 
The assembly, appearance and operation of the laboratory 
equipment are described in this section. Specific design 
oonsiderations and oalculations are presented in Seotion 3. 
This portion of the report summarizes the components as they were 
constructed and delivered to NASA. Minimal operation of the 
equipment was necessary only to assure proper operation before 
delivery. The laboratory experience gained during this 
experimentation is also discussed. 
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Table 4.1 REQUIRENENTS AND CAPABILITIES OF 
TIlE lABORATORY EQUIPI~ENT 
DESIGN DEVELOPED I EXPERIHEIlT CONCEPT IN APPARATUS A!W.YSIS UEtJRATORY EllUII'IIE2OT CAPABILItY 
• USE OF CYLINDRICAL TUBE TO CON- • PYREX TUBE UITH R&:OVABLE E!iJl • ASSURE TUDE IXllIPAYlDILltY UITU I 
TAlN POROUS AND CO)IIlUSTlON TEST FlTlU:GS UUECTID:I A!;]) vmrmc DEl/ICES 
VOLIDIE • TEST UiSTllm!E!iTATIO"J 
• TEST nUEClDR, HIXER, I!:!ItTCR A!O I 
VElOT swrEIlS 
I 
• INTRODUCTION OF PARTICLES TO TIlE • COlIPl!ESSED Ali! INJECTION USlKG -. DETE!l!IlNE AIR pRE5SI!Il£ A!iD FL(r./ I 
CO!IBUSTION TUBE lHl{ElllATElY DOUDLE DlAPHGllAII PARTlC!.E RATE IlEIIUlRE!!EZ;lS i 
BEFORE INITIATION OF THE COlIPJUmIEIlT • OESERVE qUALlTi OF lNiTIAL!.Y I 
EXPERlHEIlT AQlIEVEiI DI5PEBSIO!l 
• LAllGE AND SHALL SCALE IIlXIliC OF • ACOUSTIC MIXER • lIEASURE MIXER fUllER \lEIIlIIIlEIlE!l1S i 
~~~~: AQlIEVE FUEL • 1NTE1lNAL AERODYlWIlC UIXER • DETEIl!ITh'Il 0P!l!W. AaruSTIC MIXER i 
.. EXTER!/AL AEROllYllJ\lliC HIKER 5I!:!/1\!. CD:iDIYIo:m;r; I 
• VERIfY A!lD amPARE NtXER P£nfD~':'.i..~ 
I 
• J\lJDRESS PARTlCLE/P!lR1'1C!.E A!O 
PlmTICLE/IIJILL J\lJBESIO"J PRD£LEl! ' 
• INITlATlD:1 OF A I'LAlIAR co:mus- • SPARK DISCIIl\RCE IG!mroR • VERIFY IC!IJ"IllR Pfl!fIJl'}t'\.':tE I 
TION WAVE DY IClIITION OF A _ TUBE CHARGING 111m A PRDPA!lE/Am _ OBSERVE Qlllr..USTlD:/ I/.\VE SIR'"..Cltlle I 
fLAIIE KERNEL HIXTURE A!;]) VELOCItY ' 
• VEl/TlNG OF TIlE COHBUSTION TUBE • OPEII FILTRATION VElOT SVSTElI _ ASSURE vmrrrnnE COlI. .. ,lLlTi 
TO ~lAIIITAI/l ISORARIC REACTION • EXPAlIllAllI e CLOSED IIEI'llllIA!IE VElOT .. i'ERFOmL,\!OCE llEASl:1lf}m..r (FIlESSlmB 
ENVIRDNIIEIIT SYSff>' RISE, EXIlIWST A!1!\LYSIS) 
_ 5YSTElI COlIPJ\RISD:/ .' 
• INSTRllMElITATIOl/ TO VERIFY FUEL • L.-:aT SCATTERU:G II00IDGElElT'i _ EVALUA"lE lNSTllm!E!OTATIa:; fERRJa~ 
SPATIAL UNlFOmlltY AND TO iJETEClDR I!,IlOCE 1l.'iD SUPi'llRT REQlIIIIDIE!liS 
~!EASURE FLJ\JlE PRDPAGATlON RATE t- PHDTODIODE fLA!IE SEllSOR _ DETERHI!lE LEVEL OF (lPER/I'roR 
• JUTEl1VflmO~ OR Mmll-l'\.nc ~J 
fun HIXER armun. 
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Q.2.1 .;;c.;:,o:.:;.mb.u:::;s_t_i;,;;:o_n .I.!:!!U! 
The laboratory equipment experiments oenter around a single 
tube oonstruoted to the dimensions defined in Section 2. The 
tube, made of borosilioate glass, is shown schematically in 
Figure 4.1. It is provided with end fittings to attach devices 
for testing mixing and tube venting, and side ports are providod 
for particle 1njeotion and 19n1tion system aooess. Glass was 
chosen to provide v1sual acoess and ease of oonstruot10n. The 
tube 1s rig1dly mounted to a base plate so that external devices 
may be eas1ly f1tted to the tube. Two tubes were supplied. a 
'polycarbonate safety shield was f1 tted to protect the operator in 
the event of aocidental shattering of the tube during test. The 
actual flame tube is shown in F1gure 4.2. 
4.2.2 Particle Injector 
A mechanism t'or injeoting partioles us1ng a1r pressure was 
developed dur1ng appar~tus analysis (Seot1on 3). The partiole 
injeotor allows determ1nation of the quantity and pressure of air 
needed to injeot the part10les and to observe the d1str1bution of 
partioles 1n the oombustion tube using th1s dev1ce. Re11ab11ity 
of operation and oomplete injeotion of the partiole oharge oan 
also be investigated. The injeotor design is shown sohematioally 
in F1gure 4.3. A pressure regulator and trigger valve are used 
to prov1de a part1al oharge of air at the desired pressure. 
Partioles are oarr1ed downstream by the a1rflow 1nto the 
oombustion tube. During initial operat1on part101es tended to 
oolleot at joints where the tube diameter narrowed, In the final 
devioe, 1/4" tubing was used along the entire length. The 
partioles are held between 1/2 mil teflon diaphragms held in the 
fittings at either end of the metal tube. These diaphragms burst 
when pressurization ooours. In initial testing a brief pulse of 
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Figure 4.1 LABORATORY COMBUSTION TUBE DI~ENSIONS 
• 
Figure 4.7 THE FLAME TUBE MOUNTED ON THE APPARATUS BASEPLATE 
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Figure 4.3 LABORATORY PARTICLE INJECTOR 
air « ,1 sec) at 345 kPa (50 1b/in2 ) ruptured the diaphl"agms and 
• 
dispersed the particles throughout the combustion tube. The 
Teflon ruptured by tearing and no material appeared to have 
separated from the diaphragm. No perform~nce differences w~re 
experienced using a range of particulate materials including 
glass microspheres, corn starch and A1203 crystals. 
4.2.3 Particle Mixer 
Two mixing systems in three configurations were supplied to 
NASA. These were the acoustic mixer and the aerodynamic mixer, 
tne latter with internal and external propellers. The mixing 
system includes a detector for determining spatial homogeneity. 
Each of these systems requires external electrical support. 
Figure 4.4 shows schemat'~K:ly the experimental configuration for 
the acoustic and aerody -,,;: n" ,: mixers. 
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Figure 4.4 LABORATORY MIXING SYSTEMS 
Acoustic mixing was accomplished with a driver (JBL 2425J) 
mounted to one end of the tube (Figure 4.5). The opposite tube 
end was capped with an aluminum plate. The acoustic signal is 
generated by a programmble signal generator and power amplifier. 
A crossover network, dummy load and fuse were provided to protect 
the driver coil. The basic mixing strategy is to drive the tube 
at a resonant frequency which will cause the partioles to migrate 
to the pressure nodes. By then switching to a new harmonic 
driving frequency, the particles begin migration to a new set of 
nodes. By alternating between these resonances the partioles are 
kept continuously in motion and mixed (see Section 3). 
The device proved capable of powerful mixing operating at 30 
watts (RMS sinewavp.) in the range 1100 Hz to 1500 Hz. In initial 
tests particles tended to agglomerate and settle to the tube wall 
under gravity so that a fully mixed cloud could not be sustained. 
Following the particle size scaling analYSis described in Seotion 
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Figure 4. 5 ACOUSTIC DRIVER MOUNTED TO THE COMBUSTI ON TUBE 
3, smaller particles were sought for the experiment. These small 
particles appeared more likely to agglomerate so the scaling law 
could not be rigorously applied. Significant adhesion of the 
particles to the side walls was also observed. This adhesion as 
well as the particle to particle grouping remained after active 
mixing was stopped and appeared electrostatic in nature. The 
noise level during maximum power mixing was not quantified but 
was considered c distractive nuisance. The high elasticity of 
the glass tube makes it a good sound conductor. The greater 
hysteresis of the polycarbonate tube material should lower the 
ambient noise. This supposition was confirmed in telephone 
conversation with Mr. Thatcher Murray of JBL. Other improvements 
discussed with Mr. Murray included provision of an acoustic horn 
for improved impedance mat c hing and custom ALNICO magnet 
construction for el1minati ' n of magnetic fields external to the 
driver housing. 
Two aerodynamic mixers were provided for evaluation. The 
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initial design oalled for an internal propeller with a shaft 
drive. This was ooupled to a variable speed motor operating in 
the range 100.10,000 rpm. Very weak mixing was aohieved using 
this devioe with the opposite and of the tube sealed to simulate 
the flame arrestor and vent system. A group of propellers of 
va~ying diameter anti pitoh were tested but none were oapable of 
signifioant mixing. It is noted that the propellers were off-
the-shelf items, designed as soale model boat propellers. Better 
performan.oe oan be aohieved using propellers speoifioally 
designed to produoe an air jet at high rotational speed. 
A seoond aerodynamio mixing oonoept using an external fan 
was also tested. This fan uses a larger diameter (4 1/2 inoh) 
blade expressly designed for moving air. Suoh a fan must Qe 
enolosed in a shroud to keep particles from exiting the test 
volume. Figure 4.6 shows the external fan in plaoe near the tube 
end before the shroud was placed around it. Good mixing 
performanoe was aohieved with this devioe. Its most serious 
drawbaok is provision for a shroud whioh introduoes additional 
volume to the oombustion zone. 
The homogeneity deteotor system is shown in Figure 4.4 • 
The light souroes are lens-end 2.25 W bulbs. Deteotors are 
infrared photodiodes. The system is oontrolled through the 
junction box desoribed in Section 3. Adjustment of trimming 
potentiometers in the junction was used to balance readings from 
the 3 detectors before initiation of a test. The detector 
signals were then observed to vary as the light impringing on 
them was scattered. Significant adhes~on of particles to the 
tube walls prohibited testing of the system during mixing. 
4.2.4 Isni tion 
The spark apparatus desoribed in Section 3 was used to 
ignite a gaS mixture for test of the vent and instrumentation 
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ENCLOSURE BY SHROUD 
system. The device created a blue spark of 1-3 cm length a nd 
depencably ignited the mixture on the first try. No attempt was 
made to ignite particle/air mixtures because of the difficulty in 
'~ ~ pe~ding particles under 1-g conditions and because of the 
;, , ' ge number of particles which adhered to the walls. 
4.2.5 Combustion Gas Venting 
The system used to test venting and flame detection are 
shown schematically in Figure 4.1. Two combustion gas vent 
systems were delivered to NASA for te~ting. They are the c losed 
system with capture in an expandable membrane and an open 
scrubber system. Figure 4.8 shows the filtration system in place 
with the apparatus ready for operation. The system size was 
chosen for ease of assembly and for use in developmen~ tests. 
The sy~tem operated without problems but its scrubbing ef:i ~i ency 
was not determined. Candidates for the expandable membranes were 
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Figure 4.7 LABORATORY VENTING SCHEMATIC 
Fi gl're 4.8 COMPLETE SYSTEM READY FOR VENT TESTING. THE 
COMBUSTION TUBE IS FITTED WITH SPARK ELECTRODES (RIGHT). THE SCRUBBER IS BEHIND IT. 
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delivered to NASA/LeRC without prior testir,g at TRW. The 
membranes were siz~d as single oommon reservior devioes, not as 
individual units for eaoh tube. 
4.2.6 Flame Shape, Speed ~ Deteotio~ 
The premixed propane-air flame observed 1n laboratory 
testing will differ signifioantly from the oombustion of 
suspended partioles. Observations using this flame may still 
serve as a guide in oomponent development. Upon ignition of the 
mixture a blue flame front develops normal to the tube 
longitudinal axis and propagates horizontally along the tube. A 
part of the flame did propagate through the region between the 
ignitor electrodes and the vent port. 
When using premixed gas charges, care should be taken to 
avoid fUling the vent system with combustible gas. Otherwise 
the baokward propagating flame may travel through the entire vent 
system. The flame propagating through the main tube volume 
reaches the far end in about 1 seoond. This time is affected by 
the vent used. In one test, venting was provided ahead of the 
flame front instead of behind it. This resulted in a flame with 
an unsteady, rapid propagation. With the design vent 
configuration, no change in flame speed was observed by eye. The 
flame sheet deforms to a paraboloid as it propagates with the 
central portion moving more rapidly than the edge. The flame 
developed an overall depth of several centimeters through this 
mechanism. The flame front also became slightly unsymmetrical, 
probably due to buoyanoy effects. 
Flame detection was provided by the same sensors used in the 
mixing detectors. Each of them showed a trace on an oscilloscope 
as the flame passed its position. A repeatible signature of 
distinctive shape was derived for each sensor. Features within 
these signatures can be matched for measurement of the flame 
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propagation speed from a recording of sensor output. 
During tests of the laboratory equipment, the flame tube and 
vent system were fitted with a pressure transducer and 
thermocouples. A Statham pressure transducer was mounted to the 
plate attached to the ignition end of the 40mbustion tube. By 
monitoring tube pressure we verified that the vent was not 
restricting exit flow to an extent causing a pressure rise :In the 
tube. 
Thermocouples were placed on the tube outer wall and at the 
entrance and exit of the vent stack. These were used to confirm 
that no excessive temperatures were present at sensitive points 
in the apparatus. Data from these four sensors were recorded and 
a typical run is plotted in Figure 4.9. The recorder trace 
shows a spike across all channels corresponding to operation Qf 
the spark ignitor. There is a rapid pressure rise peaking at 2.3 
psi during this first 100 ms of combustion. This corresponds 
with s temperature pulse to 540 C at tha thermocouple immediately 
downstream of the combustion tube vent port. These two traces 
indicate that a flame propagated into the tube connecting the 
combustion tube and the vent system. As pOinted out earlier this 
is probably a result of the use of a gas premixture in place of 
actual particle combustion. To prevent this occurence, the 
connecting tube was filled with borosilicate glass wool. A 
porous metal plate will be incorporatAd at the exit in the 
preliminary design. In the preliminary design a porous plate 
will act as a filter and prevent flammable particles from 
reaching the vent system. After these initial transients, 
temperatures remained low, with the outer wall of the tube 
exhibiting & barely di~cernable temperature rise. The final gas 
temperature at the tube exit did not exceed 100 C. The pressure 
during the remainder of the experiment remained steady at about 
0.1 lb/in2 (gauge). This pressure change is small. However, the 
combustion tube and fittings were not leak tested. Therefore it 
is impossible to know pl·e.cisely what fraction of overpressure may 
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have been relieved through leakage. The observation of the 
momentary pressure spike and the small value of the steady state 
pressure ind10ates the apparatus should be adequate to yield 
usable pressure data in the range observed. 
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5.0 COPSE SUBSYSTEM DESIGN 
The COPSE preliminary design is based upon the analyses made 
in Section 3,0 and follows directly from the integrated concept 
given in Section 3.9. The build-up of the laboratory equipment 
and subsequent testing at LeRC ha've been used as design inputs. 
The current design utilizes 
• Four vertical locker volumes 
o Two light-weight single adaptor plate interfaces 
• Overhang into the top and bottom locker volume 
• One mid-deCk bus to supply power requirements. 
The subsystems designed are all aooommodated within the volume 
available. 
Th~ overall deSign is based upon the "olosed tube" approaoh. 
In this design all of the funotions exoept instrumentation and 
control are independent for each tube. 
The overall system layout is disoussed in Seotion 7.0. The 
follow_r. subseotions treat the deSign of eaoh subsystem. 
5.1 COMBUSTION TUBE 
The oombustion tube design is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Polyoarbonate was ohosen as the material to meet the requirements 
of optioal aooess, resistanoe to rupture and shatter and low 
inflammability. The overall length of 810m <31.88 in) is 
aooommodated in the experiment volume with allowanoes for the 
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vent system and support structure. The tubo diametor 18 5.6 om 
(2.20 in) I.D. This size is tho largest whioh may be 
aooommodated in the available spaoe. If the flight tubOD oro 
custom fabrioated, a 5.0 om (1.97 in) I.D., remains an option. 
The 5.6 om diameter tube is accommodated in the design and is 
oonsistent with maintaining as large a cross seotion as possible. 
The ignition seotion of the tube is 6.6 om in diameter. A 
tapered oontraotion from 6.6 om to 5.6 om is utilized from the 
ignition seotion to the main tube body to assure uninhibited 
flame front development. Abrupt ohanges in diameter are avoided 
so that partioles do not aooumulate in corners during injeotion 
and mixing. The ignition seotion is of 6 om (2.36 in) length, 
the transition seotion is 2 om (0.79 in) long and the main 
oonstant diameter seotion is 73 om (28.74 in) long. The 75 om 
(29.53 in) length speoified in the soienoe reqUirements is 
provided. The design wall thiokness is 2.5 mm (0.094 in), This 
is almost twice as thiok as that required for struotural and 
thermal stress. It was ohosen beoause it is a standard oasting 
wall thiokness and to leave a margin in the design either for 
later weight saving or to enhanoe tube strength. 
~ tl , 
A double membrane is sealed at the tube's narrow end (detail 
A Figure 5.1). This membrane is of aluminum deposited on 1 mil 
mylar. It does not signifioantly interfere with aooustio e~ergy 
ooupling into the tube and retains the olosed tube approaoh. 
Optimum energy transfer requires that the membrane not be pulled 
taut. The seoond, 1nner d1aphragm prov1des a dead spaoe whioh 
will not oontain any partioles. If the flamefront damages the 
first diaphragm the integrity of the olosed system will not be 
violated. 
Detail B (Figure 5.1) shows the plaoement of a s1ntered 
metal filter at the tube exit. The filter is of 0.32 om (1/8 in) 
thiok s1ntered niokel with a 10 \1m maximum pore size. It 
prevents partioles from enter,ng the vent system and aots as a 
heat sink to 0001 the oombustion produots. The m~tal plate is 
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sized to maiutain low vent system pressure rise, providing the 
isobario oombustion oonditions required. 
The metal plate seats direotly on top of' the seal ooupling 
the tube to the vent (Fig. 5.2). The vent attaohment inoludes a 
vent (gas bag) sea~ that that prevents particles or toxio gases 
f'rom exiting the membrane. Two sorews attaoh the gas bag shroud 
to the tube. 
The partiole injeotion system is attaohed through a fitting 
near the upper end of the tube. Also, a boss is provided that 
allows insertion of' the ignition eleotrodes into the tube. Tube 
oomponents are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 TABLE COMPONENTS 
MAIN BODY 
CONTRACTION SECTION 
IGNITION SECTION 
WALL THICKNESS 
INJECTION PORT 
MIXER - END ENCLOSURE 
VENT - END ENCLOSURE 
5.2 PARTICLE INJECTOR 
Length 73 em (28.7 in.) 
1.0. 5.6 em (2.2 in.) 
Length 2.0 em (0.79 in.) 
1.0. Smooth Taper 
from 5.6 em (2.2 in.) to 
6.6 em (2.6 in.) 
Length 6.0 em (2.4 in.) 
1.0. 6.6 em (2.6 in.) 
2.4 mm (0.094 in.) 
1.0. 2.22 em (0.875 in.) 
45° Angle to Tube 
2 x 25 ~m (0.001 in.) 
Sheets Separa't.ed by 
1 em (0.39 in.) 
1 em thick 
6.6 em diameter disk 
Polyearbonate 
" 
" 
" 
" 
A 1 umi num Vacuum 
Deposited on 
Mylar 
Sintered Nickel 
10 ~m Pore 5i ze 
The partiolJ injeotor design is shown in Figure 5.3. The 
partioles are oontained in an inert, dry atmosphere inside a 
&3?;:v 
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stainless steel tube between two O.S mil Geflon membranes shown 
in Detail A. They are injeoted into the oombustion tube upon 
opening of an 110m3 (0.67 ln3) gas bottle oharged to 1.01 MPa 
(147 Ib/in2) with dry air. The oompressed air release is 
aotuated by a solenoid valve. A 34 KPa (5 Ib/in2) pressure 
relief valve is oolocated with the injeo'tor. The valve will 
funotion as a safe~y release to prevent signifioant baok pressure 
buildup within the t.ube during the experiment. Because the valve 
opens at a much lower pressure than the injeotion pressure the 
valve is looated between the particle cannister and the open 
tube. The vent system will aooommodate the additional gas volume 
introduoed by the partiole injeotor. The maximum pressure rise 
induoed by the sudden introduotlon of gas is 5 kPa (0.7 1"/ln 2 ). 
A sintered 10 m soreen is provided at the exit to ensure no 
particles exit through the valve. Injeotion oomponents are 
listed in Table 5.2. 
COMPONENT 
Particle Cartridge 
Diaphragm 
Solenoid Value 
Air Bottle 
Safety Value 
Table 5.2 INJECTOR COMPONENTS 
DIMENSION ~~TERIAL 
I.D. 1.46 cm (O.57in) Stainless steel 
length 6.0 em (2.4in) 
2x12.7lJm thick 
See figure 
Hcms (0.67 in 3) 
See Figure 
5-8 
Teflon 
Stainless steel 
Stainless steel 
Aluminum Body 
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5.3 PARTICLE MIXING 
Aooustio mix1ng is seleoted to aohieve homogeneous partiole 
distribution. The aooustio mixing devioe requires an eleotrical 
signal supply (audio driver) and meohanioal struoture for its 
installation and support. Figure 5.4 shows the overall 
experiment. The acoustio mixer is mounted at the top of the 
enolo.:lure, supported from the carousel center post. The driver 
can be lifted to allow tube rot.ation. The looation ohosen allows 
the operator to easily latoh the driver into plaoe and permits 
visual aooess to the tube under test. A corner location is 
required to allow oentering of the driver over the tube while 
fitting t.he larger waist of the transducer inside the allocated 
space. The driver is a JBL model 2425 H chosen because of its 
power oapability, efficiency and unique titanium diaphragm. The 
metal diaphragm eliminates anyoombustion hazard from contact 
with burning particles. It will be specially manufactured using 
an ALNiCo magnet to minimize EMI. A matching section will be 
provided to adapt the driver output to the tUbe diameter. This 
seotion will ensure efficient energy coupling. Provision is made 
to bring the driver into compressive mechanical 90ntact with the 
t,ube sides through a soft diaphragm. This will also minimize the 
externally radiated sound. 
The device will be driven by a 25 watt (rms) sinusoidal 
signal. The signal will alternate between tube resonance points 
at apprOXimately 1050 Hz and 1275 Hz. Switching between the two 
resonances will be at 1 Hz. The operator will be provided with 
trim controls to tune each of the s1gnals to resonance. Mixer 
components are shown in Table 5.3. 
5.4 IGNITOR 
Detail B of Fig. 5.1 shows the provision for a low voltage 
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ig,litor using zirconium foil combustion. Each tube will be 
individuolly connected electricolly. Ignition for the tube in 
the test position will be controlled by a demultiplexer in the 
control electronics with the selected tube shown on a front panel 
indexer. At ignition, 6 volts will be applied across the 
electrodes which are bridged inside the tube by a 71 mg bundle of 
striated zirconium foil. Joule heating raises the foil 
temperature to its 19nitlon polnt and the burning foil will 
19n1te tho particle cloud. 
Table 5.3 MIXER COMPONENTS 
JBL 2425H DRIVER 
(MODIFIED) 
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 
AND AMPLIFIER 
DRIVER SEAT 
5.5 COMBUSTION GAS VENT 
146 mm diameter 
10 mm depth 
4.8 Kg 
I.D. 5.5 em 
(2.2 in.) 
Titanium Diapl'ragm 
AlNiCo Magnet 
Buna-N Rubber 
Venting of combustion pr~duct gas Is accomplished by using a 
collapsed, enclosed membrane. The gas exits through a sintered 
nickel plate at the base of the ignltio~ region (Figure 5.2). 
The membran~ is a sealed, folded envelope of 2.5 ~m (1 mil) mylar 
with vacuum depOSited aluminum. Fully expanded it has a volume 
of 900 cm3 (55 in3). The membrane is tailored to fit inside of 
the wedge-shaped enclosure shown at the bottom of the tube in 
Figure 5.5. The accumulation system is shown in detail 1n Figure 
5.5. The enclosure is made of fiberglass. It provides a 
rigid housing to support the membrane to strengthen it. It also 
eliminates particle loss if the membrane ruptures. The enclosure 
will have a matrix of small holes (0.1 mm, 0.004 in diameter) in 
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Multiple omoll poroo permit ur1mpedod airflow whilo providinG 
meohoniool support of the membrano. 
5.6 INSTRUMENTATION 
The instrumentation identified for the COPSE exporiment is 
1) Camera 
2) Flame Sensors 
3) Mixing Sensors 
5.6.1 Camera 
The oamera shall be a Photosonios modal 16 mm - 1 VN 
equipped with a pulsed LED timing marker. It will be run at a 
maximum I 100 frames per seoond and will hold film oasette of 
22~ rq~~. x 2 mil film. Optios for the oamera are designed to 
yield ~ field-of-view. (FOV) split into two parts by a prism. The 
optioal system is shown in Figure 5.6, It will reoord the 
ignition region and an intermediate portion of the tube. The FOV 
at eaoh looation is 4.7 oentimeters. long and 7 om wide. 
5.6.2 Flame Sensors 
The flame propagation rate is determined from the time 
reoord of the flame front signature on four phototransistors. 
These devioes are evenly spaoed along the test seotion (Figure 
5.4). They will be Texas Instruments TIL-a1 devioes. Their 
signals will be digitized and reoorded using a Lookheed 
Eleotronios 4200 reoorder. Analogue to digital oonversion will 
PRECEDING PAGE flLANI< NOT FILMED'" 
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be oarriod ~ut . t 2f;O Hz per ohannal to a plooision of 12 bits. 
5.6.3 Mixinq Sensors 
The phototransistors uaed for flame sonDorD will form a part 
of the partiole homogeneity apparatu~ by measuring 11ght 
trans~ission through the oloud of dispersed fuel partioloo. Eaoh 
phototransistor will be d1reotly aoross the tube from a 5 watt, 
oolimated quartz-halogen light souroe. Before mixing, light 
out(luts will be Ilalanoed to provide equal signals at four 
phototransi3tors. As the part1~les are dispersed, they attenuate 
this transmitted light, deoreasing the output of eaoh 
phototransistor. A front panel display will oonsist of a matrix 
of LED's, oompsed of 4 oolumns eaoh with 16 elements (Figure 
5.7). Eaoh oolumn will represent the signal from one 
LEVELl ~ I ~ I I ~ I I 1. I I 
12 I I I I I I 
D I I I I I 8 4 I I I I § 0 I I .g. I 
STATION: '1 2 3 ":4 
LED 
Figure 5.7 OPERATOR DISPLAY OF PARTICLE MIXING 
phototransistor. As the signal varies, the position of the 
illum.'lnated LED's will vary proportionately. The operator will 
also have visible access to confirm that homogeneous mixing has 
occured. Mixing quality is measured by the agreement betwen the 
four sensor signals. 
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5.6.4 Aooelerometer 
The aooelerometer is a Columbia Researoh laboratories SA-
307-TX. This is a triaxial aooelerometer that mounts to the 
oarousel base plate. It is 10.3 x 7.9 x 5.41 om (4.1 x 3.1 x 2.1 
inohes) and measures aooelerations to 10-4 with an resolution of 
near 10-5 g. This devioe is similar to JSC devioe (M-GAMS). An 
alternate approaoh to a unique experiment aooelerometer is to 
utilize the JSC paokage direotly. 
5.7 THERMAL CONTROL 
Heat generated both by the combustion process and by 
instrumentation will be rejeoted via a chassis cooling fan. This 
devioe is shown in Figure 5.4, Seotion A-A. The fan seleoted is 
a Roton Spartan series. 
5.8 ELECTRONICS 
The microprocessor-controlled electronics system is shown 
schematically in Figure 5.8. The system is designed around a 
oentral cont.roller which interacts wi th the front pan~l display 
and controls, the oooling fan, ignitor, camera, acoustic-driver, 
particle injection solenoid, light sources, infrared sensor, data 
:r 
acquisition system and the data recorder. 
registration of the carousel position and 
Provision is made for 
for a look of ignitor 
and solenoid for tubes not in the experiment position. 
5.8.1 Front Panel 
Figure 5.9 details the front panel display control 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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electronics and Fig..Jre 5.10 shows a typical layout of the frort 
panel. The front pan~l serves as the interface between the 
mission specialist (MS) and the experiment. A master pO~ler 
switch and circuit breaker with pilot light are provided with a 
switch to begin the experiment sequence. During normal 
experiment sequence the mission specialist will switch on the 
master power switch which will also activate the tape recorder, 
the homogeneity detector along with the data acquiSition and 
controller electronics and the acoustic-driver. Trim adjustment 
(Fig. 5.10) is provided for the MS to tune the acoustic driver to 
resonanoe at th. two mixing frequencies. A toggle switch control 
is available to adjust the frequency shifting and dwell at either 
the upper or lower resonance to facilitate tuning. Fig. 5.14 
shows a typical acoustic-driver circuit and the interface to the 
front panel potentiometer. A homogene i ty i nd ica tor wh lch 
consists of four columns of sixteen LED indicators each provide~ 
the MS the degree of particle cloud homogeneity during mixing. 
Detai~s of the experiment sequence on mixing and homogeneity was 
described in Section 5.6.3. The mixing and homogeneity indicator 
electronics are discussed in Section 5.8.3. Upon proper tuning 
of the acoustic-driver resonance, the MS will begin the mixing 
sequence by depressing the mixer ON/OFF switch. The mixer ON 
light will indicate the proper experiment sequence. The MS will 
visually monitor the cloud homogeneity by reading the homogeneity 
indicator, and to initiate the experiment by depressing the 
experiment ON switch. The experiment time line is discussed in 
Section 7. 
5.8.2 CONTROLLER 
The controller controls the experiment sequence in 
conjunction with the MS input on the front panel. It also 
processes the input from the infrared sensor as descriibed in 
Section 5.6.3. The output to the homogeneity indicator is 
channeled through four (4) decoder (4-to-16 lines) to drive the 
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ORIGINAL PAGI! IS 
OF POOR QUALI TV 
four (4) LED oolumns. The oontroller eleotronios is designed 
around a mioroprooessor with its IIO and support ohips. This 
approaoh provides the best oompromise with respeot to the 
funotional requirements of the oirouit, ohip oounts, size, 
weight, power requirements, design and manufaoturing oost and 
overall performanoe oapability and reliability. Figure 5.11 
outlines the funotional blook diagram of the oontroller 
eleotronios. The 8048 series mioroprooessor family was sele~ted 
based upon our prior experienoe on other Shuttle progt'ams. The 
detail design of the oontroller may result in t,he usage of other 
mioroprooessors. The ohoioe will depend on final de~ig~ and 
analysis when detailed requirements are speoified. 
o 
MIXER LIClHT 
E.EJ 
EX~EAIMENT 
·0· 
• TUBE INDEX 
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,e 
12 
• 
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I I 1:1 I 
o I I ~ I ~ 
STATION" Z 3 4 
HOMO<lENEITV DISPLAY 
LOCK LOCK n L~ER· -c:: · UI'tER \.V 
UNLOCK MIXEn 
RESONANCE 
Figure 5.10 TYPICAL FRONT CONTROL PANEL 
Another important funotion of the oontroller eleotronios is 
to provide the sequenoed oputput for driving the relay oirouit to 
turn on or off the various instruments and eleotronios. The 
various instruments and eleotronios is outlined in Figure 5.11. 
The output from the relay I/O latoh ~/ill drive a series of driver 
(lH244) devioes (Fig. 5.12). A total of sixteen relays one for 
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eaoh tube will be used to oontrol tho sixteen individuol lanitoro 
and solenoid valves. The seleotion of the oinale activated relay 
is dependent on tho oarousel pooition such that all other fiftoen 
innitors and solenoid valves not in the experiment position will 
be at lock-out condition to assure thot improper i8nition docs 
not ooour. The pOSition of the oarousel is sensed by the 
mioroprooessor throuah two 8-ohannel multiplexors. A limit 
switoh is installed with eaoh oaroueel pOSition to 6ianal the 
proper pOSition oode. 
5.8.3 ~ Aoquisition ~ Reoording 
The data aoquisition eleotronios interfaoes with the 
aooelerometer and the infrared sensors. The infrared sensors 
·serve to provide the controller and the tape reoorder information 
regarding the oloud homogeneityand the flame temperature during 
oombustion (Seotions 5.6.2 and 5.6.3). . The sensor and 
acoelerometer outputs are buffered and sampled thro\lgh an analog 
multiplexer by a 12-bit AID converter (Fig. 5.13). A scan rate 
of 250 samples per second per sensor is planned so that each 
sensor reading is updated every 4 milliseoonds. 
The digitized infrared sensor data will be prooessed by the 
oorltroller to drive the homogeneity indicator during the mixing 
mode. The digitized photosensor and aooelerometer information 
will be fed through a code converter (NRZ-L) for data storage on 
a digital magr .. tio tape recorder <Fig. 5.11). An alternate way 
to data storage using analog magnetio tape recorder can be 
realized by feeding the analog Signals directly to the tape 
recorder with proper signal buffering. 
Digital recording requires the use of the code oonverter and 
the resolution of amplitude and time is limited by the AID 
resolution and scan rate. As a result, no better than 12"bit 
amplitude resolution and 4 millisecond time resolution can be 
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rooordod. In contraot, analoguo rocording will bypaoo tho AID 
mode and oode oonvorsion. Thuo tho ornplltude and time rooolution 
oon be improved. oignifioantly. Tho reoolution, howovor, ~llll be 
limited by the ~verall oystem and recorder noioe aD woll as 
recordor jittor. 
5.8.4 Aooustic-Driver 
The differing mixing approaches and tradeoffs were discusoorl 
in earlier sections. The acouotic method is selocted because of 
"ts performance and easo of implementation. An acoustic mixor 
driving circuit is given in Fig. 5.14. Two sine wave oscillators 
at different frequencies ~'ll be alternately switched by the 
timer through the analog £' ., toh. The selected signal is fed to 
an output amplifier which will bring the sirnal power level to 25 
watts rms in order to drive the acoustiC horn coupled to the tube 
in mixing m~de. The circuit will be implemented with operational 
amplif1er circuitry and the design is estimated to present no 
d1fficulty. 
5.8.5 Secondarl Power Supplies 
Commercially available switching DC-DC oonverter modules 
bave been flown on various space and Shuttle programs. These 
modules, hO~lever, may not provide the best power effioienoy in 
comparison to a custom-design cirouit, but th'3Y may be the most 
oost effeotive design approach. Further analysis will be 
reqlJired to seleot the best design approaoh when detailed 
requ:rements are specified. 
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5.8.6 ~lEctrcmagnotic Compatobil1t~ 
The combustion experiment equipment is required to opero"e 
satisfaotorily not only independently, but also in oonjunotion 
with the mid.e,ok, other experiments, the orbiter, ground support 
equipment and each other. It must not be adversely affected by 
electromagnetic interference reaching it from external sources, 
in addition to meeting the EMC requirement on conductive and 
raaiativ~ interference derived from the Orbiter Mid~Deck/Payload 
Standard Interfaoes Document. 
The external housing of the experiment and internal 
eleotronics enclosures and wire shields will provide an adequate 
shield to radiative interference from ext"rnal sources. In 
addi tion I these housing aud shields also prov ide the experiment 
the oapability to meet the radiative' interferenoe emission 
requirement. 
Adequate fitting must be designed in the input primary power 
line to ~eject conductive lnterfer'lnce from emitting to the 
source and for interference with the experiment from the souroe. 
Variou~ equipment and electronics in the equipMent are potential 
interference souroes (both oonduotive and radiative). Various 
methods oan be utilized to reduoe the interferenoe level in order 
to m'let the EMC requirement. Table 5.4 outlines potential 
interferenoe sourClesand the probability of interference I along 
\~ith the corrective design measures to suppress or filter the 
interferenoe. 
These oorrective design measures must be incorporated during 
the design and development phase of the COPSE experiment. 
EMC/EMI tests should also be designed and oarried out as required 
to verify the proper performance of the equipment. 
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SOURCE EMI TYPE 
1 POHER SUPPLY CONDUCTIVE 
RADIP.~ IVE 
2 MOTORS - CONDUCTIVE 
COOLING FAN 
CAMERA DRIVE RADIATIVE 
TAPE RECORDER 
3 LATCHING CONDUCTIVE 
CONTACT OR RADIATIVE 
RELAY 
4 SOLENOID CONDUCTIVE 
-
RADIATIVE 
5 ACOUSTIC CONDUCTI VE 
DRIVER RADIATIVE 
6 IGNITER CONDUCTIVE 
RADIATIVE 
7 ELECTRONICS CONDUCTIVE 
RADIATIVE 
© o 
Table 5.4 COMBUSTION EXPERIMENT E}jI ANAlYSIS 
INYERF. LEVEL CORRECTIVE DESIGN PRACTICE/RE}mRK I 
HIGH OUTPUT FILTER & ON-BOARD DECOUPLING & FILTER 
LOH COMPONENT CASE SHIELDING, CASE GROUND 
HIGH pmlER LINE FILTER TO NOTOR, SECONDARY 
POHER LINE & GROUND ISOLATION 00 
HIGH MOTOR CASE REQUIREMENT FOR ENC, CASE GROUND, "TI::a 
"DC) 
TIHSTED lURES, SHIELDED WIRES 0-0 2 :oj:: 
HIGH SUPPLY ISOLATION g;g 
MEDIU~l DIODE SUPPRESSION :1:>0 Cm 
~£5 
HIGH SUPPLY ISOLATION 
LOH CASE GROUND , 
HIGH LINE FILTER • 
HIGH mISTED- SHIELDED SUPPLY LINES, LOCATION OF ACOUSTIC DRIVER 
AIc!AY FROM ~mIN ELECTRONICS. SHIELDED ELECTROlncs 
LOH LOH CURRENT 
LOH LOH RISET~ME AND VOLTAGE 
MEDIUM DECOUPLING & FILTER 
MEDIUM SHORT LEADS, GROUND PLANE, mISTED SUPPLY LINE 
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5.9 STRUCTURES 
5.9.1 Assembly Structure 
The COPSE occupies four vertioal locker volumes. However, 
it is attaQhed at four pOints, two each to two single adaptor 
plates thet are attaohed to the two central locker locations. 
This method must allow enough play in the design ,0 compensate 
for any movement in the trays. The experiment must also have a 
structure that carries the weight of the experiment from t.hese 
attachments. 
The struoture is shown in Figure 5.15. The oasting is made 
of aluminum of 2.54 om (1 inoh) thiokness. The adaptor plates 
are NASA supplied units. Figure 5.16 shows the top, front,and 
side views uf the support. There is an additional structure that 
supports the aooustio driver. This struoture is manually 
manipulated to raise or lower the driver • 
• 
5.9.2 Carousel Struoture 
The oarousel struoture 1s shown in Figure 5.4. Main parts 
of this struoture oonsist of a fixed inner portion and a rotating 
outer struoture. Struotural support is ,provided to the assembly 
struoture by a oentral shaft. Two fixed hubs are attaohed to 
this shaft. The hubs aot to oarry the weight of the tubes and of 
other oomponents. The oompDnents in the oentral volume of the 
experiment are attaohed to the hubs or are supported through 
them. 
A hub design is shown in Figure 5.4 Seotion B-B. The bottom 
hub is a solid plate with holes for optical aooess etc. Only the 
outer hub rotates using large bearings. The tube rotation is 
manual and the tube is held in position by a olamp on the 
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aooustio transduoer. 
at the axle. 
The upper hub rotates on a oentral bearing. 
5.9.3 External Housing 
The external housing is made of a honeyoomb struoture. It 
oontains a door whioh is opened to enable rotation of the 
oarousel; a oontrol panel and a fan. 
attaohed to the assembly struoture. 
upper and lower oompartment elements. 
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6.0 LAYOUT AND EQUIPHIWT 
The subsystems desoribed in Seotion 5 have have been 
incorporated into an experiment whioh accommodates operation in 
the STS mid-deok. This noetion gives the mechanical layout, the 
major components, and the implications of this design in terms of 
weight, power and oost. The information provided in this seotion 
is taken from data in the subsystem design and details in Seotion 
5. The design is shown to be oompatible with operation in the 
mid-deck using four vertioally arranged lockers. There are no 
incompatabil1tes with mid-deck operation that are identified 
using this design. 
6.1 HECHANICAL LAYOUT 
A layout of experimental apparatus is given in Figure 5.4. 
In Seotion A-A the width is shown to be 46.0 cm (18.12 in). The 
depth inoluding the mounting plate is 53.5 cm (21.06 in) and the 
overall height is 113.0 cm (44.50 in) (main view). These 
dimensions are aooommodated by 4 vertioal lookers in the mid-deok 
area. The tube under test is at the operators right (faoing the 
apparatus. A braoket supports the aooustio devioe which is 
oentered 18 inohes (46 om ) from the attaohment plate. An 
observation wi ndow is provided for viewing the tube under test. 
A door in the structure is provided to allow aooess for rotating 
the tubes. The oarousel is supported by a oantilever from two 
single plates. The oamera and assooiated optios, the partiole 
injector and the vent system exhaust oontainer are mounted to 
structural membranes inside the oarousel. The injeotors are 
staggered to fit below the carousel plates and inside the tubes. 
System eleotronics and light sources and de teo tors for the 
mixture homogeneity devioe and flame propagation sensor are at 
fixed axial statiQns along the tube in the test position. 
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" 6.2 EQUIPMENT LIST 
from 
The 
The 
The major components of the COPSE are determined 
Section 5 and from Section 6.1 and are listed in Table 6.1. 
supplier is listed where procured parts are indicated. 
structure and carousel assembly are fabricated specifically for 
the experiment. The combustion tube likewise will be a specific 
fabrication that will accommodate the injection and ignition 
requirements. In the procured parts those that were flight 
qualified or were proceeding toward flight qualification were 
used when available. Parts are to be considered representative 
of those required for operation. 
6.3 WEIGHT ESTIMATE 
The weight of the equipment has been estimated from the 
experiment design. Weights were obtained by the means listed 
below in order of increasing certainity: 
" Estimates - imperfect knowledge of details, 
materials, etc • 
• Detailed estimates based on a material selection; size 
etc. 
" Vendor estimates based upon direct quotes or brochure 
values. 
The weight estimate for the COPSE is given in Table 6.2. In 
deriving this weight we have used conservative estimates for the 
tubes; the struoture and the eleotronics. The weight is shown at 
116 lbs. This leaves little margin but is within the STS limit 
using two single adaptor plates. This weight estimate does take 
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Table 6.1 EQUIPMENT LIST 
ITElI (/\IIOUNT) flJlTBRIAI.{TYPP. 
COllnVSTION TUDE (16) POLYCJlRBONJlTE. WALL 
0.093 IN. (0.24 ell) 
STRUCTURE 6 CJlROUSEL (N/A) ALUlIINlm 
ClIflERJI (1) PIIOTOSONICS 16-1VlI 
ELECTRONICS (N/JI) IIICROPROCESSOR -
DASED 
DATA RECORDER (I) MODEL 420D 
ACOUSTIC DRIVER (I) IIODEL 2425 II0DIF1ED 
WITII ALNICO flAGENT 6 
IMPEDANCE ADAPTER 
GAS BOTTLES (PARTICLE MODEL 304-HDF4-75 
! INJECTOR) (16) MODIFIED TO REDUCED VOLUlIE 
LIGHT SOURCES (4) TUNGSTEN-MJ\LOGEN 5-WATT 
f ! i I 1 .; 
I I Cl I 
(VISIBLE - IR) PHOTOTRANSISTOR. MODEL 
TIL-81 
SOLENOID VALVES (16) MODEL 5321BA02NIAD5 
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES MODEL A-4C-1 (ALUMINUM 
(16) DODY) 
I , MIRRORS (4) 0.08 IN. (0.20 eM) THICK 
, 
, , , 
l< ) 
; I 
,;1 
TUBE EllD DIAPHRJlGMS I MIL MYLAR (ALUMINIJ}I 
(32) DEPOSITED) 
VENT MEMBRANES (16) I MIL MYLJIR (ALUMINUlI 
DEPOSITED) 
I 
'-l MEMBRANE SUPPORT (16) FIBERGLASS 
.., 
IIEAT REJECTION FAN CRJlSSIS FAN 
• 
, 
IGNITION ELEMENT ZIRONIUM FOIL 
f; 
" 
ACCELEROMETER 10-4 - 10-2S 
SA 307-TX 
Ii 
" , 
,"1 
:1: 0 
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SUPPLIER 
CUSTOl! VJ\UnICJlTJO~ 
CUSTOll CASTI~G 
PIIOTOSONICS 
CUSTOll FABRICATION 
LOCKlIEED 
JDL 
NUPRO 
GTE-SYLVANIA 
TEXAS INSTRUlIENTS 
ITT GENERJIL CONTROLS 
NUPRO 
MELLES-GRIOT 
CUSTOM FABRICATION 
CUSTOM FABRICATION 
CUSTOM FADRICATIO~ 
ROTON 
GTE-SYLVANIA 
COLUMBIA RESEARCH LJ\U 
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advantage of the reduoed welght of the t.wo slngle plates. 
However, much of thls walght is gained back due to the support 
struct.ure requlred to attach the equlpment. The c.g. of the 
experiment has only been tentatively estimated. The values for 
c.g. 
x = 9.811 in. 
y = 0.16 
z = 0.78 
Final values depend upon the placement of the electronics within 
t.he assembly. 
The baseline design interfaoes with t.wo lookers only. The 
overhang ooou~ies two looker spaoes. The 120 lb. limit oan be 
extended by either adding an addit.ional looker for eleotronios or 
by modifying t.he baseline struoture to allow the susper,s10n of 
t.he electronios or the mixer from a separate single plat.e. 
The total weight of 116.9 pounds is oonsidered a 
oonservative est.imate. A weight of 1.6 lbs. is allooated for 
eaoh oombustion tube. The analysis of Chapter 3 indioates that a 
tube of 0.75 pounds will have adequate strength and a signifioant 
safety margin. The potential exists for trimming 13.6 lbs for 16 
tubes. The major struotural oomponents, the oarousel rim and 
support struoture oasting are designed with no trimming. We 
estimate that these parts have a oombined weight of 21.2 lbs. An 
estimated 25% (5.3 lbs.) oan be saved by designing these parts 
using stress analysis. Substitution of titanium for aluminum oan 
result 1n further weight deorease of approximately four pounds. 
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A total weight savings potential of 22.1 lbQ ~~lsts. Thls 10 on 
addl~lonal maraln of 18% of, the 120 lb. limit. This coupled w1th 
the indicated marain glv~s a 20% total weight mar~l~. 
Table 6.~ POROU!! SOLIDS EXPERIr4ENT 
WEIGHT ESTIMATION 
lTElI IIEIOIIT 
(I,u) (lbo) 
COHDUSTlON TUDE. 1.60 • 16 11.64 25.60 
RUI, 1.92 H 2 + 0.19 SPOKES 1.83 4.03 
CENT~ C/IROUDEL TUDE 
(I" • 0.065 • 36" La) 1.02 2.24 
llAIN SUPPORT PLATE (/lLtJ}IINtJ}I) 
11" K 0.15" 2.10 4.63 
CfIIlERII 1.70 3.75 
P.LECTRONICS 2.27 5.00 
DATA RECORDER 2.95 6.50 
ACCELEROMETER (I) 0.34 0.75 
IIlRRORS 4 • 0.08" THICK 0.15 0.32 
ACOUSTIC DRIVER 4.09 9.00 
LIGHTS (4) 0.28 0.62 
DETECTORS (4) 0.11 0.24 
T~JECTOR SYSTElI (16) 2.73 6.00 
EXHAUST SYSTEM (16) 1.14 2.50 
SINGLE PLATE (~MP) (2) 2.27 5.00 
ENCLOSURE (HONEYCOflD) 11.15 24.54 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE CASTING 6.90 15.17 
FAN 0.45 1.00 
TOTAL 53.12 116.89 
6.4 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 
GOURCE 
DETAILED ESTlI~\TION 
DETAILED ESTIMATION 
DETAILED tSTlIIATIO~ 
DETAILED E~T1!~\TIO~ 
VENDOR 
D&TAILED ESTlflATION 
VENDOR 
VENDOR 
ESTlllATlON 
VENDOR 
VENDOR 
ES'rtlIATlON 
DETAILED SSTlllATiON 
DETAILED ESTlIlATlON 
NASA 
DETAILED ESTlflATlON 
DETAILED ESTlIlATION 
VENDOR 
The power reqUirements for the COPSE have been estimated to 
determine the initial oompatabllity with the mid-deok supplied 
power. 
ORIGINAL PAGE f9 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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The eleotrioal power roquirements are sivon 1n Table 6.3. 
The electrcn1cs desiGn (Soction 5.8) util1zes stabilizing power 
supplies in consideration ot' the STS mid-deck variation from 23 
VDC to 32 VDC. In our power estimates we assume that such 
stabilization is not required. Suoh stab1lization will introduce 
a 30% inorease into the power requirements. 
a) 
III 
Table 6.3 COPSE IN-FLIGHT POWER 
REQUIREMENTS 
HilIinll Cycle 10 aec - 2 Hinutes 
Component Power (I~atta) 
fan (20VDC) 35 
LOllic Controls and 
Data Recording S5 
Light Driver 50 
Hiller 70 
Total 210 I~atts 
Experiment Operation (10 seconds) 
Fnn 3S 
Logic, Controls, 
and Data Recording 3S 
Camera 170 
Ignition (moIMmtnry) 10 
Total 250 watts 
The power is summarized for the two sequential operations. 
The mixing phase from O-? minutes utilizes about 200 watts. 
The experiment phase of ~bout 10 seoonds requires 250 watts 
with the ignitor being only a momentary pulse. These 
reqUirements are both within the speoifioation of a single power 
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bus from the mid-deok. Thtl total energy oonsump.t1on is 7.36 
hours per eKperiment or 117.6 watt hours for 16 eKperiments. 
total power requirement for this eKper1ment is nominal. 
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7.0 MISSION OPERATION 
The experiment design impl1es a definite mission .timel1ne. 
This mission timeline has allooations for orew time and gives a 
preliminary indioation of other requirements on STS. The 
operating ti~~, orew time and other requirements are disoussed 1" 
this seotion. 
7.1 CREW INTERACTION 
The COPSE .:.esign is developed using 16 tubes. The orewman 
is required Lo rotate eaoh tube sequentially into the experiment 
posit~ J, latoh the oarousel and olose the aooess door. He will 
initiate the mixing sequenoe and perform any neoessary trimming 
of the aooustio driver osoillators. Upon indioation of 
satisfaotory mixing as displayed by the bar LED display or after 
a fixed time has elapsed the operator will initiate the 
experiment sequenoe. During the test period, the operator will 
visually observe the ignition and flame propagation using the 
window provided. Visual observations inolude: 
8 Partiole injeqtion 
• Mixing behavior 
• Effeots of signal (resonanoe) trimming 
• Wall adhesion of partioles 
• Pal'tiole-partiole agg1omeration 
• Ignitor appearanoe and flame front developm~nt 
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• Propagating flame steadiness and symmetry. 
7.2 TIME LINE 
ORIGl~AL PAGE IS 
or- POOR QUALrN 
The time line is given in Table 7.1. The elapsed time for 1 
experiment is 4 m1rutes, thus 64 minutes are required for the 
entire test series. This time need not be continuous so that 
tests may be run singly or in groups. A stable level of 10.4 g 
is required for proper operation. The pressure should be at 14.7 
psi and the experiment operated before any EVA. 
EV£NT UUK8EIl I 
TlNE 20 SEC 
LOCK TUDE 
rullCTIOII IN POSITION 
DESCRIPTION o TUOE 
ROTAtEt' 
ttt nSf 
POSITION 
• CONTACTS 
HADE "Illi 
IctllTIOII 
£t.ECT .. 
RODES 
, ACOUSTIC 
DR1V£R 
LATClIED 
TO TUDE 
END 
Table 7.1 TIMELINE FOR CARRYING OUT 
COMBUSTlON TUBE EXPERIMENT 
2 3 • 
, 
• 
10 fIIot: 20 ';Er.' IHttI 20 SEC 20 GEC 
HIXtHG HIXING I HIXlflO UtnnULV)lCe INITIAl! 
I TUBE Hilum 2 DECAY T21lT 
• POWllR (IU • OVERATE • CrEHATF. • STOP • EXPERIHY.tlT SOLFJIOID ACOUSTIC r.F.tlTLE 
"" • IIEalN DATA VAf.\lR HIXER rnXIIIG 6 RECORDUm 
• ORSERV! LED UAlT Mil • CAlfttRA on 
• PULSE AIR TUIUJU. 
• IImtOCENEITY J&T INTO DISPLAY OF L£nr.p, TO • LImiTS OFP DPoTECTDR ON tun. 1I0HOGEHEITY DECAY OETF.CTOR 
• ICIltTon. 
• ADJOST • venin • TAPt DRIV! PIRF.O 
ACOUSTIC PARTICLE 
HIXE,II FOR IliJF.CTIOtf 
• D!T£CTOR.1i Rf'.snrlANCE REMAIN 
Ar.rtVATF.n 
, 
• 
tHIN 20 SEC 
RECORD TERMINATE 
OBSERVATION. EXrtRIHI'Jft 
.wlUn 
• VERIFY SIIIlHARY FtIltlE-
OF OUT 
VISUAL 
• UNLOCK DnSER""-
Ttons TUDE 
DURING • ROTATE 
TEST NEXT 
TUBE 
INTO 
1&ST 
POSITION 
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8.0 EXPERIMENT SAFETY 
'the Combustion of Porous SoUds Experiment has been analyzed 
for safety hazards. Payload Safety Matrix was prepared and 
Payload hazard reports made for eaoh hazard identified. 
Following this analysis a Phase "0" Safety Review was oonduoted 
for this experiment at JSC. The Safety Matrix and the hazard 
reports were ammended in aooord with the results of this review. 
These results together with the ~omments from this review are 
presented in Appendix 10. 
The Phase "0" safety Review resulted in redefining of the 
experiment oonoept. There was a strong indioation at the JSC 
review that the experiment should, as far as possible, oonsist of 
self-oontained tubes in whioh the partioles and oombustion gases 
would be oontained. Suoh a self-oontained experiment will allow 
the STS safety requirements to be met. Speoifio aotions that 
have been performed as a result of the Phase "0" briefing 
inolude: 
• The oombustion tube is deSigned so that all partioles and 
gases are oontained totally within the tUbe from lift-off 
to landing. 
• Individual pressure bottles, one for eaoh experiment tube 
have replaoed the oommon pressure bottle of the 
oonoeptual design. The energy of eaoh bottle will be 
only 10 joules. 
• Eleotrioal oontaots to eaoh tube will be hard-wired to 
eliminate any high voltage oontacts within the system. 
8 The particles will be in steel tubes. This will 
eliminate any breakage of the particle oontainers and 
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subsequent dispersal of partioles in the STS. 
Some of the safety issues were not resolved by this study. 
Many issues exist that oan be resolved only after the speoifio 
experiment complement that will be flown is kno~ln. Speoifio 
unresolved issues follow: 
• The potential for all tubes being broken and all 
partioles be mixed in the experiment volume must be 
assessed. If suoh an ooourenoe is possible the potential 
for a flammable mixture ooouring should be assessed. 
• Ahandling prooedure for tubes that oontain unignited 
partioles is required if the partiole-air mixture 
represents any flammability hazard, suoh as tube 
breakage. 
• The oombustion gas that will be present in eaoh tube 
following oombustion should be estimated using the best 
oombustion model available. The potential toxioity 
problem will determine the number of inhibits required of 
eaoh tube. 
• The potential for hazard in an emergenoy land ing 
situation may exist if differential pressures on the 
elastomer materials are too great. Further analysis as to 
the effeot of a q-8 pound differential must be oarried 
out during the I detailed design phase. 
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9.0 EXPERIMENT STATUS 
The preliminary design of the COPSE has shown that it oan be 
aooommodated in the mid-deoker looker region of STS. 
This design follows from the soienoe requirements derived 
from disoussions with Dr. Berlad during the Apparatus Analysis 
Phase. The final design has a 16 tube oarousel limited by the 
available volume in mid-deok and utilizes the power of one mid-
deok bus. 
The experiment as oonfigured has the following properties: 
• It is aooommodated in mid-deok using the volume of four 
lookers. 
• It oan be aooommodated with modified struotures in a 
galley looation. 
• It oan be aooommodated in a spaoelab raok or in a 
simplified oombustion faoility-type struoture. 
The design does not require large amounts of oooling and ~an 
be operated within the design limits imposed using one power bus. 
9.1 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS 
The design in this report meets the major scienoe 
requirements that were established in our initial review with one 
known design exoeption and one STS induoed exoeption. Table 9.1 
shows the major requirements vs experiment oapabilities. 
The signifioant design exception is that the pressure 
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REQUIREMENT 
PRE-TEST 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
COMBUSTION TUBE 
LENGTB 100 CM 
DWIETER 5 :!: 0.2 CM 
IGNITION SECTION 
LENGTB 6.0 CH 
DWIETER 6.0 CM 
OXIDIZER 
DRY AIR 
EXPERIHENT NillffiER 
UP TO 100 EXPERIHENTS 
PARTICLE TO BE 
MAINTAINED DRY 
PRESSURE ;\.MBIENT 
TEHPERA11JRE ~ffiIENT 
25 :!: 5°C 
G LEVEL 10-4 G 
PARTICLE UNIFOmlITY OVER 
ACTIVE VOLUHE :!: 5% 
G LEVEL DURING EXPERIHENT 
TURBULENCE DECAY 
PRE-EXPERIHENT CONDITION 
VERIFICATION 
TEST OPERATIONS 
13. IGNITION SOURCE 1-2J 
14 • F'I.MIE SPEED 5-100 CUI SEC 
t::;. ~ 
~",~..,c-c.....:..,' -. ';."'"';;'.:~~;";;~~.#<::;:-"---:~~:::-:::;;:--:--;~::..~-;r-~ 
Table 9.1 COPSE REQUIREMENTS VS EXPERIMENT 
DESIGN CAPABILITIES 
EXPERIHENT DESIGN CAPABILITY 
LENGTB 81 01 
DWIETER 5.6 CM - 5.0 01 CAN BE HET 
HEETS REQUIREMENTS 
FILL WITH DRY AIR; HID-DECK GAS CO}1POSITION 25.9% 02. EXPERDIENT DESIGN DOES NOT 
PRECLUDE SOHE EXCHANGE OF TUBE 02 (21%) WITH CABIN AIR. 
16 EXPERIHENTS PER FLIGH'i 
HEETS REQUIREMENTS; STORAGE OF N2 
OPERATE IUTB STS PRESSURE 1xl05 PA (14.7 PSI) 
OPERATE AT ~ffiIENT STS TEHPERATURE 
OPERATE AT ST4BLE STS G LEVEL 
• ~IIXER CONCEPT MBST BE VERIFIED 
• DETECTOR ~IEASUREMENT OVER DEFIHED CONCENTRATION RANGE 
• ACCELEROMBTER ~IEASURES G LEVEL 10-4 G :!: 5xlO-5 G 
• TnIE LAPSE DETERHINED BY ANALYSIS 
• ASSUHE STS PRESSURE AND Tm1PERATURE DATA AVAILABLE 
• Zr lURE GIVES 226J 
• DATA RATE 10DD/SEC FOR DETECTORS 
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Table 9.1 COPSE REQUIREMENTS VS EXPERmENT 
DESIGN CAPABILITIES (cont.) 
EXPElillIENT DESIGN CAPABILITY 
• CAHERA 100 FRAHES/sEC - GIVES 1 OJ RESOLUTION AT HAX SPEED 
- IGNITION ViSUALIZATION • BY ~lERA FOV DESIGN 
16. TUBE PRESSURE 
± 1 TORR • RELIEF VALVE ONLY 
- OPENS WHEN PRESSURE IS 259 TORR (5 PSI) ABOVE PRESSURE 
17. ON BOARD DISPLAY CONTROL PANEL PROVIDED 
POST TEST 
18. VERIFY Fl.A}lE OUT VISUAL OBSERVATION 
19. VENTING 
SHUT OFF AND SEAL TUBE EACH TUBE IS A CLOSED SYSTEH 
20. RETURN FIRED TUBES 
FOR ANALYSIS ALL EXPElillIENT HARDl~ARE IS INTACT 
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measurement during the experiment has been exol\lded. This 
exolusion was a oonsoious design deoision. The olosed tube 
design requires an individual pressure transduoer for eaoh tube. 
This in turn requires sixteen pressure transduoers. The 
inolusion of these transduoers will oomplioate the design. 
• The available spaoe requires a small lightweight devioe. 
Suoh devioes are high oost items and there may not be 
spaoe to inolude this. 
• The eleotronios will be oomplioated by the additional 
requiremenc.s. 
The pressure relief valves do provide a single point indioation 
of five pounds over pressure as well as providing 3 safety 
faotor. 
The oxygen oonoentration at 14.7 psi in the mid-deok is 
25.9% not the normal 21% at atmosphere. The tube is deRign to be 
olosed but not leak tight over a long period of time. We expeot 
that there will be only a small or negligible change 1n tube 
pressure after lift-off. However, the requ,irement for 21% 02 
(dry air) cannot be guaranteed w1thout des1gn change and strict 
leak test1ng of the tubes. 
9.2 TECHNICAL TESTING 
The design reflects our best estimate of the materials used. 
In several cases development test1ng of design approaches are 
indicated. All elastomer materials defined 
~ The bellows 
• The tube diaphragm 
9-4 
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• The partlc1e cartrldge dlaphragm 
should be evaluated for strength on tho one hand and for burstlng 
abl1lty on the other. 
~ Dlaphragm The capabl1lty to wlthstand 5 psl over 
pressure; launch envlronments should be evaluated. The 
permeab11lty to both oxygen and expected oombustlon gases must 
also be determlned 
Particle Cannlster Dlaphragm The ability to wlthstand 
launoh envlronments and the re1labl1lty of rupture upon exposure 
to alr pressure require evaluatlon. 
~Be~l~l~o~~ The abl1ity to build leak tight devioes and the 
pressure limlt require evaluation. 
~ Saturating The ooolusion of partioles to the tube 
walls represents an experlment problem in aoourately determining 
the homogenelty and in verifying that all partioles are in the 
gas phase and available for oombustlon. This problem has been 
left for determination by LeRe and by Prof. Berlad. The ohoioe 
of the tube material may depend upon the ooolusion properties. 
9.3 DESIGN ISSUES 
The design as presented should be evaluated in several areas 
in the next detal1ed design phase. 
~m!l Analysis £! ~ The venting system is based upon 
two oomponents. 
• A Ni heat sink 
• A mylar bellows 
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Our analysis suggests that the internal sinks should remove 
suffiCient heat from the combustion gaaes such that only a one 
ltter capacity for the bellows is required. A more detailed 
analysis is indicated to evaluate whether a more massive heat 
sink is required or whether the bellows requires a greater 
volume. The present configuration is probably adequate. 
Limited Field-of-View The camera split image provides a 
--- -
view of the ignition region and of the tube center. This should 
be evaluated to gain the most scientific data from the camera 
usage. If the ignitor view is not required two tube views can be 
obtained. 
Enclosure The enclosure at present surrounds the experiment 
and contains any particles. An additional requirements on the 
enclosure should be evaluated before detailed design. 
9.4 SAFETY CONSTRAINTS 
The safety operation of this experiment may constrain the 
design. We, have,made a design that incorporates the safety 
factors as far as we understand them. The mechanical design and 
electronic considerations are made based upon our understanding 
of Phase "0" results. 
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APPENDICES 
The Appendices are working notes used to derive results given in the 
bulk of the report. 
The appendices are: 
Appendix 1. 
Appendix 2. 
Appendix 3. 
Appendix 4. 
Appendix 5. 
Appendix 6. 
Appendix 7. 
L\ppendix 8. 
Appendix 9. 
Appendix 10. 
Appendix 11. 
Heat Sink Mass Selection 
Energy of Gas Storage/Mass/ Complicatirn Comparison 
Mechanical Mixer Perfonnance Analysis 
Acoustic Mixer Program Selection 
Acoustic Loss Calculation 
Aerodynamic Mixer Design Analysis 
Particle Size Scaling Analysis 
Optical Scattering by Fuel Particles, Sensor Output 
Interpretation 
Laboratory Equipment Operating Instructions and 
Parts List 
Safety Hazard Reports 
Summary of Discussions at Final Briefing (8/10/83) 
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Heat Sink Selection 
1) ~Jhat quantity of heat should be extracted from the exhaust? 
Combustion model: 
C + °2-- CO2 
with 02 limited to 0.017 gmole 
gas mole ratio ~ 1 (D of moles of gas is the same before and 
after reaction) 
Heat release: 94 Kcal/gmole °29 1.6 KC~.l " 6700J 
How much heat will be lost to the wall during fl?~e propagation time 
(rvl/2 S)? Is it a significant fraction of heat evolved? 
Gas, Tg C 900K 
IIII Wall (300K) 
= 
~ " 0.60 
Q~ 
1 
1/11 - assumed heat transfer arrangement for 1st order 
calculation. 
(5 w/m2K)2 1.28 x lO~t m2/sec 
(0.193 w/MK) 
(5 w/m2K) 1.3 x 10-2m (0.193 w/MKJ 
Al-2 
" 0.337 
L =~vo1ume1' Area 
. tube 
= 
2050 cm3 
1577 cm2 
, 
'. 
! i 
, ',i 
...... -
- ~--.------------. _. 
where Qi c initial specific heat content of ~Ian 
Qi c Cpj'lAT c (1.26 J/gk) (1.2 g/cm3) (lcm) (889 - 298) 
c 894 Joules/cm3 . 
heat absorption is 0.6 Qi c 536 Joule/cm3 
. . 
for tube, 105Jis absorbed, :>heat evolved. ~ heat loss to wall is Significant. 
Since heat loss is linear inAT, we may choose an average AT over the 
1/2s transient. At this average a certain heat, Qw, will be lost to the 
wall, and a heat, Q9, will remain '-11th the gas such that 
Qr c Q9 + Qw, 
where Qr is the total heat of reaction, 8.2 x 104 J. 
From Qg the actual temperature rise of the gas is calculated, and the 
actual average pressure is inferred. This average is compa~ed to the 
initial average used to start the calculation. Using this procedure, it 
was found that 
Qg 
" 
5.0 )( 104 J 
Qw 
" 
3.2 x 104 J 
TavQ " 477K 
Tmax c 657K 
The volume ratio due to combustion is 
Mole 9 Tavg 
V = -.- .. 
Mole inital Tinitial 
1 x 
477 
298 " 1.6 
Thus 
0.6 Vtube is likely to be expelled at T = 477K = 1230 em3 
If the temperature is lowered to 310K (100F) the volume is r~duced 
to 83 em3 
The heat loading of gas is 
Q = MCp AT = (0.09m) (28.9 J/M) (179K) = 465 J 
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For heat sink, require sintered material of pore size c 10prn 
Only Nf & stainless available, 
Ni has higher Cp, A & p => nickel selected 
P c 8914 Kg/m3 c 8.91 g/cm3 
Cp c 430J/KgK c 0.43J/gK 
if Tgas c Tnickel at exit 
(Texit - 298K)(M CP)Ni c (477K - Texit)(M Cp) exhaust 
Maximum mass of nickel is limited by flow pressure drop develop~d; 
Flow rate .. 21/s } 
Area c 20cm2 Velocity c 100 cm/s c 200 ft/min 
~p c 11.2 psi/in of porous plate thickness for a volume fraction 
Solid Volume c 0 35 
Total Volume • 
3 PNi- .. 3.12 g/cm 1/8 in. disk weighs 20 9 
MCp c 8.6 J/K 
MCp c 2.6 J/K 
~ Texit c 339 K 
(nickel) 
(gas) 
.::::;> 1/8" thick plate lo\~ers temp. from 477 K to 339 K 
exhaust volume reduced from 1230 cm3 to 282 cm3 
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APPENDIX 2. 
"Energy" of stored, compressed air: 
The energy stored in compressed air may be thought of as the work which 
this air could perform if released to the outside environment. The model 
of this process is: P 
x 
'" 
l t The work done on the piston is: t J -
I 
P1 
t T1 
V THROTTI.E VAi.V5 
-...J 
t 
P/ST ONOF 
AA ARE 
Wl2 c I~ Pdv (c ~ PA dx ) 
but the pressure on the piston is 
a constant at 1 atm. Thus, 
IWl2 = P(V2 - vl>1 
COMPRESSED AIR TANK 
The problem is thus reduced to 
determination of the initial and 
final volume of the gas. 
The process linking states 1 & 2 is isenthalpic (dh=O) as 
U2 - U1 = M12 - P(V2 - V1) 
(U2 + P2V2) - (Ul + P1V1> c)li2 = 0 
cO 
(W12 = work done on the 
system = 0) 
At state 1, PI = 10 atm, Vl = 800 ml Tl = 298K (noF) 
P2 = 1 atm, V2 = 8,£ T2 .. 298K 
W12 = 1 atm 7.U= 7.Uatm = 729 x 10
3
,e Kg/nii 
(1 atm = 101.3 Kg/mi) 
1.t. = 1000 cm3 = lO-3 m3 = 0.729 x 103 Kgm2/s2 
= 0.729 Joule x 103 
= 729 Joule 
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~ingle Gas Canister 
Need to supply 100 ml/charge x 16 charges c 1.6~ at 1 atm 
Minimum final pressure c 5 atm 
1.61 x 1 atm c 0 065 gmole o 082 X 298 • • 
= Nl P2 
P2 
Nl - 0.065 gmole .. 1 - 0.0657~1 
Nl RT (1-o.065/N1) c V1 P2 
c 
The energy stored is 
= 11 atm V1 (P1/ P2 - 1) c W12 
(Pl 2 in J: W12 = p., - 1) 1.0132 x 10 x V1 (..e) 
Nl/gmole P1(atm) V1tel E (Joule) 
1 5.35 4.57 2014 
0.5 5.75 2.13 1025 
0.2 7.41 0.66 428 
0.1 18.29 0.17 229 
0.09 18.00 0.12 207 
0.08 26.67 0.073 190 
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Multiple Gas Canisters 
1 container per bottle, each must supply 100 ml at 1 atm and begin with a 
pressure of 5 atm 
P1 c 5 atm 
P2 c 1 atm 
V2 c V1 + 100 ml 
P1V1 c P2 V1 + P2(100 ml) 
V1(Pl - P2) c P2(100 ml) 
V1 c P2(100 mll 
P1 - P2 
P2 c 1 atm 
V1 = 
P atm) (0.1£) 
Pl - 1 atm 
Eel atm x (P1V1 - V1) 
::: 101.325 V1 (P1 - 1) 
P1Vl c P2V2 
V1 c P2V2 
Pi"" 
x 1.01325 x 102 
P1 (atm) V1 (j) El (J) E(16) (.J) 
2 0.100 10.1 162 
3 0.050 10.1 162 
4 0.033 10.1 162 
5 0.025 10.1 162 
10 0.011 10.1 162 
A2-4 
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Particle Motion in an Oscillating Tube 
ORIGINAL PAG~ I~ 
OF POOR QUALm' 
•• I Drag c -671' r /A V Slip .. Force cmX 
where 
'""I V-
S
-
l1
-
P
-c-* ---V a-i-r-' 
where 
Vair = d~ (Asinlllt) "I h.lCOSciit c Vair I 
~ MX =-671'r/A • (X - AwCOSwt) 
.. 671' r a X + , 
m At.iCOSw:t; 
V = * = absolute motion of particle (in inerti6' frame) 
~ + C1V = C2 wCOSw't 
Using the integrating factor eCl t we have 
~ eC,t + c,v eC,t = C2 we C,t COSwt 
or 
integrating both sides yields 
V e c, t c C.,w C, t ~ ,-: "I:: ' (C,COSwt + wSINwt) + C3 C,,,"w C C w 
at V = 0, t = 0 so C3 = - 22' ~ c, + '" 
and the complete solution is 
C2w V = 2 2 (C1COSwt + wSINwt) -
Cl -IW 
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ORIGINAL PAG~ III 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Check for a maximum V as you vary w (not including expo term as it must 
.., 0 for 1 arQt> t) 
d [ Cl w w2 
C2 dW • Cl + w2,- COSwt + C12 +w2 SinwtJ c 
C2 [- (ClwCOS.:lt)(2w) + (C1
2+w2)(C1COSLlI1: - clJSIN.:t ] 
(C1
2+J)2 
and 
(C12,J)(2I11SIN:ut + LJCOSOAJI:) - 2tJSINIut 
(C1
2+IU2)2 
to =O::;}-
-2Cl~2COSwt + C13COSlilt + ~C1COswt 
+Cl~3COSwt + w5COSWt c 0 
I ,,} + cl 2w - 2Cl " 0 I 
Only possible if 
vf - Cl J - c14w + 3c13 c 0 
not likely =>no special roots 
A3-3 
(Matching Cosines) 
(Matching Sines) 
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(C,COSwt +~Sin~t) -
for a mechanical shaker 
and given 
0<W<,04 [rad/S] and A '" , x 10-3 m 
(O'to '600 rpm) 
9j'r~r C, a ) 
2 r P particle 
~air a 1.B X 10-5 kg/m-s 
P carbon a 1.3 X 10-3 kg/m3 
r :: 5 X 10-6 -) , X 10-4 (5,,,,to 'O~/O( radius c 10 to 20~ 
diameter) 
~ C, a 2500 for r c 5~ [lIs] 
c, a 6.2 for r a 10~ [lIs] 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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ORll'ANA1. PAGE IG 
OF POOR QUAI.Ii'V 
The result is an expression for the motion of the particle 
.. the slip may be obtained by subtracting the velocity of the air 
VOir D AwCOSwt 
The position is found by integration over t 
[( 
.w2 ) Clw Xs1ip D A 2q 2 Sinwt· 2 2 
Cl 7'" Cl "", 
COSWt + 
The distance of slip over a half cycle (ignoring initial motion which decays 
exponentially) is (for Wt D rr/4 to 5rr/4) 
[( 
",2 ) ~ Clw2/2 ,;. A -2 ",2 ({"2 - 2 2 ,,2//l A C1 T Cl :rw' 
2 2 2 Cl • Cl'" • Cl • w 
C 2+w2 1 
11/2 + C1w 
C 2 +w2 -
1 
NOTE: Better to find where V c 0, integrate distance between those 2 points. 
2 Clw V <: AW (1 . ~ COSCAit + Sinwt C12+w2 C 2+w2 ,/ 1 
V D 0 @ .w
2 
C05uit C1wsinwt 0 + " C 2+w2 C 2+w2 
1 1 
COSwt 
Sinwt <: W Cl 
COSr.Jt 
Tanwt <: t 
1 C W 
=;o.for Cl » w (low freq. small particles) look at 0 to rr~~X = 2A 12 2 Cl +w 
A3-5 
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for Cll::! UJ (1ntermediate) look at 'Ir/4 to 5Tr /4..) AX Q ga 
fF 
for Cl<'<W (high freq. large p~rticles) look at ] 
"J /2 to 3 lI' /2 i3X Q 2A2~ 
Cl + 
Mechanisms at Particle Collision 
1) Particles may collide with the wall since they have slip 
and the walls (by definition) have 0 slip. 
2) 
3) 
Particle slip depends on particle diameter (through Cl ) ~ 
particles of differing diameter have different velocity and 
may collide. 
The oil' may riot track wall motion exactly. hence a flow field 
may bb 3uper~lmposed on the assumed (oscillatory) velocity field. 
Quantify These Effec'~s: 
1) 2 issues: 
a) What is the slip distance for a given wall amplitude; -> 
how many pertic1es are enclosed in the she,l around the 
walls of th1s thickness? 
b) A particle in contact with the wall will be ejected as the 
wall moves 'Inward and then retracts. How far will tl;€ particle 
travel into the gas? How does this compare with the mean 
free path? 
2) Assume 2 particle sizes (e.g. + 1 OJ. ~/hat is the difference in 
their slip distances? How does this compare to the mean free path? 
3) Analyze likely flow field for vibrating closed pipe. 
Experimental Model: Since no particles have pc Pair, fill tube with H20 and 
polystyrene (gs CI 1.05) and shake. Try to match reynolds # or slip distance. 
if - ,---.~'---"-""" 
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All of the collisions are a functfonofmean free path (except wall collisions). 
~ Calculate Mean Free Path 
"e c ffn : r2 
, c -ft-carticles 
II tu e volume 
(A?c mfp, n c #density) 
# particles c mass of fuel/PIT r3 4/3 (P& r of particle) 
c (mass of air). (Fuell air ratio) 1413 p1Tr3 
mass of air c tube vol~me x Pair 
- n c (tube volume) (Pair) (fuel/air ratio) (1/4/3Pp1T r3 ) 
-; Tube volume 
Pair f/a 3 
3 Pa (f/a)./2 1T 
A3-7 
where r c particle radius 
f/ac fuel mass/air mass 
= 1. __ 2..;.1't_'!..-A_p_r _ =_L--I1 3 p .. (fta) 
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Oml:aNAt. PAGE III 
OF POOR QUALrt'V 
Fraction of Particles Colliding with the Hall: 
f c Interaction Volume = 1§lie distance~ x Tube Wall 
Tube Vo 1 ume Tube 01 ume 
slip 
distance 
lr,. -,/1 
I I 
I~'-)I 
= 4 r Xo 'L 
rrr2 L 
= f 
. -,,-, .. ;" - ,. - . 
Surface 
I 
I II 
It-t'l I 
'AA ~artiJle slip motion Since a particle must slip towards the 
wall, only 1/2 of slip contributes to 
particle/wall collisions. 
, ' 
Wall Motion 
if slip, x c 0, no collisions~ width of wall collision 
Zone " 1/2X 
=l> (l) is modified If,,2DX I 
where X " ~, 2 r uJsinwt + C1COS.uf: Cl +u.r L' ]
BCIAJI; 
B+IT" wt 
and B is chosen to secure a maximum of the braketed quantity. 
~ IB = Arctan W/Cl I 
(e.g. for t.cJ« Cl , B = 0, for w« el , B "i(2) 
Typical Values: 
D " 0.05 m 
tJJ " 628,s~ 1 (l00 rps) .!!.!:. 
el= 2500(1 (r = 5 pm.!!.!:. 
(B " 14.1°) 
A c 0.001 m 
W = 62805"1(1000 rps) 
el = 6.2:,:::-1(r = 100 I'm) 
(B c 89.4°) 
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,.., c 6289 rei" f c 2.4% 
.1) e 6280 r c lOU,. a f :: 7.1 % 
Since slip is in x direction only 
i.e. should be x! ~oCOS e which 
adds factor. 
Calculation of max. penetration of particle launched from tube wall by 
vibration. 
Drag:: - 6nr)U Vslip 
Assume particle launched by wall and wall does not recoil. This 
is conservative: recoiling wall will slow particle, but since next 
forward wall pulse will propel it further, this is not an overly 
conservative assumption. 
=;}. Vslip = Vparticle : initial velocity is AW 
(A is vibration amplitude, LV is frequency) 
• 
• MX = Drag =;) X = 6 HH 
Mass x = -C1X 
x + C1X .. 0 
v + Cl V = 0 
which has solution: 
V = Al e -Clt 
at T = 0 V = AVJ=,)Al 
I V = A~v~Cl t . ,'_ 
x = penetration length = )/dt .. I x = A iJ.Il Cl I 
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Typically, the product AUJwill be less than 1 m/s because acceleration 
c AJ ~for amplitude 2mm (2 x 10-3m). ..vmust be 500.s-1 ~ 80 Hz 
yielding an acceleration of 500 g which will be mechanically difficult 
to sustain. 
For 10 pm diameter particle Cl C 25005'1 
-> X" 1 mls " 0 4 mm C 400)Jm 2500/s • 
for more realistic designs, this number may be less than 100 pm. For 
stoichiometric combustion of 10 ~m particles,~, the mean free path ~ 
61 mm so the average launched particle would suffer 
~i4 "0.007 collisions. 
Add some typical numbers: 
Tub~ length c 80 cm 
Tu •. diameter c 5 cm 
Tube volume" 11' r 2h c 1570 cm3 "1.57 x 103 cm3 " 1.57 x 10-3 M3 
Pair c 1.2 kg/m3 
::::;> Tube has 1.88 x 10-3 kg air 
Air is 20% O2 (by volume) ~ 
Mair " 0.2 x 32 + 0.8 x 28 c 6.4 + 22.4 " 28.8 kg/mole 
O 0.2 x 32 - 0 22% f . b xygen" 0.2 x 32 + 0.8 x 28 -. 0 alr y mass 
4 Tube has 4.2 x 10-4 kg 02 1 
Coal Combustion: 
C + O2 -> CO2 ~ 12g coal req. /32 g O2 
~ 1.575 x 10-4 kg of coal 
Oensity of coal" 1.3 g/cm3 " 1.3 x 10-3 kg/M3 
:j. need 1.21 x 10-7 M3 coal 
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Assume 10 ~ particles: V/particle" 5.24 x 10- 16 meter 
-=) 2.3 x 10-8 particles in 1.57 x 10-3 rn3 
I " 1.47 x lOll particles/rn3 I 
1. 
" 
1 
{l'"n 71' r2 c I 0.0613 rn " Mean free path 
d " \A,h 1 in appropriate units Cl ..v2 + C 2 1 
Calculation of Acceleration as Functional Amplitude & Frequency: 
x " ASinW: x " AwCOSwt ~ I X{max) = AW 
I X{max) = A',j 
LVin rad/sec = /sec 
A in mm 
19 = 9800 mm/sec2 
Assume A c 2 mm (for rubber bumpers) 
w = 70 rad/sec (lg) 
= 11 rpm for 1 9 -
" 35 rpm for 109 -;. 
v = 140 mm/sllc 
v = 445 mm/sec 
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Comparison may be made between the distance a particle may be thrown from 
the wall and the mean free path within the particle cloud. Particle of 
diameter! 1 standard deviation from the mean will slip different amounts. 
This differer~e may be compared to the mean free path to find the fraction 
of part;cleslikely to collide per tube oscillation. 
The mean free path.L. f)f particles with radius r is 
L - 1 
, 12 h 1f r2 (4) 
here n, particle number density. is 
n = 3 Pa f 
4 1f Pp r3 
(5) 
Here f ;s the fuel/air mass ratio p is the density of air (subscript a) and 
fuel (subscript pl. Thus 
tJ" 2ffp~ 
"'" 3 p of' a ' 
(6) 
The drag, D. is assumed to follow Stokes' law thus 
D =-6 1f r Jl Vs 
Where p is the air viscosity and Vs the ship velocity. Assuming the 
air velocity Va, is the same as the tube wall. we have 
Va = Awcoswt (8) 
for a wall oscillating with amplitude A and frequency w. 
Solving for the particle velocity. Vp, given by 
(9) 
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( C 1 COSu.t + Ws i nilit) (10) 
No special roots occur for Vp by varying w, Cl and C2 so it is not likely 
to contain resonance or other singularities where V would be dramatically 
changed. To conceptualize the motion, the following values are assumed 
for the particular configuration 
thus 
.-'" 4 O:S;W~ 10 
A ~10-3 m 
[rad/s] 
jJ " 1.8 x 10 5 kg/m's 
jO = 1.3 x 10. 3 kg/m3 
5 x 10-6 m ~ r':::; 1 x 10-4 m 
Cl = 2500 8-
1 for r = 5}Jm 
Cl = 6.2 8-
1 for r=lOO}Jm 
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The slip velocity is found from equations B, 9 and 10; 
[(C~ W ). clw2 c12u) Vs c A 2 .... 2· W COSwt + 2 2 Sin\l.'1; - 2 2 Cl +W Cl +\,V Cl +tV .-c"] 
-- Figure III 1 shows the slip velocity (a) and the tube velocity (b) 
for a 200)Um diameter coal particle being forced at 10 rad/sec with 
amplitude normalized to 1. The amplitude scales are identical on the two 
charts. The phase shift indicates that the particle is almost stationary 
in the moving air. The maximum slip occurs at the velocity extreme and 
(11 ) 
is about 10% of the maximum. Mixing under these conditions would be slight. 
Figure III 2(a) shows a similar plot for a very small (10 pm diameter) 
particle under the same conditions. After an extremely short starting 
transient (2 ms) the particle slip velocity is zero. It will track the air 
and suffer virtually no wall collision. Excited at 100 rad/sec the same smaller 
particle (Fig. III 2b) maintains a slip velocity at a phase angle of about 
900 with a maximum velocity about 20% of the wall velocity. Mixing of 
particles us best done at a frequency, uJ, allowing the particle neither 
to simply remain at rest (LUtoo high) 
(w too low) • 
nor to track the air motion precisely 
To find the distance the particle slips compared to the wall motion over 
any half-cycle, equation 11 is integrated between times when Vs = o. 
Note that this is not the same as integrating over O'wt<CIT as the 
particle continues to move in a direction for a short time after the 
Figure III.3 shows the computer program used to generate the dynamics 
plots. 
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Figure III.2 
Comparison of slip 
velocity, Vs (a) with 
tube wall velocity, 
Va (b). 200)lm diameter 
coal particle, amplitude c 1, 
UJ a 10 rad/sec. Hori zonta 1 
axis is in seconds. 
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Figure III.3 
Program for calculation of 
particle dynamic response in 
oscillating medium. 
eltl9L .p. 
• 92 STQ 31 
... 03 RCL 29 
• 04. ~95 ST9 30 
O~ CO, 
9? PCL 21 
as ~t2 
09 PCl 29 
. 19. 
II PCl 21 
I 12 Xf2 
13 RCl 29 
\4 Xf2 
15 + 
16 I 
17 PCl 20 
IS -
19 • 
29 P.Cl 29 
21 Xt2 
22 pel 21 
23 • 
24 PCL 21 
25 Xf2 
26 pel 29 
27 Xf2 
28 + 
29 I 
39 RCl 39 
31 SIN 
32 • 
33+ 
34 PeL 21 
35 CHS 
3~ PCL 3: 
37 • 
38 Eft 
J9 RCL 21 
46 ¥t2 
41 • 
42 PCL 2i 
43 CHS 
44 • 
45 peL 2: 
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The acoust1c driver w111 be cemented on center to the end plate 
(F1g 4.5)us1ng s1l1con-rubber cement. 
Parts list for acoust1c mlxer (in addition to those spec1fied for 
the prop-dr1ven m1xer). 
- End plate (Fig. 4.5) 
- JBL Professional Series Model 2425 H/J COlnpress10;, IJriver ($250.00) 
- 2 x ~/avetek Model 190 FUllction Generators $895.00 each. ($1790.00) 
.. McIntosh Model 502 Compact Power Amplif1er ($735.00) 
Acoustic Resonance for 81 cm Tube occurs at 
fm " 344 mts 2 x O.Bl m " 212.35 m;l 
the number of nodes of zero part1cle veloc1ty is given by 
1 + m 
NOTE: 2 of these nodes are at the ends. Excitation strategy 
should be to alternatively excite modes of oscillation with 
widely separated nodes to promote particle motion. Also. enough 
~odes should be present to keep the number of particles in tube-
end nodes relatively small. Also the response of the driver 1S 
limited below 800 Hz. 
To calculate the particle velocity (average) use 
p (xeo) [J m Vm (x) = m JC ~ sin }: 
where 
C2QoP.llJ Pm (xeo) c --",'-:''''''''''---.".---,;,--,....,.,,.... 
V [4JmK2m + (tJ-;Jm)2]1/ ... : 
(Beranek, "Noise and Vibration Control" McGraw Hill 1971) 
thus on average, at W= .~ 
Um e _..:.c...:Q"'o ___ _ 
2 V~;r 
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Beranek pOints out that 
Km ::::, 20 '1fm 
for ri 9i d tubes 
C 0 344 m/s 
V o 17'r2,e 071"(2.8 x W 2)2 0.81 0 2 x 10·3m3 
Qo c Acoustic element area x displacement x frequency 
0"(12.5 x 10·3m)2 x 10·4m x 212.35m 
o 1 x lO·Sm (note this assumes diaphragm displacement 
constant at O.lmm over a range of frequencies) 
-9 Urn c 1.4 cm/s 
One mixing strategy is to pick a resonant frequency, 
fl 0 f • ml • 
After allowing sufficient time for particles to group at the zero 
velocity points, switch to the next resonant frequency, 
f2 c f • m2 ' 
where 
m2 c 1 + ml 
Sufficient time should be allowed at this second resonant frequency 
to allow particles to move to the new zero-velocity pOints. The 
frequency is then reset to fl and the process repeated. 
The distance between nodes, X. is 
Xi 0 2~i 
where L is the tube length. It can be seen that the distance from 
a node at M c Mi to a node at M c Mi+l. Xi is 
X 0 L i Mi(Mi+l) 
Using the average particle velocity of 1.4 cm/s. Figure IV.l has been 
constructed as a guide for operation of the acoustic resonator. Upon 
establishmAnt of a resonant frequer.cy, fi' the governing oscillat()r should 
drive the acoustic driver oscillator (ADO) with a square wave signal causing 
the ADO to switch between fi and fi+1 at a frequency no greater than that 
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found on the ordinate of Figure IV.l corresponding to the 'frequency 
fi found on the axis. 
NOTE: 
1) Find a resonance at frequency fi c flmi (s'lne wave setting) 
2) Find the next resonance at fi+l c fl (Mi + 1) 
3) Use Figure 22 to find f'max corresponding to fi 
4) Set the governing oscillator (GO) to square wave at a frequency 
, 
less than or equal to f max. 
5) Set the ADO so that the GO signal causes it to switch between 
fi and fi+l 
6) Apply this Signal to the test apparatus, aclJusting the GO frequency 
as necessary to attain good mixing. 
1) The switching (GO) frequency is approximate and should be adjusted 
for best results. 
2) This is one of many possible mixing schemes. Others should be 
investigated. 
3) If particles tend to collect at tube ends, set the GO so that the 
ADO is not always at a resonant frequency. One technique may be 
to operate the GO with a Trapezoidal or Triangular wavefor'll1 instead 
of square wave. 
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Maximum governing oscillator switching frequency as a 
function of lower resonance acoustic driver oscillator 
frequency. 
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Acoustic Loss Calculation: 
- Assume a sound amplitude (db) which would exist in the 
tube with only dissipation being viscous. 
- Calculate pressure amplitude for this case. 
- Calculate boundary layer losses for this amplitude. 
- Assume losses via impedance mismatch and leakage will 
be 10 x above losses. 
- Calculate new pressure amplitude and new energy. 
1) Assume 140 db 
P 
2) db = 20 log 2 x 10-5 :;> P = 200 n/m2 
3) <E > =( A2/~poao~(TT' R2~ 
A = 200 n/m2 
yo = '/. 29 kg/m3 
ao c 343 mls 
< {> = 1. 12 x 10-4 
Pr = 0.72 
o = 0.052m 
R = 2.6em = 0.026m 
L = 80em = 0.8m 
W = 6280 (2 n 1000 Hz) 
v = 1.57 x 10-5 M2/5 
'Y ,= 1.4 
CI! = - 12.6 (5-1) 
4) a' = - 126 (5-1 ) 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IZJ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
• 
5) <S)"'''2 ad. e) '" 2.B x 10-3 (in no-loss case) 
(so that ('i',> '" <b) q '\e/ '" 1.12 x 10-5 
I 
=l> P' P = 3.2 
Li db '" 20 10910 3.2 '" 10db 
'" jfO c 3.2 
6) Conclusion: Pressure is factor of 3 -) 67% loss in particle drive force 
db loss is 10 db 
'=> need 10 x power to make-up. 
Power loss to diaphrag~: (aluminum sheet, O.lmm thick) (4 mil) 
- Calculate energy balance 
1 ) of speaker 
2) of diaphragm motion 
Speaker energy'" 1.12 x 10-4 J ~ 
E '" ! Pa u
2
::;> u = (2 E/po)~ = 1.32 x 10-2 m/s 
for diaphragm: 
E = :mV2 
me rAt'" 2.7 x 103 kg 1m3 • 2.12 x 10-3m2 I 1 x 10-4m 
= 5.B x 10-4kg 
~ V '" (2E/m)t '" 0.62 m/s = 6.2 x 10-1 m/s 
Actual V ~ 1.32 x 10-2 E'" 1/2mv2 = 2.02 x 10-7 J 
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c 0.5% coupling efficiency (27 db loss) 
c 6 x 103 ::) Via impedance mismatch 
expect 38 db loss across 
diaphragm. 
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Design of Tube with Propeller 
G.Oem 
-
-1 6cm r-
Clearance? 
Pitch? 
RPM? 
Diameter? 
Offset? 
Feed through method? 
Drive method? 
CL or offset? 
'---.-, .~--~--,,-~-.----~ ,--
ORIGINAL PAGl~ rrJ 
OF POOR QUAUiY 
76cm 
? 
? 
Fig. VI.1a 
Prop Design: Need jet of sufficient momentum to reach end of tube 
(want recirculation over entire length). 
For jets into stagnant fluid (i.e. cof1owing stream of zero velocity) the 
initial jet velocity remains above 10% of its initial velocity at least 
80 jet diameters downstream (see e.g. Field, M.A. et al "Combustion of 
Pulverised Coal" Fig. 2.19). This is not a function of initial jet 
momentum. Neither is the observation that spreading half angles are 
~5 to 60 • At this angle, a jet fills a tube 11 to 12 diameters downstream. 
~1 Fig.VI.1b 
11.4 
Propeller diameter is thus sized so that 
1) diameter not so large as to force narrow 
recirculation zone (high shear) 
2) diameter not so small as to force narrow, 
high velocity initial jet (also high shear) 
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ORIGINAL PAGf! '6 
OF POOR QUALITY 
No reliable expl'ession for interjet shear force (or wall shear force) 
is available, tradeoff is arbitrary. Assuming return flow must be 
lower velocity than initial jet, use following dimensions 
Propeller Diameter = 2.5 cm (swept area c 4.9 cm2) 
Tube Inside Diameter = 5.6 em (total area c 24.6 em2) 
Unswept area = 19.7 em2 
9 return airs peed c jet speed· 
Likely shaft diameter: l/Bth inch 
Full Scale End View: 
DISPENSER TUBE 
4.8 mm -_""" '-_-
, 
4.9 em2 
19.7em2 
3.2 mm 
1----5.6 Ctn---_-l 
A6-3 
c 25% of jet speed. 
Figure VI.2 
Clearance NUST be greater 
than 5.6-2.5/2 = 1.6 em 
+ allowance for flow turning 
= 2.0 em 
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ORIGINAL flAG/! If] 
OF POOR QUAL/iV 
(;learanct: should be sized so that thC3 return flol~ does not see an area 
restriction 
DISPENSER 
TUBE 
A6-4 
t 
2.0 em (MIN.) 
Figure VI.3 
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Notes on Particle Size Scaling 
Both the acoustic and propeller mixers are expected tr suffer performance 
degradation at 19 compared to shuttle conditions (10-3 to 10-4 g). Thus 
acceptable operation in laboratory tests supports strongly their successful 
operation at orbit. This is mainly because any mixer must be able to 
compensate for particle settling. Settling occurs at the terminal particle 
velocity, Vt. given by 
V cgr2 II t 9)J (stokes) (1) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration (local), r the particle radius, 
p the particle density and)J the gas (air) viscosity through which the 
particle falls. We see that if g is reduced by 10-3 to 10-4, the settling 
velocity and hence the difficulty of sustaining homogenous mixing is 
reduced proportionarely. 
Should one desire to scale the experiment to orbital conditions during 
ground testing, eq. ~l;>shows that the p~rticle radius for the ground test 
needs to be adjusted. This adjustment should be calculated by 
r' = r ff 
Where r' is the scaled particle radius for the ground experiment. 
r is the particle size of the space experiment we wish to model, and 
g is the fraction of earth gravity anticipated in orbit. For example, 
to model the behavior of 200)Am radi1lS particles at 10-3 g on the shuttle, 
the ground test should use 
rl = 200 fm /10-3 , 
rl = 6.3~m radius particles. 
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Further Notes on Particle Size Scaling 
CRICJNAL f'AGE\ 115 
Or t'OOR QUALm? 
Tho argument of tho proceeding page is valid for flows of 
Reyno 1 ds number < 1 • 
here U is given by ego (1,> so that 
for Re ~ 1 we have 
4pf gjs 
$ ;Uf C 1.85 x 10-5 kg/(m)(s) 
(air) l jf c 1.205 kg/m3 for Pocahantas coal 
g c 9.8 m/s 
.Ps c 13 46 kg/m3 
checking this calculation, at r c 3.65 x 10-5m 
v c 0.21 m/s 
and 
Rc c 1.00 
For particles of larger diameter. we may maintain the assumption of 
spherical shape. The drag law, however, changes from 
o c 24 
ipU2 rr a2 if" 
24 
Cd '::::J R21J 
to 
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Thus equating body and drag forces 
12Pf v2rtr2 es .13"r3g c R2/3 
Solving for the velocity yields 
[ 
PR3 g3 r5 
Vt c 2 
182.2 Pi jlf 
] ", (modified Oseen) 
Thus for particles larger than 0 c 73~m, the settling velocity is 
proportional to 
Vta g3/4 r5/4 
so that equation (2) becomes 
r' c r g3/5 
The results of the particle scaling law are plotted for g c 10-2, 10-3 and 
10-4 g in Figure VII.l 
As a check, for the largest particl'~ considered, 2000 pm diameter 
Vt c 13.2 mls 
Rc ;: 1720 
The experimental drag coefficient. her .. 'is 0,4. w/1~~e l~e correlation of 
eg<3> predicts 0.17. Thus "(lr Rc>4t3(l,"e let I~d CI D.4. Now 'the 
equatfon of body and drag forces is 
so that the terminal velocity is given by 
., 
I I' 
i' I' 
\ 
~ I}, 
i 
I , 
o 
-- '" ,'. '.--. '-:_._,{, 1J .. ,~' 
and the Reynolds number is given by 
Rc " 2rV+D" ~f-}Jf 
Solving for r at Rc C 460 yields 
fI)2 ] 1/3 
r C t!~t ( ~ )(:s) (t) 
ORIGINAL PAC!ll; fa 
OF POOR QUAL/TV 
C 555 )1m 
Checking, at r ~ 555 ~m U c 6.36 mIs, Rc c 460 
Three regimes of particle motion have been identified and classified according 
to particle radius. They are 
1) Stakes Flow: Cd C ¥c 
Valid for experiments at 'g, in air, for pocahontas coal particles 
of 0~r~36. 5)1m 
The scaling law here is 
r c rl~ (prime indicates orbital conditions) 
2) Modified Oseen Flow: Cd = ~:2/3 
Valid under conditions described above for particles 
of 36.5 )lm~r:;:; 555)1m 
The scaling law here is 
,[, ] 3/5 r = r' gIg 
3) High Reynolds Number Flow: Cd c 0.4 
Valid under conditions described above for particles 
of 555 jim -% r 
The scaling law here is 
I g" 
r = rIg 
c .. "3 A7-5 
, ~, 
- ....--........-·.,....,......;-1_ .• 
. .... 4" 
Note 1: The scaling law ranges are determined in terms of 
radii for the earth (lg) model. Thus to scale a 
2000)Jm radius particle at 1O-2g, the modified "",een 
relation is valid, yielding r c 126)Um 
Note 2: Matchi ng between the 3 drag \'egimes has been checked 
at 19, condx, 
V,t (Stokes) = 0.21 ",Is for r = 36.5}lm } 
matching Vt (M-Oseen)c{O.21 m/s for r c 3(15)1m 
}6.3 m/s for r c 555 ).1m} matching 
Vt (Hi-Re) = 6.3 m/s for r c 555 ).1m 
See Figure VII.l for graphic presentation of scaling relations. 
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Figure VII.! Particie Diameter Scaling 
Pocohontas Coal in Air 
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Analysis of Light AttenuatiolJ Levels Expected in COPSE 
I) Reasons for choosing Tr8"lsmission over Backscatter 
- No theoretical basis for calculation of backscatter 
from a homogeneous volume of multiple particles. 
- Backscatter is likely to be sensitive to particles 
near the wall (or on the wall) to the exclusion of 
the bulk of the volume. 
II) Expected Attenuation Range (pmateria1 c 1.346 gtcm3) for forward scatter 
Percent Initial Illumination Incident on Detect.or 
Concentration Particle Oiameter tum) 
. 
mgtl 70 40 7.5 
2000 19.1 5.5 1.9 x 10-5 
1500 28.9 11.4 9.3 x 10-4 
1000 43.7 23.5 4.4 x 10-2 
500 66.1 48.5 2.10 
100 92.1 86.5 46.2 
50 96.0 93.0 67,9 
10 99.2 98.6 92.6 
5 99.6 99.3 96.2 
Table of Transmittance(%) 
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onl{£tillAL PAQ~ I~ 
OF POOR QUALm' 
Program Computes Transmittan~e 
Store material (particle) density in Reg. 00 in g/mm3 • 
(Note per cubic millimeter). Density is amount of particles 
in total volume in milligrams/liter 
-nax e 
n = number density 
A ,. particle area 
X ,. path length 
PRP 'SEERS' 
BltlBl 'SEERS' 
02 'HRTERIRl' 
B3 QVIEU 
04 PSE 
85 'DEHSlTV 
06 RVIEW 
97 PSE 
eo 'SHOULD BE' 
09 AVIEU 
IB PSE 
II 'Ill REG, O~ 
12 RVIEW 
IJ PSE 
14 'WMHt3)' 
I': " ... ~ .. 
'. 
Output is % of initial light (10) 
transmitted, 
AB-3 
'0 &llolt.., \~,.".~, ~'''''' -) 19 PPO~PT 
." •••. ,7' 29 STO 10 
21 'Din, (HIC.)?' 
22 P~OHPT 
23 I E'3 
24 • 
$ ...... 1 J ... ~.". , 25 STO 91 
/ ..... - 26 Xt2 
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2~ • 
29 4 
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"., ' .... P -?' 2 PCl 09 I" ~ ~u .... I. 13 IIX 
"""-,_., .. I 
1'346 
35 • 
J 7T ... S' ~ 36 PI 37 I 
38 RCl 91 
39 -3 
49 Vty 
po.. 41 • 
tiD Ithwo e. 
("'_3) -442ST003 
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Mapping of Particle Cloud Optical Density vs. Particle Density 
Di ameter range Ii .... 100 )Jm 
Density range 5 -I> 2000 g/.e. 
Maximum and minimum transmittance limited by uncertainty in readings. 
Percent variation, V. in one reading vs. another is 
V2 c n2 - nl x 100% , 
nl (Variation % at 5t.2 from 5t.l) 
where 
ni = number density @ station i 
since 
5 c:X..e-n (5 is transducer signal) 
we have 5 
V c In 2 _ 1 
2 In 51 
For small attenuations (large transmittance) the Signal is # of counts 
less than saturation. e.g. @ saturation 100 cts. At op. point, 98 counts: 
Signal c 2 counts. 
For large attenuations (small transmittance) the Signal is # of counts 
above O. e.g. @ blackout 5" 0, at 5% above blackout 5" 5. 
In both cases, error is # of counts. If error of 0.5 counts is 
assumed (0.5% precision), then to be within a 5% error bar 
f.~~ ~ ~ ~:~ -1\ x 100 <5 
For any 5 \ ) 
:;> @ 5 .. 5 cts, error .. 13% 
5 .. 6 cts, error" 10% 
5 .. 8 cts, error .. 6% 
5 .. 9 cts, error .. 5% 
* 
Max Signal .. 91 cts . 
Min Signal .. 9 cts • 
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Thus look for locus of pts. in density/diameter space yielding 
9% ~ transmi ss i on ~9l % 
J'IllB teri a 1 .. 1.346 x 10.3 9/mm3• 
Di ameter (JIm) 
NOTE 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
10 
5 
T .. e-nax 
lnTo<nA 
Densi ty @ 915S (mg/1) 
165 
130 
97 
65 
32 
16 
8 
no( dens/ r3 
Ac( r2 
~ 1 n T,,\ density/r 
Density @9% (mg/1 ) 
4150 
3310 
2480 
1660 
830 
415 
205 
'7 na"l dens/ r (r .. radius 1 
=7 for equal transmis,.,ion (e.g. 91%) density varies proportionately 
with radius (or diahll!ter). 
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Total Light Loss: 
Light loss is the result of 
1) tlall/A1r interface scattering 
(air -J wall -) inner air .... wall -) air 0 4 transmissions) 
2) Scattering by particllJ'> 9~~<transmission(91)~ 
3) Beam Spreading (inverse square) 
Beam Spreading: 
Assuming: beam spread half-angle 0 150 
initial emitting area 00.19 cm2 
illuminated area after 6 cm is 1.81 cm2 
~ "transmittance" 0 10.5% 
Wall/Air Interface: 
Transmitted fraction going from a medium of ~ 0 ~i 
into a medium of ~ 0 ~t is giVe)bY 
t " 1 _ _'11:1-,...--_ ( 
-1 2 
~ +1 
~ lexan 01:586 ~ transmission " 0.95 
over 4 interfaces the transmission is (0.95)4 " 0.81 
~ Interfacial and spreading losses account for a loss of 
91% of the light produced. hence the fraction of emitted 
light reaching the detector is 7.7% for 91% transmission 
through particles varying to 0.77% for 9% transmission 
through particles. 
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A figure of 10 lumen/11att is assumed fClr light 
source efficiency. 
-, " . --- - -'-:-'~~-~---;-;'-':"-.-" -.-------,,~ 
• 
• 
Linear range of detector is 0 - 6 m~l/cm2 light is 1n1tally 
in .19cm2 :::;.. 
6 c (.0077) (mWem1tted)/0.19 
~ an emitted radiation of 14B mW is sufficient 
::;. need ~ 1.5 watts 
3 watt bulb is sufficient. 
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OGP'=CE ~ EXPERUIErlTAL APPARATUS 
PARTS LIST FOR SHIPHErli TO NASA, WEEK OF HARCH 21, 1983 
BASI C TUBE ASSE~IBL Y AriD BASE 
£!rt Label 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Descri pt 1 on and rlumber Su pplf ed ( ) 
Glass Flame Tube (1) 
Glass Flame Tu~e (1) 
Flame Tube '·Iounting 8rackets Assemblies (3j 
Metal 8ase 
Threaded Bolts for attaching Bl to B2 (6) 
Polycarbonate Safety Shield with Aluminum 
Frame (1) 
ACOUSTIC I1IXER APPARATUS 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Compression Driver (1) including Aluminum Clamp/ 
Bracket Assembly 
Rubber GDs~ets: Small Size (3) 
Hanger Clamps (7) 
JBL Frequency Dividing Network (JBL Part #3010) (1) 
Coupling Unit (1) 
Metal Disk, lOG mm Diameter (1) 
Rubber Gaskets (3) Large Size 
Metal Collar (1) 
Rubber Split Ring (1) 
O-Ring Seals for Flame Tube (3) 
PARTICLE INJECTION SYSTEM 
17 Particle Injection Cannister (1) 
18 Particle Injection Cannister (Wide) (1) 
19 
20 
PROPELLER MIXER 
21 
A1203 Particles, 900 mesh 12-25 Diameter (1 Jar) 
Glass Spheres (1 Jar) 
Variable Speed Drive (1) 
. I 
. 
• 
, 
iii' ~ 
i 
f 
i 
I 
1 ; 
,. 
, 
" 
I 
l. 
,) 
+ 
(G 22 Propeller Shaft (1) 23 Bearing End Plate (1) 
"I 
I 
24 Bearfng Fixed Plate (1) 
25 Propeller Base Plate (1) 
~ 26·31 Propell er (1) 
, 
: l 32 Shrouded Fan (1) 
V. GAS PREPARATION, IGNITION AND VE'NT SYSTEI1S 
;' ; 33 Flash Arrestor (1) 
34 Spark Ignftlcn System (1) , ' , i 
35 Fill·side Endplate (1) 
36 Vent Plate 
37 One fnch tube (1) 
38 Scrubber Vent System (1) 
39 ilorosilicate Slass Hool (1 
40 Gas Purification Cannister 
4' 2·Lfter Gas Sample Bag (1) 
42 5·Lfter Gas Sample Bag (1) 
VI. PARTICLE, HOMOGENEITY AND FLA~lE·FRONT DETECTION 
Iii 'Ii II 
ri ,1 
11 IL 
~I !. ')1 ( 
i, 
I ' 
'f 
. ! 
43 Light Source/Detection Unit ',I 
'I 
44 Detector Junction Box (1) J, , 
1 
.? 
j 
~ 
" I I' , H_ 
," 
" -~J: 
1\ I 
I"' 
" 
:1 
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OGPCCE - EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
Assembly not.s for shlpm.nt to NASA, .! of Mlrch 21, 1983. 
I. alslc Tube Ind als. Assembly 
Flgure 1 BASIC TUBE ASSEHBLY 
Two fllme tubes Ire supplled. II his I thermocouple attlched to It. 
12 his In lmproved, stronger large end flttlng which wl11 be discussed 
under Ventlng. Note thlt becluse of dlfferences ln the location and 
Ingle of the partlcle lnjector opening (shown wlth green rubber stopper 
ln Flg. I), the three brackets may need to face elther left or rlght. 
This 180· rotatlon of I 'lracket shlfts its clamp locltlon by about 1". 
Holes for mountlng these brlckets Ire marked wlth letter B. 
Figure 2 shows the safety shel1d (plrt 12) in place. The swinging sup-
port Irms are supplled mounted on the base. 
A9-3 
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F1gure 2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS ~IITH SAFETY 
SHIELD IN PLACE. NOTE SUPPORTINli 
ARMS AIIO L-8RACKETS 
The ih1eld f~ of polycarbonate mater1al wh1ch w111 not shatt~r. It 
should be 1nstalled before 19nftion of flame tube contents . All per-
sonnel should be separated from the tube by the sh1eld. 
II. Acoustfc Mixer Apparatus 
The acoustic driver is shown mounted on the flame tube in Figure 3. 
It is supported in a clamp/bracket assembly which attaches to the base 
at the tapped holes marked "A". The driver is part '7. Note that 
while the manufacturer's marking says "8 ohms". a new coll/diaphragm 
has been installed of 16 ohm impedance. A label has been added cor-
rectly stating the 1mpedance as 16 ohms. 
The f1tting of the dr1ver to the tube is also shown in Figure 3. A 
rubber gasket (part 8) is placed between the driver and glass tube 
flange. A second identical gask-.t 1s placed on the other s1de of the 
glass flange. A seal is then achieved by pushing the glass tube aga1nst 
the tube (s11ding it through brackets (part '3)). For better sea11n9. 
3 hangar clamps (,g) are attached over the two flanges and 2 gaskets 
F1nter T1ght. Remember. you are squeez i ng glass so be gentle. The glass 
flange 1s not to be used to support the d1. 
drfver and tube together. 
or to t:alp squeeze the 
A9-4 
The cl .ps only .erve to keep the glsk.t fr v1brlt1ng Ind 1001_n1ng. 
Figure 3 MOUNTING OF COMPRESSION DRIVER 
AT FLAME TUBE EtlD 
A pair of devices hdS btln provided tG protect the drfv.r from excessive 
signal levels and signals of low frequency « 800 Hz) whfch mal damage the 
driver. Ffgure 4 is a schematic d1lgram of th~lr arrangement. 
~ ',1 1 "===:t=: 
(l., ' 
h F :=t=====:::f: 
Figure 4 DRIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
A9-5 
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'art '10 splits low and high frequency eo ponents of the a plified signal. 
The 10 I arl fld to I resistive net rk in part '11. This load .ust be 
provi~.d to ensure proper operation of part '10. The high frequency c~­
ponent is coupled through a 1 amp fUle to the driver. At 16 n i.p dance, 
e one p fuse allows 16 
ieh is rated at 30-35 
tts of ainl- ve power to reach the drivlr, 
tts sinl- ve, providing a saflty factor of 2. 
This large saflty flctor is netlaalry as the driver coil will burn out 
faster th n the use. Even ith this safety factor, care should be exer-
cised to protect the ,peaker from high power. 00 not turn on tha amplifier 
until all connections are de to avoid switc~ing transients. The RHS 
voltmetar may be used as a po r meter to onitor the power input to the 
driver. Since 
and 
• > 
E • IR 
P • EI 
P • E2/R 
(E • voltage, I • current, R • resistancI) 
(p • power) 
Thus, for an imp d nce of 16 n, E2 should be kept under 480 y2 to eep 
po er bllo 30 atts. Thus, the S voltmeter reading should not exceed 
~ ., 22 volts. Blcause the driver impedance 15 not constant at 16 n 
but is a function of frequency, a maximum of 16 RHS volts is recomm nded. 
When performing mixing xperiments, a cover ust b provided at the opposite 
(ignition) end. This is the larger diameter opening hich would be vented 
in combustion measur ments. Figure 5 illustrates this covering which con-
sists of the clamps (part 19), a etal disk (part 112) and two rubber gaskets 
(part '13), one placed between the disk Jnd the outside of the flange, and one 
between the flange and the clamp. Again the fragile nature of this flange 
15 noted. 
The tube with part 12 has been remanufactured with a stronger large-end 
fitting. Part 14 is a metal collar and 115 is a rubber split ling which 
fits over that end plate. An O-ring (part 116) completes the seal. Figure 
6 is a sketch of this end platt arrangement. 
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Ffgure 5 COVERING OF LARGE TUBE END 
WITH LARGE ENO PLATE 
, 
, . " 
,- / 
- . 
-
Ffgure 6 COLLAR AND O-RING SEAL 
OF TUBE PART '2 
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POoR QUAl.rtY 
Th. 2 ports at the tubt larga .nd ar. for the splrk fgnftfon syst~ .l.c-
trodts whfch ar. dhcuss.d lat.r. Th.II 1liiy b. pla~.d fn the holts for 
mfx.r t.stfng. Oth.rwfsa ru~b.r lab stopp.rs or tiP' should b. used to 
cloll them. 
Th. D.sfgn Manual should b. consult.d for ov.rlll syst~ d.sfgn Ind operl-
tfons calculltfons (Acoustfc mfx.r S.ctfon IC). 
Th. Dfvfdfng N.twork (part I10) controls should bt s.t IS follows: 
HF Gafn Control: Max 
HF Boost: MAX 
III. Partfcl. InJectf~~ Syst 
Thfs system fs shown schematfcally fn Ffgure 7. 
1-'''''' , ..... r" 
.. ------7""" At.J" . 1 (.-t .• , .... D • ..,~ ~ 
Ffgure 7 PARTICLE INJECTION SYSTEM 
Whfle TRW fs supplyfng only the partfcle cannfster, Ffgure 8 shows the 
regulator and trfgger used for the test applfcatfon. 
A9-8 
ORICtlNAL AG 
Th r.d host fs the pr.ssurfz.d .fr supply. o POOR QUALITY 
Figur. 8 AIR REGULATOR ANO TRIGGER 
Th. triggered air fs carried through the bllck lfne (cent.r l.ft) to the 
injection cannister shown fn place in Figure 9. 
Figure 9 BIJECTION CANNISTER INSTALLED ON FLAME TUBE 
A9-9 
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.OF POOR QUALITY 
Th. III bly of Figur. I fs part "7. An Irlf.r v.rlfon wfth In .nllrged 
Itorlg' vol • fs part "~ao 'Irt "7 yf.,ds bltt.r p.rforelnc. beclus. 
plrtfcl.1 t.nd to becom. lodg.d fn the cons trfctfons of "~a o Th. two 
parts Ir. shown Iglfn fn Ffgur. 10. 'Irt "7, the bltt.r plrforefng, fs 
fn the for.ground. 
Ffgur. 10 TWO PARTICLE INJECTION CANNISTERS 
Th. fnj.ctor rks by contafnfng partfcles between two teflon membrlnes, 
on. at elch .nd of the tub.. Th.s. embrlnes Ire secur.d by AN flttings 
as shown ln detal1 ln Ffgure ". Note that the teflon may fft elther 
between the copper ·soft-seal" Ind the fllred tube (IS shown) or between 
the "soft-seal" and the AN ffttlng. In the latter arrangll1'ent the ·soft-
seal" fs between the flared tube and the teflon. Thls arrangement b.tter 
protects the teflon and is pref.rred. A pressure of about 50 psl ls ade-
quate to rupture the two dfaphragms. The dfaphragms were formed of 1/2" 
teflon tape. 
In operation, one diaphragm is assembled, the partfcle charge is loaded 
into the tube and the second diaphragm is then added. 
A selection of particles is also supplied. These include: Part 119, 900 
mesh A1 20! particles. These were examined under a microscope and appear 
to be 12-25 ~m in diameter. Though small they tend to agglomerate and 
A9-10 
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Figur. 11 DETAIL OF THE TEFLON DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY 
stick to the glass walls und.r mixing. Part 120; th.s. appear to bt glass 
blllons (i .•• , hollow glass sph.r.s). Their .xact nature has not bo.n 
determin.d and th.y hav. not bt.n .xamined und.r a microscop.. They .x-
hibit low sink in fret air and do not tend to agglomerat.. They have a 
greatly reduced tendency to stick to glass walls. (Note how they leave 
the walls of their container.) 
Additionally, talcum powder and corn starch have been tested. The worst 
performance was from the A1 20,. Talc t.nds to adhere to walls but is very 
fin •. 
IV. Propell.r Mixer 
This system's schematic diagram is shown in Figure 12. The installation 
" •• , . I. ',,,4. f'tI . , •. .I . ,. 
Figure 12 PROPELLER MIXER DIAGRAM 
A9-11 
i •• ho in Flgur •• 13 .nd 14. Th vlri.bl •• ~.d drivi (Plrt 121) i. 
Ittlch.d to the prop.ll.r .hlft (Plrt 122) Iftlr th •• hlft hi. blln 
-in.lrt.d through the belring .nd pllt. (123) Ind thl belring fix.d plltl 
(124). Thl flx.d plat. i. Ittlchld to the propell.r bI •• pllt. (125) 
which i. mount.d to the bI •• (Plrt 14) tipped hol .... rkld p. Th. pro· 
pel1.r i. th.n Ittached to the .haft .nd bltw In the two ~ut.. A number 
of propell.r. is supplitd,. of which ar. too larg. to fit in the 
tub.. Th.s. may b. us.d by construction of a sultabl. shroud. Prop.11.rs 
ar. parts 126-31. In t.lting prop.llir. it is r.co .nd.d that partic11' 
be add.d whi1. the prop.l1.r is op.rating. Th. prop .ixing action i. 
w.ak.st at the w 11s h.r. the partic1.s will s.ttl. und.r 1.g conditions. 
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FIGURE 13 ASSE LY OF PROPELLER DIVE SYSTEM 
• 
FIGURE 14 DETAIL OF PROPELLER AND SHAFT OF PROPELLER IUXER 
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,t re 11 d ptct. lnoth r pro ller .t,tnl de.t • The fin (part "2) t. 
unted on t ba.e pllte. A. rO'd of epoxy COl ted ft rill •• ftll. t e 
.pace bit n the fin Ind tube nd. Tht •• rou t. no Ittach d to t fin 
Or.tnl on I.. bly. 
FIGURE 15 FAN MOUNTED ON PROPELLER eASE BEFORE ADDITION OF SHROUD 
Again, testing is bast ptrformed bY ,addition of particles while the fin is 
operlt i.lg . 
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s fitt.d 
arr'ltor is lOunt.d so t t t • Irro 
indicating fl dir ction poin in 0 t aixtur. bottl.. T arr.stor is 
t n r .r .. d .. d to 01'11 plrt of t • n tube f1111ng circuit. 
Figu • 1.. • the ill/aixtur. pr.parltio '1st... ott thet the fll 
arr •• tor •• rv •• e. a c ck vilv. al 11 • 
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FIGURF 16 MIXTURE PREPARATION SYSTEM 
--- "'ft( ••• r'"'''''' 
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Ignition of gls mixtur.s is by spark discherg' bttw .n two copplr .l.ctrod.s. 
Th. syst .. is supplied IS 1 unit. plrt n btr 34. Eight to 12 volts Ire Ippli.d 
to the front panel plug fr I supply cl~lbl. of d.l1v.ring 6 per.s. 
After turning the roc .r switch to ·on" .ntar11y d.pr.ssing the push-
button switch Ind th.n ,.1.lsing it r.s.lts in I high volteg. d1schlrg •. 
1.J/'Ilul'"~L PA I 
OF POOR QUALm: 
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QUALITY 
T t .l.ctrod •• ar. ld fn plac. by h. bl.c rubb.r stoppers fch 
.r. fn •• rt.d through oppo.fng ffttfng. fn the l.rg •• nd of th fl.me tUbe. 
T y .ra • 0 fns .lled fn the 10 r rfght .fd. of rfgur. 2. A sp.cfng 
of 1-2 CI gfv •• r.lf.bl •• p r fng. Ffgur. 17 f •• dfagr.~ of the .park 
cfrcuft 
• "'t~ .~, ,,, ' 1'.'. 
'. ' I,. ,_ ,I 
• 
.. 
Ffgur. 17 SPARK IGNITION CIRCUIT 
V.ry hfgh voltages ar. produced bet len the electrodes. Clution should 
be used fn th operation of the device. 
~hen prepar1ng for ignition tests, the f111-s1de endpllte, plrt 135, should 
be 1nstalled It th smlll end of the tube. Th1s part has a sw gelock 
f1tt1ng for purging and f1111ng the tube Ind I 10 psi pop vilve to guard 
Iglinst shatter1ng of the glass tube in clse of In overpressure clused, for 
example, by I bloc Ige of the vent system. This pllte 1s sho mounted 
1n r1gure 18. 
B fore 19nition, the oppos1te (llrge) tube end should be f1tted with I 
vent system. This connection is mlde using the vent plate, PI~t 136. This 
pllte is provided with I 1 1nch fitting for attachment to I vent system 
and I s agelock fitt1ng for I pressure transducer. 
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FIGURE 18 FILL SIDE ENDPLATE INSTALLATIOU; NOTE FILL LINE 
FROM MIXTURE bOTTLE AND 10 PSI (SAFETY) VALVE. THE PARTICLE 
INJECTION PASSAGE IS BLOCKED WITH THE GREEU RUBBER STOPPER. 
In the anticipated SPice Transportation System installation. this end of 
the tube may be too close to the wall of the enclosure to allow placement 
of a vent system. The 1 inch tube (part .37) would be used to carry exhaust 
gasls to whichever vent system is chosen. It is pack.d with glass wool 
to pr.vent flame propogat1on in it and to help cool the exhaust gas. ~ n2! 
attempt to suppor't this tub! with the end plat.e (.36) when in turn support-
ing the end plate on the glass tub.. This will result in cracking the 
glass tube. Se sure the tube and end plate are resting on other laboratory 
apparatus. Figures 19 and 20 show the end plate and tub. mounted to the 
scrubber vent system discussed below. 
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OF POOR UUALI 
FIGURE 19 INSTALLATION OF THE VENT PLATE AND ONE-INCH TUBE 
AT THE FLAME TUBE. SUPPORT OF THIS HARDWARE IS FROM THE 
BASE OF THE SC~UBBER VENT IN THE tEFT SlOE OF THE PICTURE. 
WITH THE GLASS FLAME TUBE REMOVEO, THE TUBE AND END PLATE 
~!Q! SAG . THEY ARE SUPPORTED BY TIGHTENING THE TUBE AT 
THE VENT BASE. 
AND TUBE INSTALLATION. THE PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER IS MOUNTED DIRECTLY ABOVE THE 
1-INCH TUBE . 
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The scrubber vent system (part 138) conslsts of I packed gllss tube, I palr 
of end plltes Ind mountlng hardware. It ls Ilso fftted wlth therMOcouples 
f~r the lnlet and outlet flows. Flgure 21 shows lt mounted lnto the 
base plate (part 14) It the holes ~rked VN and V. The holes ~ar ed VN 
are backed wlth nuts to further secure the systeD. 
FIGURE Zl INSTALLATION OF THE SCRUBBER VENT SYSTEM 
At the base of the scrubber ls a fltting to attach to the one inch tube 
and a steel tube with a plastic cover. Thi~ tube 1s to bring fresh air 
lnto the scrubber and should be uncapped for use. The three scrubber layers 
are: glass wool (borosilicate glass) for partlculate filtering and cooling; 
a molecular sieve for drying exhause gas and Hopkalite. a material for 
catalyzlng the reaction of CO and Oz to COZ' Note that these materials 
must be kept ln sealed containers so that they do not become saturated. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
ORICI4NA PA 
OF POOR QUALITY 
For thfs reason the bott ffttfng has a rubber stopp.r, the st •• , rod has 
a plastfc cover and th upp r v.nt holt fa cOVlred with rubber sh .. t . Th ... 
three covers should be r ved for op.ratfon. Th. ste.' rod fs partfally 
pac .d with glass 01 (part 139) to prev.nt the granular .. t.rfal fron 
spfllfng through ft should ft be tfpped. on.thel.ss, car. should be 
ta .n to eep the v.rt vertfcal. The mol.cular sf.v. and catalyst mat.rfal s 
r. ta en from a gas purfffcatfon cannfster. A s.cond such cannfster 
fs supplfed ( 40). 
Venting fnto balloons .. y be t.sted usfng the gas .a plfng bags provfded. 
A 2-lfter and a 5-lfter balloon r. provfded (part 141 tnd 42 respectfvely). 
Thes. bags ar. opened by cuttfng as shown on the bag. They may be attached 
to the tube (137) th a rubber band, tap., or a rubber o-rfng. 
The procedures used at TRW for mixture preparation and flame tube filling 
ar. reproduced below. 
These are supplied for .xamples only. The precise fill procedure should 
be developed by the hardware and requirements at LeRC. 
Example Mixture Preparation Procedure: 
CAUTION: ork behind safety shield 
ear eye protection 
No open sparks or f lames 
All electrical equipment OFF 
1) Configure mixing tube as per diagram A 
1'1 •• , .. . . " •• , " , t , 
S.I., ,,"0 ,t , 1=1.,,. ,..",.0' ( ,. •• , ", .. . -1 ~ 
"::X:~;;:= ~ ."/~·.f'" I ,#(1 __ ~~S l ' ''. c,. .... .. \...---------~ 
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2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12 ) 
, • ORIGINAl. PI\G~ IS 
Crack connection between bott1 e and pressure ga~~e :OOR QUALITY 
Connect lab air (compressed) to flash arrestor inlet. 
Flush system with lab ccmpressed air. 
Tighten bottle/gauge connection. 
Fill bottle with lab air to p ~ DO psia. 
shut valve, disconnect lab air, connect propane at inlet to flush 
arrestor (do not tighten). 
purge propane line. 
Tighten propane line and regulate to p > 90 psia. 
Open valve to permit propane entry. For stoichiometric l partial pressures 
are 96% air to 4% propane. 
Close valve, shut off propane. 
Reverse flash arrestor to parmit flame tube filling. 
Flame Tube Purge/Fill Procedure: 
CAUTION: Work behind safety shield 
Wear eye protection 
No open flames or spal'ks 
power supply located far from experiment 
All OTHER electrical equipment off 
Ensure adequare ventilation 
Configure flame tube as per diagram B 
/ 
/ 
1) Connect the exit from the flash arrestor to the fill fitting. 
2) Purge system by flowing inflammable (propane/air) mixture. 
NOTE: Purge flow will enter vent system. If this is undesirable, 
disconnect vent system first. 
3) Disconnect propane/air line from fill fitting and cover with nut. 
4) Reconnect vent system if necessary (see step 2). 
5) Ignite with spark~ 
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VI. Particle Homogeneity and Flamefront Detection 
Three light source/detector units are supplied (part #43). The detector 
portion is used alone for flame front detection, while its response to its 
associated light is used for particle homogeneity measurement. These 
units are slipped (carefully) over the flame tube at the desired location. 
The lines are connected to the marked plugs on the detector junction box, 
part 644. Each detector is shunted by a potentiometer in the junction box. 
The potentiometers are adjusted by the "detector loading" control. In 
this way. the three responses may be balanced before initiation of a 
test. This shUnting also prevents detector Voltage saturation which 
occurs at very low light 'leve1s when input directly to high impedance 
deVices without shunting. The detectors are Archer (Radio Shack) catalog 
number 276-144. Further information on the operation of these devices 
is available in the design manual. Note that because of the detectors used, 
no external power supply is required. The output recorded (at the plugs 
marked "strip chart output") as a function of power applied to a single 
light by measure of the voltage across it and current through it is tabu-
lated in Table 1., 
TABLE 1 DETECTOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
Power Supplied to 1 Light Bu1b/mW Voltage Output (mV) (Shunt Value 200 n) (Shunt Value 1740 n) 
a 
55 
110 
180 
280 
365 
450 
660 
A9-22 
a 
a 
1.2 
10.8 
43.6 
83.1 
133.3 
180.3 
a 
a 
o 
1.2 
5.0 
9.7 
15.7 
21. 7 
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NHB l700.7A, Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using the Space 
Transportation System (5T5), paragraph 201, Failure Tolerance • 
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Failure of eXperimental container to isolate combustion particles and 
combustion generated toxic and odorous fumes from the manned environment. 
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NHB l700.7A, Safety Policy and Requirements for PaYloads Using the Space Transportation System (STS), paragraph 212, RadiatJon • 
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D[IC~I'TI~ ar NAlA.OI . 
Exposure of ocular components to subthreshold laser intensities allowing 
the accumulation of ocular component damage or increased susceptibility 
to allow damage. 
HllUD ClUIlS, 
1. Exposed laser light sources. 
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3. Laser radiation exposure exceeding the maximum permissible exposure 
criteria given in ANSI Z 136.1-1980, American Nntional Standard for the 
Sa fe Use of Lasers. 
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vibration or acceleration induced loads causing shuttle damage and injury to 
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NHB 1700.7A, Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using the Space 
Transportation System (STS) , paragraphs 20B.l, Structural Des i gn and 
. 20B.2, Emergency Landing Loads. ' 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
PCCE (PARTICLE CLOUD COMBUSTION EXPERIMENT) 
PHASE 0 SAFETY REVIEW 
MINUTES OF MEETlNG 
APRIL 20, 1983 
The PCCE phase 0 safety review was held in building 45, room 651, at 9:00 a.m. 
Those in attendance were: 
JSC 
CAG/O. A. Ballard 
DH6/B. Se 11 ar i 
ER/H. A. Kuehnel 
LN/M. M. Lusk 
LP/C. E. Chassay 
NS2/M. P. Fodroci (Boeing/HS-04) 
NS2/S. M. Luczkowski 
NS2/D. S. Noah 
NS2/E. J. Schlei 
NS2/B. G. Walker (Boeing/HS-04) 
WA3/J. D. Lo' " 
TRW 
J. Kropp 
LeRC 
50l-7IT. Labus 
501-7/R. C. Nussle 
1. General. Mr. Noah opened the meeting by introducing the atte~dees. 
Mr. Nussle started the discussion by describing the payload. In the course of 
the discussion, several changes to the experiment concepts described in the phase 
o safety data package were announced: 
a. There will not be an electric motor to turn the c~rousel; instead, a 
crewmember wi 11 tur'n it ma~ua lly. 
b. The present design vents the products of combustion to an expandable 
metal balloon. Two other options were discussed during the review. TRW sug-
gested venting the products through a filter that would be open at the opposite 
end to the cabin atmosphere. I,t was sUggested to LeRC that using the overboard 
dUmp system of the waste management system could be a viable possibility. These 
options will be studied, and a design or procedure will be selected prior to the 
phase I safety review. 
./ c. Instead of using a single tank to store pressurized air, each flame tube 
may have its own individual air cartridge to provide macroscopic mixing. , 
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It was suggested that CO? (carbon dioxide) cartridges could be used if 
they were emptied and backfilled ~th all" at 100 psi. It was estimated that each 
of the cartridges would contain 19:1 joules ot stol'ed energy. The Lexan (poly. 
carbonate) flame tubes have an operating pressure of 120 psi and a burst pres sur! 
of 500 psi. During normal experiment combustion, the pressure rise in each tube 
is less than 2 atmospheres (approximately 30 psi). 
The payload organization stated that there would be no batteries for 
this exp~riment. They also stated that the frequency of the acoustic mixer is 
pi anned to be in the range of 1 to 5 kHz. The present pI an for the i gnit Ion 
system useS a condenser coil and a spark plUg type igniter. Other ignition 
systems are being considered. 
A discussion followed on the potential hazard of explosion when burning fuel 
dust. Grinding a fuel into dust greatly Increases the combustible surface area, 
and a high enough concentration of dust could result in a rapid evolution of gas 
accompanied by an explosive pressure rise. LeRC was aSSigned action Item 1 (see 
attachment) to assess the explosion hazard potential, and to describe the 
controls that will be implemented. LeRC was also assigned action item 2 to 
determine the total amount of fuel and to provide a toxicity assess.ent of the 
fuels and their combustible byprodur.ts. 
2. HR (Hazard Report) Review. When the discussion of the various design 
options was completed, the following HR's were reviewed. Mr. Schlei pOinted out 
that there was no HR addressing EMl (electromagnetic interference). LeRe waS 
aSSigned action Item 3 to prepare an HR on EMI. 
a. pee-1, Fire, Ignition of Flammable Atmosphel'e. The hazard title should 
be changed to "Flre, IgnltJon Sources." In the applicable safety reqUirements 
section, the words "paragraph 219. Flammable Atmosphere" should be deleted and 
replaced by the words "paragraph 213. Electrical Systems." 
b. PCCE-2. This HR should be rewritten to address flammable materials in 
accordance with NHB 1700.7A, ·Safety Policy and Requirements For Payloads Using 
the Space Transportation System (STS)," paragraph 209. 
c. PCCE-3, Contamination-Toxic FUmes and Particles. Add Information con-
cerning any biologlcal growth hazards associated Wlth lycopodium. 
d. PCCE-S, Excessive Noi~. This HR was acceptable for phase O. 
e. PCCE-6, Contamination-Release of Flammable, Toxic and Shattered 
Materials. Change title to "Contamination-Offgassing." Move the discusslon of 
shatterable mat~rials to PCCE-9. 
f. PCCE-7, Electrical Shuck-General. This HR was acceptable for phase O. 
g. PCCE-B. Injury-General. Modify the hazard description to include crew 
contact with high temperature surfaces. 
h. PCCE-9, Contamination-Release of Glass Particles to a Manned Environ-
ment. This HR should be mOdified to address both launch and reentry hazard. 
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i. PCCE-IO, Stress Corrosion Induced Failures. This HR was acceptable for 
phase O. 
j. PCCE-12, Ctlntamination-Film. Delete this HR and add film fla'Tll1ability 
concerns to FCCi[:t; 
k. PCCE-13, Contamination-Electric Motors. Delete this HR and add concerns 
associated with electric motor ignition sources on PCCE-l. Materials concerns 
should be addressed on PCCE-2. 
0, 
1. PCCE-15, Injury-Laser Light Exposur~. This HR was acceptable for pnase 
m. PCCE-17, Explosion Pr~ssure Vessel. This HR was acceptable for phase O. 
n. PCCE-19, Projectiies. Change the hazard title from "Projectiles" to 
"Structural Fallure." 
o. PCCE-20, Improper Adapter Plate Loading. Delete this HR and include the 
concerns on P~CE-19 
3. Conclusion, The PCCE phase 0 safety review is considered complete, All 
action items and HR modifications are due at the phase I safety review, The date 
for the phase I safety review has not been determined. 
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!.enON 
TASK [IUE 
Determine whether the worst-case mixtures ~ I 
of fuel and air could result in an explo-
sion. Assess the ability of the flame 
tubes to withstand an explosion . Describe 
the controls available which prevent an . 
explosion. 
Define the total amount of each fuel to be l3 I 
used. Provide a toxicity assessment of 
each fuel and its combustion byproducts. 
Prepare a hazard report addressing electro- j:l I 
magnetic interference, 
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APPENDIX 11 
glMI1lIBLQf. DISCU.§S IOrtEoT . FINAL Jilll.ffI1:IJU 1l/10/1l3J. 
This appendix is a summary of discussions during presentation at the 
Porous Solids Experiment Design at LeRe. The audience included Tom 
Labus, r~alph Nussle, Professor Berlad, Joshi (Berlad's graduate 
student) and Kurt Sacksteder. The notes taken are edited and repro-
duced belo~l, organized by the related section of the draft report. 
The page of the briefing which prompted the discl/ssion is noted and the 
page heading is reproduced in quotes. A section is also devoted to the 
post-presentation dIscussion. Table 1 summarizes the topiGa addressed 
in the discussions. 
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Tabl e 1 SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ropI.CS 
• Shul;tl e atmosphere (temp. pressure, gaseous constituent) effects and 
variations 
~. Use of the Shuttle cooling loop , 
• Ignition energy requirement 
• Electrical power supply limitations 
• Particle injector pressure/volume requirements; particle packaging 
• Large and small scale particle mixing; eddy dissipation time constants 
• Need for more detailed time history of g-loads in Shuttle bay 
• Strength of diaphragms which seal tube ends 
• Trapping of particles in zirconium wool ignitor 
• Camera field of view/viewing stations along tube 
• Resolution of flame passage by IR detectors 
c Size and inertial response of unfolding balloon 
• Removal of pressure transducer from instrumentation package 
e Material selection for exhaust heat sink 
• P0\1er requi rements of acousti c driver 
• Optimal level of operator intervention 
• Particle/particle and particle/~all adhesion 
ij Integration: procedures for installation of experiment in Shuttle 
• weight: amount of available margin 
, 
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Report Briefing 
Section Page 
2.2 
2.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
11 
15 
"14id-Deck Accommodati ons" Nussl e was unsure of the 
partial pressurp. of 02 and N2 in the Shuttle atmos-
phere. Kropp summarize'd the nominal and t'Jo'rst case 
atmospheres. Labus wondered if the experiment 
might require use of the Shuttle cooling loop and 
whether venting would be available in the galley • 
Kropp replied neithar would influence the design. 
"Mid-Deck Constraints on COPSE" Berlad requested an 
upper bound estimate on Shuttl e atmosphe)'e PI essure 
and tempet'ature va)'iation. Kropp explained the pro-
bl em is, resolved tlirough operation: the expr>, !ment 
is not e·,,)cuted duri ng periods when Shuttl e envi ronment 
is out of limits defined by Berlad. Nussle questioned 
stringency of the 250 watt power limitation. Kropp 
replied it is not very tight but we design~d to it. 
It only preclUded use of very high camera framing rates. 
25 "COPSE Carousel Concept" Berlad questioned whether 16 
tubes could be accor.modated under Weight constraint. 
Kropp replied they could and tube number could be re-
duced if necessary but our design accommodates 16. 
30 "Pressure Bottle Relationships" Nussle questioned 
source of particle injector pressure and volume re-
qui rements. Fl eeter l'epl i ed the pressure must be 
SUfficient to burst the injector diaphragms, while 
the volume is required.for thorough flushing of the 
particle cannister. Berlad wondered if any teflon 
was carried into the tube during 'injection. Fleete)' 
responded that during test all the teflon remained 
attached to the diaphragm. Rather than breaking 
into pieces, the teflon develops tears through which 
the particles and air pass. 
32 "Particle Mixing Concepts" Berlad pointed out the 
difference between macro mixing - gross motion of the 
air with length scales on the order of tube dimensions, 
and micro mixing - motion at turbulent eddy scales, 
Kropp responded that injector provides macromixing 
and acoustic driver provides micromixing, Berlad felt 
a 30 sec. delay between mixing and ignition would 
allow dissipation of fluid motion, how~v'i!r particles 
will settle to walls due to Van Der Waals' force~ 
and g-forces if they have a DC component (e.g. from 
drag forces on the Shuttle). A record of Shuttle 
g-loads over time is r~quired but, accordiD9 to Kropp, 
is not readily available nor are temperature and 
pressure data from the Shuttle bay. Kropp pointed 
out that the problem could be solved through ~peration -
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instruction not to operate the experiment at periods 
of high g-loading (e.g, > 10-4 g). : 
"Acoustic Mixing Concept" Nus5le questione~ if dia-
phragm can withstand 10 I b/i n2 pressl're and my I ar is 
chosen for diaphragm. Fl,~eter responded diaphragm 
must 
• Seal from O2 diffusi\\n,; aluminum on mylar 
yields a good diffus1ve bnrrier 
• Be flexible to prevent resonances during 
acoustic mixer ops 
• Be light to minimize acoustic damping 
These considerations led to mylar select-ion. Diaphragm 
thickness should be chosen to ensure sufficient burst 
strength. 
"Major Sci ence Requi reml:ints" Labus asked where 1-2 Joul e 
ignition requirements came from. Berlad felt it was 
informally agreed between himself and Gat. Berlad be-
Ii eyed nitr.ocell ul ose covered "Ii re was the desi gn ignitor. 
Kropp explained it would be zirconium wool which provides 
102 times, the mi nimum energy requi rement. 
"Ignition Concept" Berlad noted that fuel' particles 
may become trapped in the zirconium Wool. Also, how 
quickly will the zirconium oxidize at room temperature? 
How can the wool be most fi I'mly attached to the 
electrodes? 
"Photography" Berlad is considering using split field 
of view (FOV) at two stations along test section and 
not observing the ignition region. He prefers viewing 
stations 1/3 and 2/3 of test ~cction length along 
tube. Fleeter pointed out this strains the film bud-
get and suggested 3 solutions. 
1. Lowar frami ng 'rate 
2. Don't trigger camera until flame reaches 
fir,t IR detector 
3. Enlarge FDV (permits lower frame rate) 
"Particle Homogeneity" Berlad stressed 30 ~m particle 
size as most important. From plot of detector range 
and general discussion, he determined suffi~ient range 
exists for the 30 ~m case given current detector design. 
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Section Page 
3.7 39 
, 
5.1 60 
5.3 66 
5.5 45 
5.5 64 
"Flame Rate Sensing" Berlad questioned temporal and 
spatial l'esolution to match reponse curves .from de-
tectors during fl ame passage. Kropp and Fl'eeter 
calcUlated the number of response points wh'ich would 
be recorded and Berlad felt that resolution provided 
would be adequate. 
"Tube Component. Drawings" Bl:rlad pOints out that 
isobaric conditions must be assured in the ignition 
region. It seems that even without any vent system, 
ignition would be isobaric simply because of the 
large tube volume (2050 em·) compared with the small 
ignition Volume (3 em.). 
"Particle Mixer" Berlad and Joshi felt a lighter 
acoustic driver would suffice, and as much as 8 lb. 
could be saved. Fleeter pointed out that the acoustic 
power requirement is not well defined and the present 
design is more conservative. Also a metal diaphragm 
may be preferred over paper. SinGe the delivered 
unit was not well mntched acoustically to the tube, 
better performance wi 11 be achi eyed in the fl i ght-deSign hardWare. 
"COPSE Tube" Berlad questioned how vent reserVoir 
was sized and noted that the "inertial" properties 
of the vent may be important to the pressure rise 
in the combustion tubes. Fleeter responded that 
vent sizing was the result of lab experience and 
calculation of combustion chemistry and thermo-
dynamics (to yield probable heat release and tem-
perature rise) and heat losses to the tube walls 
and heat sinks. 
"Vent System Diagram" A general diSCUssion on the 
heat sink took place. It was noted that 
• Packed copper wire is an alternative to 
sintered Nickel 
• LeRC is testing a ceramic honeycomb with 
good results (but could it shatter?) 
~ Nickel was chosen because it has the highest 
thermal diffusivity of the available materials for sintered plate. 
• The sintered plate thickness is limited by 
oP constraints to gain extra mass"or coarse 
heat sink could be added behind the sintered plate. 
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"Crnnparison of Initial and Final Function" Various 
comm.~nts on use of a pressure transducer to· document 
cabin pressure during run. It was felt tha~ this 
would not be much help because it would not help 
estbalish partial 02 pl'essure. Further, tests could 
establish the tube capability to maintain 1 atm 
pressure while outside pressure varied. 
"Typical Front Control Panel" In regard to discussion 
of Section 7.1, Berlad mention~d that blockage of 
lamps and sensors might be minimized be special treat-
ment of small windows at their locations. Treatment 
might include embedded wires to carry off static 
charge. 
"Equipment List" Nussle pointed out that mirrors and 
prisms shOUld net be glass and a search might be made 
for best aVailable non-shattering optics. 
"Electrical Operation" A general discussion took place 
on the benefit of operator vs. automatic control of 
the decision to provide from mixing to ignition opera-
ti on. Whil e automati c control mi ght reduce operator 
workload, it could delay testing if a lamp or sensor 
should fail or be blocked. 
"Design Issues" 8erlad described the impact of wall 
saturation by particles: 
1) Excess particle mass should be injected to 
yield desired stoichometry. 
2) Instrumentation, both photographic and homo-
geneity detection, may be hampered. 
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POST BRIEFING DISCUSSION 
- -
, Kropp stressed need to consider details of the integration process, 
'. especially max. storage duration. 
, 
- Berlad wants to load particle cannister in his laboratory to ensure 
accurate particle bonding. Nussle could accomplish this at LeRC. 
- Nussle recommended sealing particles into a sealed pouch to eliminate 
double fittings for diaphragm. This will provide a longterm seal for 
the particles and prevent their absorption of water. 
- Homogeneity and flame detectors might benefit from an overall anti-
static treatment of the entire wall with special attention to the 
small areas at the sensor and lamp locations. 
- Nussle assured Berlad that accurate, pressure measurements will be 
made in the ignition region of the test apparatus at LeRC. 
- Nussle questioned the total we.ight and how it may be trimmed. fleeter 
responded that potential savings are available in 
1) Thiner tubes 
2) ,Use of titanium for structure instead of aluminum 
3) Move electronics and the recorder to a separate location. 
- Will noise be a problem during mixing? Fleeter pointed out that noise 
will be reduced compared to the lab apparatus because 
1) Polycarbonate is a better damper than glass 
2) Better seals will reduce sound emission 
3) Experiment has an outer housing which will further 
enhance the sound 
4) SomeWhat lower power may be required with a better,acoustic 
impedance match. 
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- Berlad and Labus suggested a graduated level mixing strategy. As 
mixing progresses the sound level is gradually decreased so that at 
the end of mixing only a very short time is required for dissipation 
of remaining fluid motion. 
A vibration analysis should be made - the injector pressure bottles 
may need to be made rigid to withstand launch. 
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